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Dimitris Eleas was born in Athens. He has studied politics in London where he 
lived. His work is full of thought, imagination and pictures. His name has appeared in 
books, magazines and newspapers. His debut first book was published in Athens, as a 21 
years old, with the title “Women” (1994) and he has completed his first novel “Eccentric 
Notes” (1997-2004-2011).  In London the “Ten Texts” (2007) was also published. The 
writings also featured in his solo art exhibition in London “Texts with Icons” (1998).  

His major work so far, is this book, which he wrote in the duration of the last 
decade [+] in English, “Eccentric Portraits (The grandson of Aristotle and his life as a 
writer in London)” (2007-2011). People try to revive their life by buying a new car or a 
new pair of shoes, or having a great holiday. But people should also try to use their 
imagination more, to revive their life. This is “the story” behind this book. Using 
imagination, knowledge is expanded. Using knowledge, we ask more questions. 

Website: Greek Eyes in the World (dimitriseleas.com) and the blog: 
d.[cells/ideas] (dimitriseleas.wordpress.com). 

Contact Dimitris Eleas at: dimitriseleas@gmail.com. 
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Who is Aristotle? 

Who is the grandson of Aristotle? 
 
 
 
 

Let’s see firstly who Aristotle was. He was born in Stageira of  Chalcidice in 
Greece in 384, and he died in Chalcis of Euboea in 322 BC. Aristotle studied at Plato’s 
Academy: philosophy, geometry, and physics. He is Ille Philosophus (The Philosopher, 
as the medieval scholars called him), who laid down methods for knowledge in a way 
that nobody did before him, and nobody did after until at least the 19th century.  

For Aristotle teaching was the best way for the manifestation of knowledge, thus, 
it happened, he had as a pupil Alexander the Great. Methods and ideas that are found in 
his writings cover many subjects: invention of logic, he summarized knowledge, work on 
ethics, work on aesthetics, work on psychology, advancing sciences as a result of being a 
genius polymath – botany, cosmology, psychology, physics, rhetoric, politics, and the 
invention of scientific biology and zoology – from studying the social organization of 
bees, to distinguishing whales and dolphins from fish. 

 Cicero, described Aristotle’s writings as “a river of gold”. One-third of his 
writings has survived from antiquity and is collected in the Corpus Aristotelicum by 
Immanuel Bekker. Which is also the standard form of reference to the collected works by 
Aristotle. It is based on the page numbers, which were used in the Aristotelis Opera 
edidit Academia Regia Borussica, (Berlin, 1831-1870) an edition by the Prussian 
Academy of Sciences. The Corpus Aristotelicum excluding only The Constitution of the 
Athenians, which was discovered in Egypt in 1879 on two leaves of papyrus. And this 
one-third from his work, can be seen as a collection of all the Greek knowledge of his 
era. 

And who is the Unknown grandson of Aristotle? To answer this it will take some 
time, so possibly, the best way is to follow his life as a writer in London through the 
pages of this humble manuscript, or as the title of the book indicates, his life through the 
Eccentric Portraits. This book is not a novel, but it can be read as one - that it was 
influenced by the polymath Aristotle, and it is written in a parallel setting from his distant 
grandson. The aim for this book is one day to be published in UK, US or Canada. If this 
does not happen, then, a private ‘secret’ copy will be published and placed at the 
Archivum Secretum Vaticanum. There, to be placed next to items such as letters from 
Henry VIII and Michelangelo. There, inside the Archivum Secretum Vaticanum, I 
imagine that the secret list exists, the one which proves that I am Aristotle’s grandson. 
Who else can it be?  

Above all, Aristotle’s thinking provided a substance for Christianity, as soon as, 
his work was united with it, in a method of learning that the medieval universities and 
Christians (circa 1100-1500) called Scholasticism. Aristotle also was the spiritual father 
of St. Thomas Aquinas who wrote Summa Theologica (1274). However, in modern day’s 
Christian Europe, the exceptional and foremost place in the heart of the grandson is held 
by a Muslim woman. The grandson, from time to time, he had to battle to see her eyes.  
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Aristotle was the man that made Dante to write, in describing him, as “the master 
of those who know”. His grandson is “the master of those who don’t know, but trying to 
learn” . Of course, you cannot blame the master for any mistakes of the grandson, as well 
as, you cannot blame the grandson for any mistakes of the master, more than twenty-three 
hundred years after his death. The twenty-three hundred years is a long time for a human 
being, but not for the myth the name Aristotle came to symbolize. But, no matter what, as 
a family pride issue, the grandson is on the receiving end.  
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Bridges and Brassieres 
 

 
Both bridges and brassieres are places for romantic meetings. Both of them are 

combinations of aesthetics, technology and beauty and both confront the issue of access 
head-on. The Wonderbra is the Bridge of Sighs in Venice, while a La Perla bra is a 
positive Brooklyn Bridge of a bra.  

Let’s imagine that you love a bridge so much, that you wish to fall into the abyss 
it crosses with it in a crumbling crash of debris, then the only way to get over the agony 
of that love is somehow to unloose the bra hooks of a woman that you meet on the bridge 
so that you can marvel at the cascade of breast that tumbles out. The trouble with 
releasing those bra hooks is that your hands are so busy with the dexterous intricacy of 
fingers, metal and cloth that you never manage to get your head far enough back to be 
able to enjoy the sight of freshly freed “breast flesh.” Bridges are often built over 
stretches of sea or rivers in which naked women swim. Bodies in themselves often 
function as bridges.  

So many cases of unrequited love, in which a man has been forbidden from ever 
having the hope of opening his loved one’s bra, find a solution in a threat to jump off a 
bridge. The more you open or close bras, the better you know that the ease with which a 
bra is undone or done up is proportionate to the weight of its contents.  

While bridges are public works, bras are the most private articles of clothing. On 
bridges we walk with our feet. On bras we walk with our fingers. Just as bridges are 
useless without routes to get us to them, so bras cannot exist without panties. Just as 
bridges need gaps to cross, so bras need breasts to contain. The most precious of all-
bridges and bras are those that cover liquid, be it moving water or gently leaking milk. A 
bridge hangs between two pieces of land, whereas a bra is wrapped around a ribcage and 
a spinal column. Some few bridges open in the middle and are raised up and some few 
bras are opened or closed in front.  

Bridges are built out of cement, wood, aluminum, steel, reinforced concrete or 
even plastic. Bras are made of plastic, cotton, elastic, viscose, or silk. Some women have 
large collections of bras in their drawers. Few of us are wealthy enough to own many 
bridges. Depending on the strength of the materials used, the marching steps of a 
battalion could destroy one; while equally the studied gaze of that same battalion could 
burst open the other so that it falls in a crumpled heap on the ground. Bras are washed in 
washing machines, while bridges only have the rain to clean them. In the modem age 
bridges can go anywhere, even fly over each other. Bras only ever sit one on top of 
another when they are out of use in a drawer. There is even a canal bridge that carries 
water and boats hundreds of feet up across a valley floor.  

Columns are the nipples of suspension bridges while nipples are the columns that 
suspend breasts. The charm of bridges is that they resemble bras hung out to dry, 
horizontally of course. In fact it is one of the great aesthetic sins of washerwomen to hang 
out a bra any other way than horizontally. Shouldn’t we ask a woman “What size of bra is 
your bridge?” In that case a bridge should be asked “What size of bridge is your bra?” 
Bridges and brassieres, Causes of Sighs.   
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Chimneys and Pens 

                                                                         For Karl Waters 

 
Both chimneys and pens initiate special symbolic resonances in the brain. 

Chimneys remind us of industrial society and its aftermath. Pens remind us of the human 
spirit. We consider chimneys soulless objects but pens equally have produced works that 
deny the very soul of humanity. A pen was used to write ‘Mein Kampf’(1925). Hitler 
never learnt to type.  
 Humans first moved from caves to houses at least partly through the wish to 
control smoke. Cities only developed after the creation of the chisel which is the mother 
of the pen.  

A small homestead in the hills produces from its chimney the warm smell of the 
hearth. Factories belch their fumes over the townscape and from an off-shore oil rig a 
flicker of squirming flame attempt to outshine the smoothly sinking sun on the western 
horizon. Slithers of cloud oblivious to their bastard factory origins mutate the 
unchimneyed sun’s light into a pink, mauve, gold and orange cosmic reaction to the 
sphericity of Earth.  

Chisels and their daughters, pens and printers trace their ancestry back to the great 
valley civilizations. Soon smart quills will allow writing in the air to be stored in a 
computer thousands of miles away. Even that crucial touch of pen on paper is to be sent 
up in smoke by the inventiveness of the human brain.  

The first couple of centuries of the industrial revolution saw us ignoring the 
libelous smoke that chimneys were writing in the sky, until the strength of the pen's 
evidence, ill health, climate change, became too weighty to disregard. It must be 
remembered that writing is symbolism and symbols form the strongest evidence.  

Smoke rises while ink falls. Both use all the colours of the rainbow in their 
polluting and writing. A chimney might stain a white bird just as a pen sometimes makes 
a squiggle. Air pollution is the result of many chimneys as libraries are the result of many 
pens. Just as the falling of acid rain is thanks to chimneys so the applause at the end of 
theatrical performances is originally thanks to pens. What comes out of chimneys leaves 
a seemingly momentary impression, while what comes out of pens leaves a permanent 
one.  

Chimneys get blocked especially during the winter due to birds seeking warmth. 
Equally pens get blocked through changes in temperature causing malfunction of ball-
bearing and ink. Chimneys have valves, hats and tops as do pens. All chimneys have 
hung their heads in shame since the time that they were used in concentration camps to 
expel burnt souls into the atmosphere. Pens too, hate to find themselves in the hands of 
evil writers. Chimneys stimulate the eye to look up while pens encourage the eye to look 
down at the material on which one is writing. The writer’s hope is to lift up the reader 
from mere street level to the height of chimneys. A whole economic system writes with 
chimneys while only one man, on his own writes with a pen. Can we imagine that both 
chimneys and pens will be no more, no more smoke, no more ink? The chimney is being 
superseded by clean technology, the pen by the key-board, but somehow we find it 
difficult to envisage their complete obsolescence.  
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Both of them are the agents responsible for the way we live today, good or bad. 
Using a pen is like using a chimney, to create and form meanings instead of products. 
Though pens are younger than chimneys, they are likely to have a much longer life in the 
end. In the Greek tragedy, ‘Chimneys and Pens’, man has found a way to be hubristic 
with chimneys. Will man now find a way to be hubristic with pens?  
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Computer’s Keys and the Cemetery 

 
                                                         For Joanna Theodoropoulou who was studying  

              Computer Science 
 

The computer’s keys and the graves in the cemetery, show-express a medicine of 
the space. It is an aesthetic geometry with keys and graves in colours, mainly white, 
black, gray and brown. The one is a result of technology and of the organization of 
knowledge (thanks to Aristotle who organized it, I am a proud grandson), and the other is 
a result of the respect that people have given to the end of life and the gathering in a 
common place of all the deaths.  

There are many keys on the key-board, with letters like: W, O, M, A, N and 
symbols like: $, @, ~, 7 , ! from plastic. With the keys you can write everything about 
life until you die, and then you might ask or it may be given to you a red key-grave in a 
local cemetery.  

There are many graves with black or dark white marbles with carvings of names, 
dates and phrases like: “See you soon”, “I loved you more than my mum”, “Please do 
some shopping for me”, “You pissed me off, f**k off.” The cemetery is a genetic library. 
It is an evidence of civilization. Napoleon inaugurated the cemeteries of Geneva and of 
Cologne.  

A key moves because a man presses it, while the grave moves in space together 
with the movement of the planet. We all know that the cemetery is on the ground, while 
the keyboard on the desk or on our laps. From the keyboard, you surf the Internet or you 
send an e-mail, while from the cemetery you surf the Skies Above, Paradise or Hell. 
Above the keyboard there is a blue screen, and thus above the cemetery there is a blue 
sky. Underneath each key there is a string, and underneath each grave there is a soul. In 
both, the cemetery and the computer, in order to have access you ‘press’ Enter, and in 
order to come out you ‘press’ Esc(ape). There are small roads amongst the graves-keys. 
The keys gather dust or small pieces of paper, but in the graves plants grow from seeds. 
As every key is a letter-symbol, thus also every grave is a biography of a man or a 
woman. Both, are also a gallery in which there is absolute law and order.  

We advise you, once a month to visit a cemetery in order to see that life has an 
end, that is to say, life has big value. Once a week, you can write a few pieces of 
information that can move the economies of the West, or to become a play and staged in 
a Covent Garden theatre.  

The importance of both is that, from the keys via the Internet you can book a short 
time holiday (with return ticket), while from the cemetery you can book for a long time 
holiday (a one-way ticket, you never come back).  

On Sunday, the cemetery mostly works, and the keyboard rests. The key-board 
perhaps familiarizes the man with death, and the cemetery with the importance and 
uniqueness of life.  
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Enemy and Time 
 
                                                                                         

Both time and enemy are concepts for analytical discourse. These are the concepts 
that shaped the culture in which we live today. You have to be in a hurry, there is no 
time, and you have to be careful with the enemies, because a pessimist believes that 
‘there is not a real friend in life but only a real enemy’. 

The enemy wants to know what you do, and for how long, so that the enemy who 
opposes you and your activities can exist anywhere. The Romanian-French thinker Emil 
Cioran advises on the matter: ‘Always look after your enemies’, to which can be added 
‘as you look after yourself.’ ‘The enemy is a great school’, Mussolini once said. If you 
want to have a long life, you must think of the people who would love to see you dead, 
and you will never die.  

The concept of enemy in the business era with partnerships and competition, 
changed this to something wrong: ‘The enemy of our enemy is our friend.’ Is there an 
Enemy in life? Are there many Enemies in life?  The answer is, Yes! We all have 
enemies! And, we all have no enemies! But you have no enemies when you have no 
friends. Humans like creating their enemies. The lovers and the friends that betray us 
become also enemies.  

Time is seen in phrases like: “A man dies and his sperm stays alive for many 
hours after his death.” “Cells replace themselves every two weeks.” Time is a human 
construction. You use time in order to give a measure from the past to the present, as an 
example, you read in a magazine: ‘Damascus, the longest inhabited city in the world.’  

Dates, days, seconds, minutes, and centuries are the bricks of time. Today is the 
brick of tomorrow. If you want to kill some hours, you get drugs or you see television 
with one eye. After a long, long time, you get a pension. If you want to describe Monaco, 
as a tourist, you say: “It is just a cigarette time, it’s boiling an egg time if you walk 
slowly.” Aids came out in 1981, and Syphilis in 1492. You can also argue, that, there is 
no time but you feel it on your skin, you get older. We had to invent time in order to pay 
the taxes on time, to count the days until our death, and then the Time dies, or does it?  

You can travel with your enemy by train, never by bike, as you can travel in time, 
only when the watch turns one-hour forward or one-hour backward. Both enemy and 
time, are becoming more essential in war. It can be a split second that you avoid an 
accident or be killed by the enemy. From the ancient times, we began to think of time, 
and also from the same times we began to have enemies around us. That is to say, time 
and people that are enemies, it is an old mystery without an end.  

Time is a collective attempt of humanity, like Hitler was a collective enemy of 
humanity, and humanity collectively fought Hitler. In a way, you must be friends with 
time, to love the changes you watch from its passing: every morning in the mirror. You 
can say hello to your enemy: “Hello enemy, nice to see you!” Exchange of views with the 
enemy is a great principle. You can also change the clocks in a house that someone lives, 
and it will be very difficult for him to understand the difference in the hours, because 
time is a construction. If you begin to tell him that your enemies love you, saying good 
things about you, he will believe it.  
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You can travel in time (even if Hawking in Cambridge says, you need the energy 
of a star in order to achieve it), but unfortunately you can’t travel in the soul of the 
enemy. Time is the enemy. With the time you forget the enemies, and with the enemies 
you forget the time. In other words, if you take the advantage of time, you win over your 
enemy, but if you give a lot of attention to your enemy, whoever s/he is, you lose your 
time. The enemy waits for the right time, as you should look for the right enemy who can 
make you stronger. Time is the enemy of lovers, being apart or not, thus, lovers need time 
to forget ex-girlfriends and ex-boyfriends, who by the way stay enemies with calls and 
letters.  

People in space, in business, in politics, in war, know the importance of enemy 
and time. For all of them, time is a smart enemy, and the enemy is a hard time.  

The time exists for us, in order to buy more Swiss made watches. Perhaps, we see 
its value at the first date with a person that we would like to have as our partner. Thus, 
the enemy exists in order to become better, to be more careful in life.  

The ‘Enemy and Time’ is a neighborhood in which we buy our house.  
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Opening Champagne and Fireworks 

 
                                                       For Derya who left, came back, left, came back 

 
A shaken bottle of champagne, it can be a bottle of Ayala, a Moet & Chandon, a 

Taittinger, a Laurent-Perrier, a Krug 1989, and a Louis Roederer Cristal 1993. Fireworks 
in the sky, from England, China, Japan and Turkey. Special moments requiring the right 
time, name, number of guests, and the right bottle of champagne with the right fireworks. 
Freedom for bottles and firework cannons, and the magic will appear in front of your 
eyes in a second. This is what is happening on the banks of the Thames River, around the 
Waterloo Bridge in any major celebration.  

In France, the shaken champagne bottles are named as “flowers of joy and 
prestige.” People celebrate special moment of love, friendship, and victory by opening 
expensive champagne in big bottles. The winners in rally races open big champagnes. 
The losers also welcome an expression of the art of champagne blending.  

The fireworks in Japan are named as “flowers of fire”, the fire blossoms in them. 
The civilization celebrates special moments with the fireworks, and the fireworks light up 
the night sky, above bridges and cityscapes.  

The smell of champagne is wood with day, as well as, the smell of fireworks is 
fire with night. Both are impressive ways of spending a lot of money, a bloody hell of a 
lot of money. The shaken champagne bottle and the fireworks, create works that are 
visible for a few seconds. Both, have got noisy beauty that can make our ears to be afraid 
and our eyes to be affected.  

When you open a shaken champagne, you see bubbles coming out, like suds from 
an overfilled bathtub, you keep shaking the bottle, putting your finger on the mouth of the 
bottle! Then, you  see in the sky, if you start moving slowly away your finger, from the, 
let’s say, rose champagne, that you free with force: ‘eggs, spermatozoa, heads in the sky, 
small bubbles, flowers’, and thus, in the fireworks you will see: ‘shapes of rings, sleeves 
from clothes, galaxies, solar systems with cars as planets, and flowers!’ 

When the champagne comes to you, like a white sparkling rain, you feel wet, also, 
when you are very close to the fireworks centre in the sky, you feel burnt! You breathe 
the fire from your nose. People open and shake champagnes bottles, and while they free 
them in the sky, some people will ask for a glass, just as, people will stop in the cold to 
admire the fireworks in the sky.  

If we don’t shake champagne bottles, and if we don’t admire fireworks in the sky, 
we look a bit like “dog owners”. Only champagne bottles and fireworks honor life with 
its most magical seconds. Champagne and fireworks are ideal for the winning and losing 
destiny that governs life. ‘The winner stands alone’ Paulo Coelho wrote. The loser is also 
alone. 

When you are born, they open champagne, when you die they throw fireworks in 
the sky. A shaken champagne bottle, which is freed slowly with your finger as a valve, 
and the fireworks in the sky, look like a bouquet of flowers which is offered from a gay 
cleaner to a gay astronaut, and make people say: “Bravo, bravo to all, bravo to all” and 
make you feel pride for years after years, never tears.   
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Piano’s Keys and Teeth 

 
                                                             In Memoriam: Hans Sachs [who was Einstein’s  
                                                                   and Goebbel’s dentist] 

 
 The keys of the piano and the teeth are mostly white and there are only a few 
black ones. The piano’s keys are a result of the human love for music and the teeth, as 
they are, a result of the evolution of the species. 
 A piano is a sign of culture, elegance and prestige. All the expensive hotels have a 
piano somewhere, for the famous piano players who visit them from time to time. The 
keys are flat stairs made up of ivory, elephant’s teeth. The piano keys look also like small 
clouds that came out from a sugar factory and are placed in a line, one next to another. 
There are also the black keys, which look, let’s say, like the black books in the British 
Library. A famous Steinway piano is made up from the precious and unique rosewood, 
and it is in total 12,000 different pieces. 
 The piano players are well trained for many years, and mostly well paid 
professionals. They can play the piano, from inside a music hall, to an American 
restaurant. 
 Good teeth means: make love business, and money making business. The teeth 
are part of the soul, that is why they are white. The teeth are the small cathedrals in our 
mouth. What really was the noise that was produced from the teeth of some famous men 
that changed the world?  Think of the political speeches of Aristotle, Hitler, Trotsky, 
Russell or Castoriadis! The teeth make the noises, before they come out and become 
words.  
 The dentists are the well paid professionals, who always invent and use new 
dental practices. We enter the era of the designer dentist. There is already a tooth mobile 
phone! 
 If a piano key breaks down, then a tooth breaks down too. Both are breaking 
down but can be replaced. When in the cartoons, a piano falls on the head of Tom from 
the hands of Jerry; the teeth of Tom come out writing the ‘Good teeth music’, to which 
we listen. The keys of the piano make our fingers work, and get tired, and so, the teeth 
keep us alive by cutting the vegetables we eat. Both make sounds, pleasant or unpleasant, 
and in both there is some free space, in order to be able to clean them. You can polish the 
keys and to use whitening toothpaste for the teeth. 
 As a child you will learn the piano, and also, as a child you will destroy your teeth 
if you eat too many sweets, and don’t brush your teeth regularly. The more you train your 
fingers on the piano keys the better you become, so, the more you use your teeth the more 
you make them stronger and shiny. We all know that the strings link the piano’s keys to 
the main body, like nerves link the teeth to the main part of the brain and back bone. As 
teeth need a tongue to go with them, the piano has a flag, and when there are lips to cover 
teeth, the piano has a smaller flag to cover the keys. 
 We have piano repair shops for the pianos, and so, we have dentistry for our teeth. 
We had good keys in the piano of Beethoven, as we had evil teeth in the mouth of Pol 
Pot. A nice picture is (i) a factory full of pianos, which make new and repair the old ones 
with its keys, (ii) a square full of people that smile and you see their teeth. 
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 A musician once said: “I have invested money in buying this piano” and a man 
replied to him: “I have invested money in my smile.” Piano’s Keys and Teeth, are the 
secrets for happy life, are two big smiles in one. Please smile, smile, and feel good 
(factor). 
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Thought and Drainage 

 
                                                                                             For Giorgos H. Iliopoulos 

 
Thought is very important because it is what people think (and feel). By using 

thought, we find out what we would like to do, to create, as an example, a tower, and the 
thought, it helps us to achieve it. The drainage helps people to live together in a building 
with flats or in a city. Thought is something that comes out from our brain, and drainage 
is something, which exists in the place where people live. We are not sure when thought 
begun, but the drainage was created when people started living together in big numbers.  

As precious as the thought is that makes us feel for one another, the same 
preciousness applies to the drainage, which makes us clean.  

Thought is the application of language, and is the drainage of the brain. Thought 
is something unique in humans. Every brain has got thought, and many people believe in 
a critical free thought inside a framework of logic. The thought helps the imagination, 
and it is very complicated. The brain, from which the thought comes out, is a mass of 
cells, 1500 grams that contains the most close together organization of information in the 
known world. A thought can be sick. There is thought, which is close to madness, and 
thought that can be capable for evil or suicide. Also, there is thought which help us to win 
legal or political battles, or even a woman. Thought can give us strategy, but thought is 
clearly ‘one logical process’, it has to be a logical process. Thoughts happen, and do not 
happen, at the same moment. The brain works, in a way, quantum mechanically, while 
one example that can help us understand how the brain-thought operates, is the 
algorithmical operation of the computers. Computers, are running one program, letter by 
letter. In thought anything goes, but never in a computer.  

There is thought in modern society, but not in the universities. There is, let’s say, 
in the forests, and the woodcutters are the intellectuals, writers and scientists.  

Every house, (please think of the bathroom) every city, and every animal has got a 
drainage. Drainage is the unique result of the common living of people, drainage gives us 
the opportunity to wash ourselves knowing that we won’t overflow.  Water, which is 
blessed from God, brought people together, and the drainage kept them, so that the 
drainage must be blessed as well. Water and juices revitalize the brain before they end up 
in the drainage. The drainage system gives jobs to the plumbers, who construct or replace 
drainage when the water leaks. Drainage exists through branching, branching from the 
bathroom, the kitchen, the roof, and the yard.  

In some cities, like London, the outside drainage systems looks like black works 
of art. Please walk down White Horse Street in Mayfair, in London, and admire the 
‘Drainage Masterpieces.’ 

The thought, in other words, is electrical power from sign A to sign B, within the 
brain, and the drainage is water from higher A, to lower point B in a given distance. The 
thought is getting dry when we don’t think, and the drainage when there is no passing 
water.  

Massive thought you can find in a library, as a big complex of drainage you can 
find in a big building or in a city like Baghdad. When you think, for example, as a 
student, it doesn’t mean that you create a masterpiece, in the same way drainage may leak 
water. As thought does not mean all the time splendid ideas and creations, in the same 
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way, drainage does not mean always rubbish things, because crosses from gold, 
diamonds, rings can be lost in the drainage. While thought is well hidden under our thick 
skull (under our skull takes also place), in the same way, the drainage is most of the time 
hidden in the walls or under the floors and the street asphalt. Thoughts that we say 
resemble the complex and external drainage which is visible in the small White House 
Street. If you open the human skull, the thought smells like a rotten apple, as the drainage 
smells (like two rotten apples).  

Philosophers think for us, in the same way, that the plumbers fix the broken 
drainage for us. The philosophers and plumbers give us rest, because they both analyze 
life or fix the drainage for us. The thought creates dialogue and the drainage pollution. 
We can change both, thought and drainage. Sometimes people have wrong thoughts, as 
drainage constructed wrongly gets blocked.  The instinct begins in our brain, and ends 
with our body liquids in the drainage. The tongue kicks out the thoughts, as the toilet 
flush kicks ‘things’ in the drainage.  

The thought is a kind of (necessary) drainage from the neurons of our brain, and 
perhaps, why not, the drainage can be a kind of dirty thoughts for the planet.  

Is thought linked with the drainage? Yes, when we wash our hands or when we 
construct drainages. The thought of Einstein is linked to the drainage system of the Eiffel 
Tower. In the future, how much of our thoughts will change in the space? There will be 
evolution, but in what direction, and how can the drainage system work in space with the 
absence of gravity? We don’t know the answer. Without drainage, in a big city, we would 
all die from cholera or other diseases, and without thought, we would all still live in 
caves, of course without stress (and clean sex)!  

People adore thoughts. People adore drainages. (This is how I felt after talking to 
the lavatory attendants of Palm Beach Casino, in London’s Mayfair.) A few people, less 
people, or just two like us (The grandson of Aristotle and you, the valuable reader), adore 
Thought and Drainage.   
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Cardiogram and Lightning Bolt 

 
As innocent children, we study with curiosity the world around us. We see the 

weather, also the storms, the rain, the sunshine, and one day, one moody day, we see the 
lightning bolt like a broken fire line, a double slash // like the one we see in the web 
addresses. This is the lightning bolt that God sent over to us. As we grow a bit older, by 
opening books, newspapers or being in hospital where we wait for a new member of the 
family to be born, we see the green electronic screen with the red line, which shows the 
cardiogram if we print it on a paper.    
 The cardiogram is seen on the screen, as a red line in a green background. 
Imagine a green field in New Zealand with a red fence and tall posts in the middle. The 
cardiogram is studied with the eyes of the nurses and doctors in hospitals. The 
cardiogram gives hope or takes all the hope away when someone dies. The cardiogram 
shows the function of the heart, the magical knock, the ring tone, that keeps us alive and 
passionate for the things we do. 
 The lightning bolt is seen in the sky from time to time. It is a line of fire which 
breaks the dark sky in two. The lightning bolt falls from the hands of nature that it hits. It 
can hit a tall tree, a column, a building, or even a black horse which is running on a hill. 
When you see with naked eyes this line of fire, it melts all the bravery inside you and you 
start feeling fear.  
 The cardiogram, is the biggest kind of power that our body exercises, just as the 
lightning bolt is the biggest known kind of power after the sun. While the cardiogram is 
an impression which starts with our birth, it lasts a whole life and becomes a straight line 
when we die. Also, the lightning bolt, unites with power the clouds with the earth, and 
lasts a few seconds. You can’t see both for long, unless you print them in a piece of 
paper. In other words, the cardiogram shows the heart beating, through which the blood 
circulation is regulated. The lightning bolt, shows the charge between the sky (+ + + + +) 
and a high earth position (– – – – – –). The cardiogram, came to us after the development 
of electricity, which makes the computer with the screen to work, some people argue that 
fire came to us via the lightning bolt.  
 With the cardiogram our body beats, as with the lightning bolt, nature beats in 
order to rebalance the power in itself. Perhaps, the first person who imagined a way to 
count/see the beats of the heart was the doctor Hippocrates of Cos, as was the first who 
imagined the lightning bolt was God himself, and He made it happen.   
 Thinking on the cardiogram and the lightning bolt, we find out that there are lines 
which show that we are alive and lines that cut our lives or show that we are dead. These 
lines are very important in the way we understand human life and nature.  
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Black Clouds and Mobile Phones 

 
 

All people know the clouds and the mobiles. In colour, the clouds are mostly 
white, and the phones are mostly black. The water comes from the black clouds and the 
information from the black mobiles. In both there are many shapes, sizes and designs.  

Oh God! You spent a lot of blue and white in order for us not to be able to see 
you, a Greek poet writes. The clouds are very soft, light, and many times look like 
drawings by artists. Next to the rays of sun, the clouds look so pure, young and innocent. 
They travel free from city to city. They look like pure cotton shapes taken by the wind.  

The mobile is a toy for children and adults. The mobile is a cloud of waves, a 
cloud of energy that you can hold in your hands. The mobile telephone is a miracle of 
progress. With the mobile, you can be caught any time you use it. On the other hand, the 
mobile is becoming a small computer, a video camera, an organizer, and a fax. People, all 
the time text each other, they start even relationships by text messages. All this happened 
within 15 years.  

The hand of God makes the cloud full of energy and steam, as does the hand of 
man charging the mobile with electrons. Low in steam quantity cloud, means no 
raindrops. Low battery, means no rings. No rain. No call. When the cloud is getting dark, 
rain is on the way, and while the battery is getting empty, it means no calls on the way. 
There had always been many clouds in the sky, as now, there are many ‘mobiles that 
walk around’ in the hands of their owners. In the clouds is found the secret for the 
changes in the climate and the environment, so in the mobiles is seen the new face of the 
neoliberal capitalism, which tries to be more popular, confident, and not to be afraid of 
any social revolution. Clouds can give rain anywhere, mobiles can ring non-stop 
everywhere. The concept changes, when the cloud gives lightning bolt with fire, and the 
mobile sends a text message to our brain for cancer and headache.  

There is in the United Kingdom, a famous telephone network, ‘one2one’ mobile, 
and now, why not, we can have ‘one2one’ cloud. That’s why it rains in this Kingdom all 
the time. Some clouds are sad and they touch the high mountains of the world, and some 
mobiles have fallen on the floor. Some people hate the clouds, because they hide the sun 
and they bring rain, while some people need mobiles because they feel lonely. In the end, 
black clouds and black mobiles have a negative effect on people.  

If there were no clouds, the ancients would not have seen movies in the sky with 
people, animals and demigods. The clouds play a Hollywood film if you use your 
imagination.  When there were no mobiles, modern people would not have experienced 
the feeling of being the centre of the universe when the thing rings in any tone you like 
(even in the ring tone of a galloping horse). 

The mobiles work like the ego people do not have. The Clouds Society and the 
Mobile Society, have an eclectic-electrical mixed relationship. The clouds can make 
people have a shower, and the mobiles can make people text messages like crazy. Clouds 
and mobiles are important in the modern London-New York life style :).   
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Curiosity and Faith 

 
 

 Welcome to the world of curiosity, the only faith you need is to keep reading this 
text until its end.  
 Curiosity makes people search and to ask questions for everything, but faith was 
given to us from our ancestors, or from ‘us’ without any question. Curiosity is the need to 
learn something serious or silly, and faith is that you have to learn what the faith is or 
says. Curiosity, then becomes a word of science, and faith a word of religion.  
 Curiosity as a concept shows that no knowledge was given to people, they had to 
find it. Curiosity is the great advantage to all humans. Curiosity is a passion. You always 
look for what to add to the individual or collective human experience. Curiosity is the 
beginning of philosophy and gossip. Curiosity is the beginning of society. Curiosity is the 
beginning of love and hate. Curiosity is the beginning of the future. 
 Faith shows that ‘The principles of faith’ were given by God, ready to use. Faith 
is something you give to yourself and you say: ‘do not ask more questions, this is the 
only truth, this is the end and the beginning!’ Faith, it can make someone who believes 
that the consumption of wine is a sin, to say: ‘please serve me some water not in the wine 
glass’, because you might have served wine just before, but in the cup you serve coffee. 
In a status of faith, you have to continue what already exists in a domain you have faith 
in. People have faith, and faith is a great principle. A restaurant manager, if he has faith 
in his boss, he will stay long in his job. 
  Curiosity leads to “Eureka, I found it”, and faith to “He knew it, old fathers did 
it.” Curiosity with intellect helped us to find out if the earth is the centre of the universe 
or not, as faith with intellect made us to believe that ‘The Holy Stone’ in Saudi Arabia, 
was sent by Allah. It was sent by special delivery through the hands of the angels! 
Curiosity is a good thing, but it is better, before we ask something politely, by saying:  
‘do you mind if I ask?’, so, faith in something, like religion, common sense, science, need 
for politics, can make us say:  ‘I don’t mind if you don’t have the same faith as me, that’s 
your right!’  
 Nothing is as precious as curiosity, just as the most precious thing in life is faith. 
In other words, curiosity cannot be limited, and faith can be unlimited. When we are 
children, curiosity is a style, just as when we are old, faith is a mood for maturity. 
 Curiosity makes you to lose your faith, just as strength in faith makes you lose 
your curiosity. When people feel that you are very curious they will say: ‘Don’t be so 
curious!’ and when you say that your achievements were a result of your faith to God 
they will say: ‘Believe in God, it’s a good thing!’ 
 Curiosity and faith, are also needed for the private parts of our bodies. You start 
up with 10 per cent of curiosity, and you end up with 100 per cent of eternal faith. A 
detective from the two continents, he works, on a Saturday afternoon, having a nice walk 
in Old Compton Street in Soho. In a Soho bar, he did not have faith, and then a woman 
took his hand and put it in her private secret beauty, her faith, the detective found faith 
then.  
 All of us, we have in curiosity faith in order to explore the world more. Aristotle 
said “All men by nature desire to know”. The draws of experience and faith puts a limit 
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on our curiosity. Curiosity is the need for knowledge and faith. It can also be the need for 
principles. Curiosity and Faith are both concepts that we have, to keep alive, no matter 
which comes first. 
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Onions and Fingerprints 

 
                                                      For the dancer Clara Gibson Maxwell 

 
The onion is a plain and ordinary vegetable while the fingerprint is the graphic 

portrayal of a tactile impression. All but the smallest pickling onions cover more space 
than the impression left by a finger. But both have been the object of close observational 
study since the earliest of times and the circular nature of both may well have been the 
stimulus behind the invention of the wheel. Their very simplicity is the reverse side of the 
coin of their complexity.   

As we peel an onion the transparency of its circular surfaces repeat themselves 
deceptively until the core, which is, in turn, just another sheath like all its larger 
antecedents. The surfaces of an onion have a dry beginning that leads to a wet end. The 
visual and sensual beauty of an onion, however, is dependent on both its beginning and 
its end. Eggs inside eggs, Russian dolls inside Russian dolls, onions inside Escher’s 
works produce an infinity of joy and tears which remind us of funerals and their wakes 
commemorated in kitchens and in front rooms. Contemplating an onion cut across its 
middle reminds us of the years of growth of a tree or of a human life. The onion 
resembles both the coils in an immersion heater and the swirls of the cosmos being 
dragged into a pink hole in space. If we place a slice of onion on the deck of a 
gramophone, when the needle hits the outmost coil, will we start to hear the sound of the 
onion’s sobs? When we place a raw onion on the tip of the tongue the taste is slight and 
subtle. Only on chewing does the vitality of the taste bombard the sensors in the cheeks 
and upper palate pinpricking the brain into acute attention. Only parsley, kisses, 
toothpaste and time can block out those pinpricks of attention. The onion's little cousin, 
garlic, is even more persistent. Both the cousins turn to salubrious sweetness when 
soaked in oil over heat. How different are the fingerprints left by an onion tart and an 
onion salad!  

A fingerprint is what remains after our finger’s touch. It is a unique system of 
curved lines each one lying next to another. The lines usually seem to form a centre. They 
seem to ripple out like the cart wheel tracks or the sickle swathes in a harvested field. The 
curving lines may hide inside themselves whole solar systems in miniature. Old ladies all 
around the Mediterranean will tell you that when fingerprints form a centre they belong 
to a person with a kind heart. The police meanwhile know how useful they are in 
betraying a theft or a mere presence. Many surgeons have in the past received the ill-
gotten gains of so many criminals wishing to change their fingerprints but the nature of 
fingerprints is so strong that after a few months of healing the unique masterpieces 
returned. Whether nature is creating snowflake crystals that melt on contact with human 
skin or fingertip cells that endure a lifetime, she enjoys the thrill of never repeating 
herself. She has blessed the touch of lovers by giving the fingertips the finest 
concentration of nerve endings in the whole body. Even a prisoner in solitary 
confinement can draw pleasure and pass the time through training an ant to walk along, 
and around the ridges of his fingertips. Some peoples' fingerprints are closed, formed thus 
by centripetal forces while others are open, through centrifugal forces. Just as the 
fingertip mirrors the fingerprint so does the policeman mirror the criminal, pinning his 
presence down on the evidence of proof.  
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The magic in an onion and in a fingertip is that beneath each surface lies another 
surface. Both of them possess their own magnetic fields, the onion showing it graphically 
in a laboratory while the fingertip shows its magnetic field on the impression of our skin. 
The magnetic field of an onion is its fingerprint while the magnetic field of a fingertip 
and the human attached to it are its fingerprint. As the world’s most commonly consumed 
vegetable, the onion holds together all the world's cuisines and stews, while the use of the 
fingerprint holds together state and police. Just as a tear might orbit an onion so might a 
police car orbit a fingerprint. Just as an onion could resemble a black and white 
photograph of a fillet of salmon, so a fingerprint looks just like a plate of spaghetti. Water 
dissolves the strong taste of onions while the hard work of handling stones lessens the 
impressions of fingerprints. A cut onion produces tears in uncovered eyes while a 
discovered fingerprint produces tears in a criminal’s wife’s eyes. Among the surfaces of 
freshly cut onion wet drops are found while among the lines of a fingertip miniature 
sweat drops issue forth onto our skin, always ready and waiting to form fingerprints on 
contact with an appropriate surface. The island of Euboea in Greece was the place of 
origin of a special green and white marble known as onion marble which when carved 
into columns for the temples of antiquity remind us of both giant slithers of onion 
glistening in the sun, and a giant’s fingerprints wrapped around the stones. As he picked 
them up out of the quarry and put them in place across the seas in the form of temples. 
Onions were the motifs that inspired the shapes of the domes of St. Basil’s in Red Square 
and of the Taj Mahal. Where fingerprints the motifs that inspired those who constructed 
the lines in the Nazca Desert? An aphorism can simply be: Fingerprints do not touch and 
onions do not cut.   

We can claim that a chef and a police officer are familiar enough with, 
respectively, the scientific properties of onions and fingerprints. Each flavors and guards 
our civilizations. On the onion all the cuisines of the world are based. On the fingerprint 
all state security is based.  
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Oranges and Mosques 
 
                                                                                                                      
 Mosques stand out as different in the cityscape just as oranges stand out in the 
display in a grocer’s shop. The orange is one of our favorite fruits. The mosque is the 
gathering place for the Muslim faithful.  

When we look at a grocer’s display, the oranges shine out like small suns from 
their crates, their colour telling us they give us vitamins as the sun gives us light. The 
orange is the most famous fruit; it is both sweet and bitter at the same time.  

Mosques beautify the cities as their most truthful ornaments. They are places built 
from faith in God even though we cannot be sure that God exists.  

Just as the mosque strengthens the faith of Muslims so does vitamin C in oranges 
keep all the cells of the body together. Vitamin C is an important antioxidant, revitalizing 
the body and preventing cell damage. It strengthens the immune system and the orange’s 
fibre improves our digestive function. People gather in a mosque to pray to God as 
vitamin C is gathered in an orange to impart health to those who eat it. The souls of 
Muslims are revitalized each Friday by their communal prayers. The letter C is the 
symbol for the vitamin and the crescent moon for the mosque. People make the mosque 
as segments do the orange. The mosque contains Holy Korans, the orange seeds. Just as a 
glass of orange stimulates best in the morning, so the walk to the mosque for the first 
prayers at sunrise give the worshipper true satisfaction. As the minerals in the ground 
impart their orange colour to the fruit’s peel, so does burnt earth become terracotta brick 
with which we build our mosques. So many mosques are covered in half orange shapes, 
domes. Just as people go to mosques to admire the architecture and without praying, so 
supermarkets, aware that city secretaries hesitate to buy oranges because of the need to 
peel them, now sell ready peeled oranges in sealed containers. The smell of freshly 
peeled oranges mirrors that of freshly washed believers, faces, hands and feet. Lightning 
bolts sometimes hit mosques and nurses train themselves to give injections on oranges.  

All earth is an orange when Muslims are praying. Mecca is the mark of the stem. 
The believer’s body in the prostrate position forms the shape of a segment of orange. The 
rising sun in an autumn sky peels itself into an unwatchable fire that each day shines 
down, watching the believers treading their paths to the mosque. Some one, two, how 
many worshippers might decide by chance to carry in their pockets an orange? How can 
an orange so full of praying segments remain hidden in a pocket and not through the 
action of prayer, almost by force, fall out onto the mosque floor to reveal its bright beauty 
rolling among the praying people. The mosque imparts calm and faith as the orange 
freshness and health. All believe in oranges even if as yet we are not all Muslims.  

Both Oranges and Mosques have great value simply because God is great (or 
simply because God was great). 
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The Friday midday Prayer of Muslims, Spider Web  

and Octopus 
 

  
The prayer begins on the way for the mosque and it is a human creation. While 

people walk for the mosque, especially every Friday, they create an invisible centre with 
rays. The spider web is creation of the spider, which knows geometry and astronomy. 
The octopus is a creation of God, of Allah the Great, and when it wakes up every 
morning it straighten up in all directions.    

The Friday mid-day prayer is the prayer that all Muslims around the world must 
practice. Every Friday, twenty or twenty-five minutes before the prayer’s start, Muslims 
direct themselves from all the streets to the mosque on foot and by cars, trains, planes, 
bikes. One believer follows another, foot follows another foot. If you cut an orange or a 
lemon in half, you see how the streets look like around the mosque before the prayer. 
People are coming from all directions; some are in a hurry also. Young and old, all the 
male members of a family.  

When you finish the prayer, you leave from the road you came, so that you follow 
yourself refreshed in the opposite direction.  

All people know how a whole spider web looks like, a shell as an example, which 
in turn looks like half a spider web. There is a hanging out of the main lines at all 
directions, and many links between the main lines are parallel like a web with a centre. It 
can be constructed in a tree, in an airplane, in a bookcase, in a corner yard. Very high 
mathematics, unique design. By observing the spider web, you learn how to construct, 
and keep in the air roofs, with glass and steel, or how to make strong black umbrellas. 
The material from which the spider web is made, is one of the strongest in the world.  

The spider web is not only a house with some kind of fear and security that it 
creates. Yes, the web protects the spider, but also it gathers the food, other small insects.  

Many people have swum together with an octopus. Rays are becoming the arms, 
not always visible. In other words, ‘the net’ is part of his body, but in order not to feel 
very tired is not permanent. When a human hand washes the face, all the fingers are open, 
and you have half an octopus into the water.  

The octopus is a primitive, well armed animal, with a sac full of ink, which it uses 
to confuse its friends and enemies. The nerve endings in its tentacles transmit information 
to find the food, and make it aware of any oncoming danger. Aristotle was the first who 
examined the octopus, he had first-hand experience and he wrote about it. 

The Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon Him), after fleeing Mecca went into 
hiding with only a spider for a company. He did not take an octopus, because there was 
no enough water. He was practicing the Friday midday prayer by Himself we suppose.  

The human mind may think that spiders and octopi are vicious creatures, and a 
Muslim is a vicious social animal. A strong kicking on a door glass, it creates the rays in 
which Muslims go to the mosque, the main lines in the spider web, and the head-arms of 
the octopus at the same time. The way Muslims go to the mosque, it is a scheme on the 
surface of Earth in white, brown, black clothes that the believers wear. The spider web, it 
is a scheme in the sky in grey or black. The octopus, it is a scheme in the water in dark 
red, except the times that the octopus, being upset, becomes black from its ink. Not to 
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forget, also, that different kinds of spider are found in Siberia, Vietnam and Colombia. In 
Colombia, the spider, it is believed, carries dead souls to heaven, all three can carry dead 
souls to heaven. 

I thought the title as it is, next to an important woman Zahida. Only Zahida spoke 
to me first for the magic in Friday prayer, only Zahida brought to me once a live spider in 
a piece of paper and she said “Observe It” (in a voice of a master teacher), only Zahida 
extended all her fingers on my body like an octopus.  

Above all, Allah is great, and only Allah thought that if the octopus damages one 
of its vital ‘arms,’ it can grow a new one, if the spider web is broken it can be fixed, if 
one Muslim does not go to mosque someone else will go instead.  
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Trees and the Nervous Systems 

 
 

The world is full of trees which are big flowers with a wooden body. The world is 
full of nervous systems which are networks of telephones with cells which love 
information. A possible name for a tree can be: ‘History’, and a possible name for a 
nervous system can be ‘dialogue!’ The trees and the nervous systems make the world a 
safe place to make love or to cook a sauce.  
 The tree is a wooden body, on top is full of branches and leaves. It is a ball of 
leaves and branches. We have many names for trees, like Swedish wood with natural 
curly lines, Oregon with straight lines, Romanian beech and many others. The trees 
embellish all the modern cities, even though they grow slowly, the more they grow the 
more pretty the cities become.   
 The nervous system is a complicated world that makes different parts of our body 
communicate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The nervous system breaks down like a 
car. The nervous system relaxes too much when you take body massage with oils and 
candles. 
 We had the trees in a park, in the heart of a town hundreds of years ago, as we had 
the nervous systems, in the bodies of the nine slaves that Aristotle had, in order for them 
to carry his books around. And while the squirrels run on the trees of the park, the flies 
also make military exercises with our nervous systems. We have Romanian trees for 
windows and furniture, oak and mulberry for barrels and floors, walnut-trees that gives a 
very expensive wood, olive trees, ebony trees, from which they make the gun’s butt ends, 
small sculptures, and cypress trees from which they make wooden floors. We also have 
the nervous system of the president in the village, the nervous system of a Japanese shoes 
seller, of a child, of a fat chef, and of a Polish sexy woman. Also in nature there are many 
nervous systems like ours, like the nervous system of a horse which may be more 
beautiful than the human one, of venison, of a duck, of an eel, of a cow, and of a 
butterfly, to write just a few. 
 A tree is influenced always from sunshine, the lower ground, the absence or the 
presence of water, vitamins, like the nervous system is influenced by spirits, feelings, 
ideas, and proteins for the brain if we eat well. The most beautiful nervous system is the 
one of the man with ideas, when he makes conversation with his child, as the more 
beautiful tree is the tallest one. Sports help the nervous system, like the wind helps the 
tree to become stronger.  There are millions of branches on a big tree. There is a 
vegetarian system for the renewing of the cells in the tree, just as a vital nervous system 
in us, which is helping with the maintenance of good communication. The trees feel pain 
when the seasons change, when you cut them, also, in the same way that the nervous 
system feels pain when we break a leg, when an allergy occurs, or when we have an 
injection. Both bend and both shake in the cold. 
 One sad day both die, the nerves says goodbye to this world. 
 We are the result of some nerves. If you love the one, you love the other as well. 
In all the big mythologies, the trees and the nervous systems hold the number one 
positions. They are competitors. The trees speak, as well as the nervous systems also 
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speak. In a village in Greece, some time ago, when all people died, the trees started dying 
as well.  
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A business development executive 
 – Leo Wolf(ert) 

 
 
 A business executive like Leon (we add the “n”,) directs the commercial art with 
chest moves. He is a system analyzer that applies a high level of diplomacy. Leon is also 
an artist, an art director, a web designer, a painter, an expert on computers but above all 
the modern professional who directs commercial art. Andy Warhol tried to do the same 
with iconic reproductions of MM(onroe) and soups.  
 A friend of his and an artist, told him ‘even if the woman you loved marries 
someone else, I will arrange for you to meet her from time to time for a coffee and sex’. 
Leon associated his inspiration with this woman. The artists always call this mega 
problem ‘deep love’. From the time he was with her, it was singular, and very inspired. 
Lots of good ideas for selling soaps and beers came out of his brain. At the same time, he 
sells himself very successfully for big amounts of money. He changes his style according 
to the importance of the meeting. The trousers are always small in the area of his genitals 
because he says ‘I have got something here also’. He knows how to change his look. He 
bought a grey trousers and a black t-shirt for his image in an afternoon meeting with a 
Chinese short bow-tie man. The meeting started in a Chinese restaurant. 
 He tries to open one office in Milan, one in New York, and for sure one in 
Athens, in the possible scenario he may see that woman walking in the street from the 
window. He is full of business ideas. He is the best brain lots of people have come across, 
and the entire fellow artists admire him. He works day and night; he works on a bus like 
he does in the office. He uses the mobile phone, which he opens only for calls he has to 
make, and after, he switches it off again. He directs by allocating challenges to the whole 
London office. The origins of his genius brain are found in pencils, in drawings of 
Leonardo da Vinci, in the first manuscripts of the Bible and the Holy Koran, in the 
village of Hitler, also an art director (and criminal) of WWII. He is thirty three (good age 
to die or not to die?). 
 Society works by having clubs with membership. The members have lost any 
future, but they go there and make business deals. Deals take place next to champagne 
glasses with fragile legs, like the deals of course. Leon has a strategy in the club to waste 
time. He makes the deals for the future, an impressed young artist says to him: “Boss I 
follow you!” Leon knows, in business as in personal life, wherever betrays, betrays, and 
whoever breaks a hand shake, breaks a hand shake. The business life is tough, and 
dislikes excuses. 
 Leon knows, from all the earth’s recourses the most valuable is the brain!  
However, how does ‘the cyberspace monk’ feed his brain? He wakes up, after having had 
his head, during the night, wrapped in big towel like a crepe, and will start his day with 
juices: cranberry, apple and mango, coconut and pineapple, red orange. He will enjoy a 
piece of homemade Italian cheese with olives. He will get for lunch a starter, his 
favourite is Indonesian tiger prawns sautéed with mushrooms and spinach. As a main, 
grilled chunks of maiko shark with stemmed vegetables, and fresh coriander and a tea 
spoon of potato puree. As a side dish, beetroots, and on croquettes with pine nuts, lemon 
and garlic. As a dessert, big dates with macadamia nuts in them. At the end of the day he 
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will have water, and Greek yogurt (with live ancient bacterium studied at the Lyceum), 
also strawberries because they are sexy. In a single day, Leon enjoys half of the most 
successful tastes God has ever created on earth. What a splendid fellow! 
 In this process of creating an idea, there is also a morning time (which is the idea 
in his brain), a starter (which is the first drawing with a pencil, the first notes for +’s and 
–’s), the main (which is the idea fully developed in a photograph or video), the side 
(which is the colour, the motive in the background), the dessert (which is the size and 
style in the few words are used), and the water (how much they pay him for mass 
production). The strawberries symbolize the people that contributed at all levels to the 
execution of the idea in order to become a modern advertisement. 
 All the lines above show Leon’s week days, but equally fascinating is the 
weekend for him in which he sees the ones he loves, walking with them in the streets of 
London. In the city he sees nice buildings, the human face of the weekend. While the bus 
enters the Strand, Leon sees a big sculpture and says ‘the sculptures are begging the 
citizens to look at them, like bastards with wounds!’ He observes also the motto Nothing 
without labour!  A motto is written on stone, in order to last until the last citizen of the 
London republic. He observes the sculptures so well. He discovers things nobody else 
sees. He enters a soap shop and he examines a bar of shop with real roses in it. With his 
friend, they buy Irish mature cheddar and a French baguette. They wolf it in the streets 
like the homeless do.  
 He is sad when he realizes, that the red and the gold colours he sees in the bar, 
while entering, they are actually yellow. He says to his friend when he sees his pencil. ‘It 
is good with the colours and the stars on the tie, which resemble the American flag.’ He 
orders a bottle of Lebanese water. He takes the artist friend like his ego to another bar. He 
speaks to the entire bar mates; kissing the girls and kissing the manager. A sexy woman 
drinks a reddish drink in a champagne glass. 
 ‘In every good bar, men make the drinks, women serve them!’ the artist says.  
Leon is lying on the sofa like an ancient Greek sick man in a hospital that waits for the 
medical cocktail, the final cure (the final solution).  
 ‘I like to see a woman with a nice bum moving around in front of my spirit, the 
woman is the spirit’, Leon says. 
 ‘Please Leon, speak to me about you’ the grandson of Aristotle asks. 
 ‘I am important.  We are important. This is ego… Look at the three girls there… 
Three girls play with their hair…Attention is everything…No girls that we buy with 
money, but girls that we win with our attention… I am not an Arab, an Arab can be only 
apologetic, I am a German. Yes, I’m a German.’ (Being German in London is the right 
nationality.)    
 The bar, in the corner of the Trafalgar Square, will close soon, but more women 
arrive. They wear almost nothing, and Leon’s eyes are like golf balls that are kicked on 
the women’s asses. Leon as a business executive confronts every day the memories of his 
life. From the memories inside his skull, he holds the passion for the future. 
 ‘What is your dream car?’ he asks him. 
 ‘Fuck cars! I have two healthy feet.’ 
 ‘What about food?’ 
 ‘I wish we had asparagus with fresh tuna flakes!’ 
 ‘I would like some bread with cheese like before!’ the humble friend says. 
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 ‘I never eat bread! Lobster I eat every day now!’   
Leon is clever, not because he knows many things or he is a brilliant networker. 

He knows what the people who ‘know’ know. It is very important to know what they 
know. This is the success. His success ended the day he got married, the ‘wife’ pushed 
him into a medieval chaos. He must be very happy that he won’t carry his success to his 
grave. 

 Leon is the genius that placed himself into a box of matches twice. First time, it 
was the first marriage which I attended as his best man. Second, it was the second 
marriage, which I didn’t attend. Being the grandson of Aristotle, I can’t make the same 
mistake twice. But at the end Leon is a fascinating man.  
     
               
 
 
 
 

A philosopher in Athens  
– Jacques Der(rida) 

 
 
 Two young intellectuals attend the lecture of the French saint and philosopher 
Jacques Derrida. He comes to the lecture table, and the people stand up for some seconds. 
The table automatically becomes full of ideas and books. Ideas as investments, and as 
desires with its dynamics. They come to listen to his way to make philosophy, and 
Derrida will challenge new and old ideas. Everyone also has its own way to philosophize; 
if you ask the right question, you can have an interesting (inventive) answer. If the 
question is on depression, Derrida tonight also looks a bit depressed; the answer is on the 
value of the real life. 
 In a nice cream suit, we suppose tailored for him, he looks like what Seneca said: 
“The philosophers must be the lawyers of humanity.” The ideas are fuel for the 
philosophical brain; fuels are also the fantasies with the elements of creating a new life, 
the sugar and the chocolates. Lots of fuel is needed for the ideas on deconstruction. His 
theory is called deconstruction, and it is a popular theory of literary criticism.  
 Derrida.cow.fr, as an example, it can be an internet company for the famous son 
of France. You want to be his friend or you want him to write about you. 
 In the lecture room he is a tractor driver of the verbs that crush on the structures. 
The material world if full of structures, but also, the world of concepts and ideas is full. 
The structures are means for domination. What he says is important, but important is also 
that he is here as the philosopher, as the chef of God, as the bike engineer, and as the 
window cleaner that cleans the sky. 
 The angels are writing a dictionary of modern and old ideas, because there are too 
many philosophers, too many ideas, and too many structures. The local Athenian 
criminals kill their girlfriends; but they can’t miss for a long time the structure of the 
relationship, and the possible choice of punishment.   
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 Derrida sees the texts with a different perspective. What does he see? He sees 
words in various size letters. He sees what the writer would like to say to us (the meaning 
A), but also what the text itself can say to us (the meaning B), or what we want to see in 
the text (the meaning C). Many interpretations are possible then (interpretation: A or B 
or C), and for this reason, for the philosopher Castoriadis, Derrida is ‘a cowboy of the 
ideas, a cowboy of the meaning.’ This is why his influence is well spread more in 
America (land of Hollywood) and less in Germany (land of Kant). For some thinkers 
Derrida’s theory aims to undermine the Western tradition of the logical thinking. Derrida 
studies day and night the 18th century, and for other philosophers this is wrong. At the 
same time, Derrida is a star that could never say to a young writer: ‘excuse me mate, 
don’t write about me, I don’t like the way you write about me.’ Derrida could believe and 
say: ‘write about me in any way you like, and apply the deconstruction theory now!’  
 The lecture that continues is on ‘The eye witness and the martyr…’, and is a result 
of his last three years of thinking on the concept and its mystery. Derrida says “nobody 
becomes a martyr for the martyr.” The secret word here is the “for.” In the lecture he 
teaches, because as a woman said to me, when others teach us we learn only 25%, and 
when we teach we learn 75%. Derrida in front of the people teaches himself 
deconstruction theory! He mentions also the big issues of Holocaust, memory, faith and 
death. The “proof” is given with etymological analysis and semantic analysis in German, 
French, English, Latin and Greek. He makes references to thinkers like Heidegger and 
Lyotard. The lecture room is full of young students and intellectuals that put a question 
mark after every sentence Derrida says. In the same way Derrida has done it in the books 
he has written. 
 People with cameras, journalists from newspapers, take pictures all the time.  The 
room, every time the cameras flash, becomes full of stars. People cannot wait for him to 
finish, the deconstruction performance lasts more than two hours.  For a moment, it 
seemed, here is a Hollywood studio.  
 The lecture is followed by a discussion and when it finishes some people go to 
speak to him. I am in a corridor, let’s say a corridor of philosophy, I see Derrida coming 
towards me. I am happy and I try to go to close to him, at least making Aristotle proud of 
me. I am a bit shy, but I have the will to exchange a few words with him. We look at each 
other and I say to him: “congratulations Mr. Derrida for the work in philosophy, and 
thank you for being here with us tonight.” He replies with a kind voice “Thank you very 
much!” I see his white hair, I stand next to him. All the people from the room look at 
Him and me. I say to him “I am a writer, but now next to you, with you, we are a literary 
and philosophical text!” He says “It is nice to meet a writer in here!” I feel flattered, and 
the friend with the camera waits for me to ask the philosopher, as I do “can I have a photo 
with you?” He replies: “yes”. We shake our hands (like two philosopher-tramps) and look 
at the camera. I say, “Thank you Mr. Derrida.” He replies back, “Thank you also.” 
Derrida is very relaxed and this is visible in the photos which we develop a few days 
later. To meet Derrida while you write small texts, when you deconstruct a big text into 
pieces, when you deconstruct a ‘great philosopher’ into pieces, it is a cure for writing. A 
cure in the year 1999. 
 After some years, at Cambridge University, many professors opposed the idea of 
giving him a PhD, arguing that Cambridge University is for the lovers of clean thought. I 
imagine that a student of Derrida is having a black coffee, but he sees it as white and he 
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orders some black milk to make it a white coffee. The silver knives were taken out by the 
Cambridge professors against him. The matter went to elections, and the academic 
community of Cambridge, decided for 336+1 (myself now) against 204 to make him a 
Doctor of Philosophy. 
  Derrida likes the paradox + eccentric, with him we like the paradox + eccentric 
more. 

 Derrida is the master of the Russian roulette of post-modernity. He wins with 
every spin. In Roulette the white ball is his, and he is like the player that knows the 
number that will win. Derrida is a lucky thinker-player. Derrida could be the ideal father-
in-law for a writer and visual artist. 
 Derrida! Yes master! Yes for A, for B, and for C! 
  
 
 
 
 
 

A philosopher with hair in Paris  
– Kostas Axe(los) 

 
 

Kostas Axelos is the contrast to the whole Paris. He thinks there, next to the Eiffel 
Tower with a metal voice, with a metal thought. I met him in Athens a few years earlier, 
and I remember the surprise, he had all his hair.  

Axelos knows that the source of thought is the question. The water source of 
thought is the question. The question is the core of the deep philosophical discourse. His 
philosophical work is a critical question to the rest of the world philosophy. Open 
thought. A work towards the three spheres of life: Logic, Ethics and Aesthetics.  

“A philosopher with hair in Paris? You must be joking. It is a joke, come on”, a 
friend says. The philosopher is a hairy woman. ‘The philosopher sees a woman against 
himself.’ The philosopher establishes himself, as a philosopher while he cooks potatoes 
marinated with vodka. The philosopher is a lover, please ask Picasso’s wife. She left 
Picasso with two children for Kostas Axelos. Yes! They lived together in Paris in the 
same apartment.  

 

 
 
 
                London 20/02/1998  
 
          Dear Thinker, 
          good-morning from frozen London,  
 

I hope you are well in your health and you continue your titanic thought. If the 
words could possibly make references to people ‘then’ the word thinker should have 
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referred to you. You are a thinker that has got erotic relationships with the words like: 
game, enrolment, thought, and mytho-logo-technological age. 

  
I have shaken your hand. A hand famous in the libraries of the world. I was there, 

a day of the year 1992 when you said: “I am an illegal thinker”. Can also the origin of the 
thought to be illegal? 

  
Years after, I live and I study in London. I write this, a lonely portrait, sixteen 

words, enriched with occasions, imaginary ideas, questions and arguments. An eccentric 
letter-portrait-question? Your image/appearance is  like the appearance of some uncles 
who have no idea about you and me, and I most like in the Greek countryside. Portrait of 
the origin of the thought is your portrait. Portrait, because you are the only thinker who 
has got hair.  

 
I send you the small questioner, you know that it will help me. The young thinker 

of the technique, Karl Marx had also answered it. If you wish, please answer with a few 
words or a few lines. I also send you an album with the title: The Sea. The Sea of your 
thoughts.  
 
 

                                 Kindest Regards, The grandson of Aristotle  
 

 

 

 

The philosopher of autonomy  
– Cornelius Ca(storiadis) 

 
                                        For David Ames Curtis, and the writers  

                                    from whom I borrowed a few stones 

 
The work of the French philosopher Cornelius Castoriadis (Co-Ca between us) is 

always a challenge for the people, who would, one day like to see a more just and 
democratic society. This portrait here is on the concept of autonomy, and how Coca 
arrived at this, and his ideas on autonomy. Is there any usefulness for the idea of 
autonomy for today’s world?  

The idea of ‘the imaginary institution of society’ and ‘the idea of autonomy’ are 
the two crucial pillars of wisdom in his work. The concept of autonomy, as it was 
developed by Coca, it allows the man the capacity to see himself as the autonomous 
human being and the creator of history. This is interesting stuff, which kept this splendid 
fellow busy for years in his Paris apartment, running from one room to another, looking 
outside from the window, and having cold showers, I imagine. 
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‘The strength in what I am doing, is that only recently in the Anglo-Saxon public 
Coca’s work has become known and starts having an audience.’ A few books have been 
translated from the original French by Mr. Curtis, which I have read to improve my 
English and understand Coca.  Thus, there are a few commentaries on his work. On the 
other hand, the few resources as it is understood, limit my research for his portrait. We 
need to use a lot of imagination to understand Coca (we may need to take some coca also, 
I mean drinking lots of coca-cola). 

Coca, lived in three cities: Istanbul, Athens and Paris. He was born in the first in 
1922, he grew up in Athens and at the age 23 he left for Paris. In the last city, he educated 
himself and died in 1997. Three cities with a symbolic meaning. As someone wrote in a 
Greek newspaper “Istanbul was once Greek and the capital of the theocratic Byzantine 
Empire, Athens was the place which gave the twin births to Plato’s Academy and 
Aristotle’s Lyceum, and Paris the Mecca of the arts and thought.” 

In Athens he studied law and philosophy before his departure for Paris in 1945. 
From an early age, Coca was interested in many fields of thought. He was inspired by the 
work of Max Weber on bureaucracy.  He was also a brave young man. At the age of 13 
he lost all his hair, and his mother went insane and died some months later. The loss of 
his hair gave him strength at a very tender age. 

In Paris, in 1948, Coca, with a few mates, formed the group and journal 
Socialisme ou Barbarie (1948-1965) and in this journal under nicknames Coca (one more 
nickname from here) published many theoretical texts. Coca also started working as a 
professional (non-Marxist) economist, and his texts (non-Marxian also) had one more 
reason to be written under nicknames. Coca liked nicknames. His analyses are now being 
published in paperback. His work is a permanent critical one, on which can be given a 
critical interpretation. Coca contributed in many fields, from psychoanalysis to modern 
science, and from philosophy to mathematics.   

His magnum opus is the book The Imaginary Institution of Society (L' Institution 
Imaginaire de la Société) (1975) which has influenced European political and social 
thought. The book was published by Éditions du Seuil in Paris, and the newspaper Le 
Monde dedicated an article on its first page (the same newspaper did the same thing when 
the man died in 1997), by writing that the whole book is a new May 1968. Within his 
thought, philosophy, politics, and psychoanalysis have a common dimension, and this is 
to help ‘the individual human subject’ to become more autonomous, and help us see the 
human subject more clearly, and more bravely. 

In Coca’s work two periods of thought can be seen. In the first period, he wrote a 
critique on the bureaucratic totalitarianism, the modern forms of capitalism and on the 
representative democracy. He did an important critique on Soviet Russia without being a 
right thinker, but from a unique left perspective. From Weber he understands the 
significance of bureaucracy as an oppressive mechanism. The Weberian explanation of 
Soviet Russia was unthinkable for Jean Paul Sartre and others then. In the second period, 
there is a pure philosophical work and psychoanalysis. The second period is the one that 
will make this splendid fellow well known in the future (here, we make a reference by 
borrowing a small stone, 1).   

Coca developed the idea of the ‘radical imaginary’, which at the level of the 
human being is expressed as ‘radical fantasia’, and at the social-historical field acts as 
instituted, ‘social imaginary’ (here, reference, and borrow a small stone, 2). From this 
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point, no one can say there is an early and late Coca, above all there a unity in itself. The 
focus in both periods is the human being and their relation to social structures, religion, 
bureaucracies, parties, trade unions, culture, law-making body and the institution of 
society(here, reference, and borrow a small stone, 3).   

Coca’s intellectual road was lonely but at the same time unique for intellectual 
environment in Paris. Many times he wrote against philosophers like Sartre, post-
modernists like Derrida, but he recognized as well the influence in his work by theorists 
like Levinas, Bachelar, Riceaur, Tom (here, reference and borrow a small stone, 4).  Joel 
Whitebook, wrote that Coca lived in Paris for 50 years, the city which gives birth to 
intellectual fashions; though Coca himself remained outside these fashions. For Joel, 
Coca’s life can be compared only with Hanna Arendt’s (Arendt’s life Joel? Hope not the 
time she was sleeping with Heidegger), (here, reference, and borrow a small stone, 5).  
Coca had a very strong personality and for his road outside the  intellectual fashions three 
hypothesis were made. The first is that Coca begun to read philosophers very early and 
identified with them. The great amount of knowledge he took helped him throughout his 
life to keep his independence. The second is the sensation of all powerfulness (which can 
be found in the centre of his psychoanalytic theories).  This helped him to stand up for 
himself when his ideas differed from other thinkers (even within the Socialisme ou 
Barbarie group). The third was the great will for an autonomous life (here, reference, 
and borrow a small stone, 6). He was a very active man by doing a lot of things in a 
single day. I saw him swimming in the Greek sea; he could easily swim from island to 
island, and from Europe to Africa.                

Coca developed a very important social theory by avoiding the construction of 
another great social theory which would be able to explain everything. Above all social 
theory is not needed: this was the most significant illusion of Marx Castoriadis as said to 
the Italian journalist of Unita (here, reference, and borrow a small stone, 7).  For 
Castoriadis, human beings should avoid any future orthodoxy, because orthodoxy leads 
to the Gulag, the Nazis, the Iranian Revolution of 1979, and the heavy Holy Books. In 
every single sentence Coca wrote during his life, the concept of creation always plays a 
role. It plays the A to Z role in a 26 letters English alphabet. It plays the Ά to Ώ role in a 
24 letters Greek alphabet. 

Coca had a love for dialogue and every new thought that entered his mind. He 
loved ideas and he said to me in our meeting “when a new idea comes in my mind I feel a 
big surprise.” He was a kind of Homo (Coca) Universalis, critical spirit and intellectual. 
He believed that we must say the truth with boldness. He was thinking the Man not the 
Humanity, because the latter ‘cannot mean’ the uniqueness that every human being 
deserves. 

For the philosopher of autonomy, we must always say the ‘truth with boldness’, 
and we must place our trust upon ‘the Man, not the Humanity.’ This Coca text (with 
stones from Coca, stones from the grandson of Aristotle, and with stones borrowed by 
others) is nothing more than a small lamppost built for the work of this splendid fellow.  

(Yes, there it is then, a great usefulness for the idea of autonomy in today’s world 
and in all the future worlds!)  
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A taxi driver gives dinner in his house 
– Mr. Ba(bar) 

 
 

Mr. Babar is a driver, but now is sitting on a sofa saying: “You know, my 
thinking is as simple as that: calm life, take it easy!” He is a nice man who partly 
constructs his house and all his friends ring him every half an hour for advice. Babar 
speaks like a prophet with a beer in his hands: “I love women, good food, cars and my 
guests a lot.”  

As a child in Pakistan, he was taking part in pissing races for which he  now talks 
proudly, and as a result, he does fast driving. He was winning in the pissing races, sweets 
and chocolates. Every time he has guests, he brings the most delicious rice. Rice, rice and 
rice. White rice God, oh God bless the Babar of Asia who eats and gives rice. Oh God 
bless your personalities on earth. God bless your face on earth. God bless the guests of 
Babar tonight. God bless Babar.  

Mr. Babar is offering food to us but he is not eating, he waits for his guests to eat 
first. His girlfriend says: “He will eat in the corner, when we shall finish, he will go to the 
kitchen to eat what we would have left.” During the dinner, he is ordering his girlfriend 
and a young cousin to bring things all the time. “Bring this...bring that…bring that from 
that shelf”, Babar says. They obey the orders just like that, he is the oldest, and according 
to the Pakistani tradition, they have to do everything for him, as he will do the same for 
his oldest. Sometimes the service is French, women first, sometimes not. Sometimes 
Pakistan village service. Babar serves like driving a car; he takes a spoon to serve the 
rice.  

Mr. Babar is giving some talk again, his girlfriend says, to the guests: “I need 
Sunday for myself that is why we are here today.”  He drinks a lot, one beer after the 
other. For him, the most curious objects in the world are the spoons and an old fashioned 
Italian sharpener!  

We eat, he drinks, and he looks like a black face sheep among one million white 
face sheep. But he is so sweet, so good, and too good. But when he is in the road, he is 
like something else. I don’t know why.  In England there is only one poisonous snake, 
and on the road, Babar he becomes one of them. When a customer said that a destination 
price was “too expensive”, then Babar called him, “ass hole.” One day, he didn’t pick up 
the job that the radio manager gave him, but he preferred another one. When the radio 
manager found out about it, he was shouting at him on the radio for half an hour.  

Mr. Babar is a sweet man, a good man, a philosopher of the wheels who says “I 
drive therefore I am. I give dinner therefore I am. And now, I drink therefore I am. I was 
drunk therefore I was.” He was a taxi driver in London. He is off today. He will be a taxi 
driver tomorrow.  

“To be a taxi driver or not to be?” he asks himself with help of the beer cans. Taxi 
drivers are far more important than writers, film directors and business people.   
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A writer in Paris  
– Elias Pet(ropoulos) 

 
 

 A song from the Rebates collection sounds from the gramophone which is capable 
of creating a pink pearl. In the streets of Old Salonika, you hear sounds of Spanish music, 
hard Turkish, troubles from rakish haunts, voices from small companies of people. An ear 
waits for all these in the corner. He is an ear that becomes a translator in the Tower of 
Babel. It is the ear of Elias, who, since a young child, he loves the minorities and the 
humble issues.  
 Petropoulos got older and today he is a writer, collector, lexicographer, folklore 
writer and poet. He is capable of running a whole lecture for a single verb, to talk about 
the importance of the siphon, and to say words that even the dictionaries don’t know. He 
always does this with a very peculiar manner.  

Today he might study the Tatar-Mongolian calendars, and tomorrow to arrange an 
appointment in a cemetery in order to observe the graves. The cemeteries of all Europe 
know him with the nickname: ‘Cockerel that has for a tail a rainbow’. He is the 
teenager/oldster who loves the New Generation. He is plucky, and he says things with 
their name out of his teeth. This is the attitude of a fly, attitude of long beard but never 
attitude hagiography. He is a man, and the characteristic that he appreciates in a man is 
the manliness, the power to be frozen against the draught. Karl Marx also appreciated the 
power in a man. 
 Through the work of Petropoulos, we can think differently the meaning of the 
university (mass of knowledge), the meaning of the prison (mass of morality, mor[t]ality), 
and the meaning of the brothel (mass of pleasure). In his work we can read about the 
importance of mud that stopped the Wehrmacht in the Russian Front. In his work we can 
discover dissenting matters like: the walking-stick, the old steel irons, the bean soup, the 
cannabis, the rebates, the history of the condom. It is a bible work that would give the 
advice of Ludwig Wittgenstein “Take your time.” There is plenty of time for everything 
in life and art.  
 In his books we can find out how folklore material got saved from the fire and the 
dust bins. The tradition is a universe and Petropoulos’s texts are Newtonian, and the 
apple in this universe is his poetry.  

Petropoulos is a whole Academy. (The above lines had been written by using a 
pen I found in the Cambridge University campus. I walked around, tracing the steps of 
Ludwig Wittgenstein who lived here.)    
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An Englishman in Cyprus  

– Michael Dug(dale) 

 
                                                                 

A Greek-Roman Day, 1st Day 
  

Mr. Michael Dugdale is a wise Englishman with glasses and humor. A blue 
intellect someone could say, that is hard to refuse. He is one blue intellect in a million. 
Mr. Dugdale has now 10% black hair, 70% grey hair and 20% white. As a wise 
Englishman, he decides to make a linguistic trip to Cyprus. He wants to listen to the 
people on this island country to speak the Greek, as they used to speak in ancient Athens, 
all the philosophers and the tragic poets. He remembers, that once in London he saw the 
big letter ‘M’ in the front of a university building. He wants to hear ancient ‘Athenians’ 
to say with correct pronunciation the word banana. 
 He arrives in Larnaca Airport with his two friends. The relatives from his wife’s 
sides family, were waiting for him. He walks with the family friends around the Palms 
Beach of Larnaca, which looks like Miami in the US. The palms are very tall, a Cypriot 
man says, and at the same time, they have to be very strong because they have to effuse 
the strong wind. His relatives take him, with his two friends, to a restaurant in the same 
beach. Yes, you can see the sea, while you are waiting for the food. From the fork to the 
seawater. The strong wind makes the sea from blue, to white. He sees an ‘M’ again but it 
is the one for McDonalds. 
 He can hardly understand what they are saying, but even the children speak the 
language like in ancient Athens, and in the Byzantine Empire. While a girl speaks, you 
feel that there are mathematics and music in the syntactical structure of the language she 
uses.  The host lady says, that the history of language of Cyprus is very interesting. The 
poet Homer, she says, he was born in the town of Pafos, but it seems more tradition and 
legend. The male relative, doctor by profession, he says that in the Greek language, there 
are 90 million words and expressions, or 6 million single words. “The English language 
has got only 300,000 words” he adds. The Englishman listens carefully, but his face 
shows that he thinks, that all these are a bit of rubbish. The doctor also says, that, Greek 
words like: England, Wales and Scotland, which means darkness, country of dark, or 
Ireland which means land of hire, and also the word “land” comes from the word “landi.” 
Thus, all these words are Greek.  

One of the two friends is the grandson of Aristotle, who else could it be? He 
records the trip as the Note-keeper, and he listens carefully to the language of Aristotle. 
The woman says “books for the secrets of our language are hidden in the libraries of the 
Vatican City, Tibet and Alexandria!” The child says for the Note-keeper “whatever lalan-
speak he writes them down!” The Greeks say: la, la, la, la, la, and the Barbarians say: bar, 
bar, bar, bar, bar! The doctor, says also: the Greeks always respected the religion of other 
people. The host lady and his girlfriend, she wants to visit the library of Alexandria, 
which in ancient times was burnt down with its 700,000 books, the books were burning 
for a years. They had a heating system by burning the books in the houses and caves. 
Hitler did the same. The wise, but pessimistic Englishman listens carefully, because the 
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doctor says, that they burned the library because it had many Greek books, and, they also 
wanted to destroy the Cypriot language. Oh God! Oh Greek Gods!  
 The doctor speaks by mentioning always the words: book and library. Michael 
perhaps thought for first time, that this doctor dies for argument, but I won’t give any 
answers, the only thing Michael said is: ‘It is getting dark, and we have to go to Pafos’, 
for which he rented a car via the internet, and an apartment. 
 They arrived in Pafos. As soon as, the main thought for Michael in this trip is the 
language, they leave the apartment and they go for a walk. They see a swimming pool 
blue like the sea, the ancient Greek word for sea was “thalatta” , now the Greeks write 
“thalassa”, and they mean sea, but the Cypriots write the same way but they pronunciate 
the word like “thalatta” . The Cypriot Greeks, make with a musicality the double “ss”  
sound like double “tt.”   

Later on, one of the friends goes so close to the waves. He makes his hands wet 
with seawater and smell of salt. He sees in the dark night in the sea, a wild finger of rocks 
not in use any more, part of the old harbor. The day finished today, and also finished in 
1191 A.D..  

 
 
 

A Medieval Day, 2nd Day 
 
 The day starts in 1191 A.D.. The same rocks are seen from the balcony apartment. 
How these rocks were 500 hundred years ago? His name is Michael and the name of his 
friend is Matthew, both starts with M, M&M’s. Like all the medieval buildings that the 
roofs have been based on these M’s. In Cyprus, are found also the three great castles of 
Buffavento, St. Hilarion, and Kantara that still overlook the sea as they have done for 
centuries. You see the medieval structure of a new church. The Catholic Church, it 
became at that time the official ruler of the feudal system in the island. The Vatican 
church that time had, Michael supposes, a planning department. Monks designed the city 
centre of Nicosia, which is round, and is called Citadel. The walls are 11 meters tall and 
have four gates. Soldiers and sailors, with white legs came here. Michael says: they were 
eating good bread, they had puddings with peas, olives, olive oil, roots, and honey in 
alcoholic drinks. They also had quinces and pomegranates, which the Greeks used to eat 
in mainland Greece. They (then) had rabbit with olive oil sauce and green leaves. 
Michael and Matthew have it also today as lunch, with a carafe of village white wine. 
They enjoy also a sweet with baby aubergines, which are green, and fruits, though are not 
a medieval end to a medieval lunch.  
 Michael, after lunch, takes his friends Matthew and the Note-keeper out to see the 
market and a shop owner gives them, to taste, various nuts. He offers them a drink, as 
strong as rocket fuel, as they described it after they left the shop. They see all the 
medieval streets, of course now the houses are not of Roman and Greek influence. They 
visit an old museum where, Matthew looks at machines that they came from France and 
Venice for making cloths and carpets. Michael shows all the medieval machines for 
farming. Especially, a thick flat piece of wood with sharpened flint stones in it, in order 
to smooth the land before you farm weed. Long bread trays, very dark, with 10 or 20 
upside down small domes for shaping the bread into round loafs. In the house museum, 
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the woman says to Michael what is medieval: these amphorae, these coins, and this coat 
of arms of this house, it shows two eagles, while one looks to the West, and the other to 
the East.  Under the two eagles, there are three players, like Michael and his two friends. 
There is a medieval shelf and a medieval mirror. In addition, they see a medieval low 
Eternity chest and a medieval oil lamp.  
 From inside the car, Michael and Matthew see a white rooster, which stands as the 
symbol of Cyprus under the French and the Venetians. In the Coral bay beach, there is a 
sand castle created by children. It looks to be part of the spirit of the day. The sea waves, 
make the ears relaxed. Michael with his two friends, waits in the sunny sand, and then, 
the waves start rolling for the three Londoners. Second by second, the waves stand up 
and fall, coming to the sea side. From a wooden observatory, they try to see the horizon 
clean from enemies and pirates. Michael comes back to the car, and he drives it as if he 
rides a medieval donkey. He drives through banana plantations, olive trees, and 
vineyards. The sun behaves in the sky like a red beetroot, while the road is full of cactus 
on both sides, cactus that have red figs in them.  
 Matthew cannot read Greek. Michael says: the doctor could say that the English 
alphabet derives from the Greek, but he couldn’t answer why the English alphabet is two 
letters longer! 
 They visit an old medieval village and the church with many domes. The roads 
are small. The entrance doors in the houses are very small. The walls are full of well-
carved stones. The church has been always the “office and bed” of God in the village. 
The Cypriots here, keep the last “s” of the words in their mouth for long time, like the 
medieval people used to draw the “first letter” of books and texts with lines around the 
text which at the end blossom. Every word the locals say has got an “E” as a beginning, 
“Eee…”, lots of “Eee…”.  In beginning was the letter and the letter was “E”. 
 In the village restaurant, the atmosphere is medieval. The walls are naked from 
plaster; you see the stores and the wood in the walls. They give them a table with cloth, 
and Michael says to the monk: bring us whatever you can, some dips. Later, came dark 
whole bread, earthenware jug and glasses for the water, a dish with olives, yoghurt, a dish 
with beef and spices, roast duck with vegetables and roots. All the dishes, are cooked 
with olive oil and oregano. It is a medieval dinner next to the fireplace. Under a big piece 
of wood, there are many red coals. They greet each other by saying: in the name of Christ 
and the Holy Spirit! 
 During the Crusades in 1363, Michael says: five kings of Europe that met in 
London to discuss the future of the Crusades against the Muslims, they liked the brandy 
from Cyprus, so much that they named it after their meeting. It was together the kings of 
England, France, Denmark, Scotland and Cyprus. Today, there is Five Kings brandy, 
made from those same vineyards in the Troodos Mountains. Michael calls it ‘knock out 
drops’ (droops). Very strong rocket fuel number II. The Note-keeper cannot drink, 
because, he needs clear mind for observing the “details” and writing them down. They 
had a good time here for hours; they stayed for long in the restaurant that is located in the 
front living room of the house. The food is nice, but the orange pleasure unforgettable, 
three men eat five big oranges at the end of the dinner. They came out, and they walk in 
the old village, in which there is smell of silence and burnt wood. Goodnight, a day in the 
year 1571 A.D..  
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An Ottoman Day, 3rd Day 
 
 The Venetians had in mind that the Ottomans may attack the island. This is the 
reason why they enriched it with massive walls. The Turks stormed into Nicosia in 1571 
and they held the island until 1878. Big sea battles, between Venetian galleys and Turkish 
pirates took place in Cypriot waters. The galleys were arrived with cannons, but the 
Turks with passion for new lands. Good morning Turks! Good morning Ottomans! We 
are coming, the friends say and Michael answers “not yet!” They have to buy first one 
more map of the island. The English love maps.  
 Michael offers to his guest for breakfast black bread and grilled halloumi cheese. 
Michael has a Turkish coffee and the friend a Turkish bath, and they leave all for the car. 
With the car, he drives through the Turkish landscape. The land still is managed in 
Ottoman ways. He drives through a road with tall cedar trees on both sides. After, they 
drive through a road with orange trees on both sides. Under the orange trees, it looks like 
an orange carpet Michael says. Michael stops the car to take some oranges from the 
orange field with his friend. Someone said that the Ottomans brought the concept of 
stealing here, or as Michael puts it, is not stealing but borrowing. 
 The land is full of green fields, trees and wild flowers, mostly yellow. They see a 
cemetery with graves and white crosses. They see an ancient site that became a medieval 
building, that was hosting a sugar cane refinery, and that was used by the Ottomans for a 
holiday house. There is around a distinctive flower smell, music from the birds, and a 
vivid smell from ancient sculptures, jars, and bathtubs. The Ottomans and their mistresses 
used all these bathtubs for relaxation and pleasure with olive oil and milk.  
 The mosaics here made the feet of the Ottomans to be always cool. They were 
looking at the mosaic of “Leda and the Swan” as now people look at an adult magazine. 
The bum of Leda is perfect. The Ottomans brought back to the Greek Cypriots, the love 
for experiencing eternity through daily pleasures like smoking, having mistresses, good 
food, and good wine.  
 Michael drives again in Troodos Mountains. He says, the Ottomans liked it so 
much, and they pinched it. He says “I would like to ask the doctor if the Greek language 
is so rich why the Ottomans gave us so many words!” It’s a truth that the Ottomans 
enriched the language with words for doing things and pleasures. Michael says, that the 
Greek language is a great one, but not in the way the doctor claims. We all agree on this.  
  An old man, as soon as we enter the village Pano Archimandrite, he goes in the 
middle of the road and stops the cars. He comes to the window and says to Michael “stop 
the car there”, he shows with his had the place “and come for a coffee in my kafeneion”. 
Michael cannot resist the way of hospitality and doing business, and says: “ok we are 
coming!” This is a Turkish way of getting your money. They order three Turkish coffees. 
They speak some time with the old man. A rooster lala speaks all the time.  
 They ask the old man what good the Ottoman brought over and he says: they 
brought beautiful women and a new religion with the mosques! 
 They take a road back to the mountain, and they confront a big flock of goats 
crossing the road. They wait for minutes, they see the goats. Some of them are white, 
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brown, and black, and some have a zebra look. It looks like a big Ottoman army, take it 
easy, wait and wait, and wait. You hear the bells and the bleating. There are lots; they are 
hundreds, or a few thousands! They go out from the car and the see more hundreds of 
goats, coming from the hills in an endless line. They peel three oranges, and Michael asks 
Matthew if they taste of corruption. They do, they are delicious oranges. At the end, 
Michael as an Englishman talks to the goats, “please stop”, and Matthew drives the car 
through. Now, they know from which flock they make the famous halloumi cheese, 
which grilled or fried accompanies the meze of foods. 
 The mountains are full of vineyards for which the rocky soil is ideal. A minaret 
appears in the sky, a great symbol of a great religion. This is an Ottoman village. It had 
only a few Cypriots. Around the minaret, there are many stone built Turkish houses. 
They visit the mosque and the minaret. The mosque is in a great condition, and in its yard 
are found six graves. The president of the village shows Michael around. The president is 
80 years old, and he is in the post, ruling, like a Pasha, from 1962. He shows the church 
with the cedar trees in lines. He shows the summer school, and the new water tank for the 
village. They ask the old president what the secret for good life is. He says “fresh air, 
good wine, and zivania”. Zivania is the local rocket fuel, that was offered to them in the 
shop. It is very strong and very original like over proof 70% rum. The president later on, 
he offers them a small bottle. 
 They go to eat in Platres, of the Troodos Mountains. They enjoy meats cooked on 
coals like the Ottomans used to make them. Green salads with olive oil, yogurt, and big 
pieces of bread from the wooden ovens. They also enjoy a pie with apples, cinnamon and 
rose water with cream.  
 Michael tries to see more influence from the Ottomans to the island. Otto, otto, 
otto, ottomen, and ottowomen. The Ottoman liked the taxes. The Archbishop and the 
church had to collect them on their behalf. Many Cypriots had to pay high taxes. Then, 
they found out that the olive trees are more productive when they are in hills especially 
when facing the sea.  
 The Ottomans brought good donkeys and horses. Animals that sleep heavily like 
the Englishman. They go, through a very bad road, the car shakes so much, but Michael 
has an Ottoman sleep. 
 They visit also a big market, a bazaar, they see what the Ottomans used to have in 
their times. They see almonds and honey. They see olives, women, and bread with 
sesame seeds, sweets and fish. They have a small dinner at home, in the name of Allah 
the Great, with nuts, water, bread, grilled cheese and meat, boiled rice, tomatoes and 
onions, and for dessert halva and baklava. After the Ottoman baklava, which is very 
sweet, you need an Ottoman dentist.  
 They had lots of food and they decide to go for walk in Pafos town centre. They 
had lots of food like the Ottomans. Now they walk, in order to burn some fat. The town 
roads are very bad, full with mud and holes, and when it rains, the holes become full of 
water. The Ottoman roads were far better. With these big bellies like the Ottoman 
Empire, it is difficult for them to walk in the bad streets. It is difficult even for hungry 
donkeys, and Mongolian horses to walk here.  
 Poor Ottomans, used to walk a lot from the village to the town. They walk also. 
They see many empty restaurants, but in one, there is a Cypriot family. Probably they 
finished the eating and they smoke like chimneys. After they walk in the dark, there is no 
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light at all. It is very late, and black. You cannot even see the stars in the sky. Good night 
Sultan! The lights of Istanbul are also black by now! Good night Allah the Great! 
 
An English Day, 4th Day 
 
 The British genius Prime Minister, Benjamin Disraeli, successfully compelled the 
Sultan to give Cyprus to Britain. So that the British rule lasted until 1960. The English 
language became necessary. All the Cypriots learned the language in the schools. People 
today are very friendly because they speak the language, and they communicate with the 
tourists from London. All the signs in the shops are in English. The doctor, may say, even 
the word bus comes from the Greek word bao, bao, pao, pao, go, go! Oh God, we need 
the linguist Noam Chomsky as a young man to help us.  
 The Note-keeper wakes up and says “in the name of our Queen good morning”. 
Michael wakes up and looks like the king of the British Empire that rented Cyprus, and 
after kept it as a crown colony. The three friends are like the three British lions. Matthew 
wears a t-shirt with a lion on. The lion is the symbol for the Empire. A hotel has two lions 
in its entrance and in a monument: a student (against perhaps the English rule) fights a 
lion.   
 They have tea with Ottoman biscuits. Michael says there are many English that 
buy houses here. They bring money, so that the Cypriots love them. They open for the 
English many ‘fish and chips’. Michael passes from his butcher buying a leg of lamb, and 
traditional spicy English sausages for his breakfast with eggs. They eat today before they 
leave. 
 Michael drives again in a road that leads to the sovereign English base at 
Episkopi. It rains now, Michael says: a bit of English weather in the island, the 
countryside looks like the English under a slow shower. They see the big sea waves, lots 
of foam, as Cyprus is the soap in the water. 

 The car goes through the Aphrodite hills and they see The Petra Tou Romiou, 
thus they stop to visit the rock in the sea. The waves hit the land, as the English wind hits 
the English flag. The music is waving, the waves takes into the sea small stones, and you 
listen them rolling down. The wind is very strong. The Englishmen look at the sea, 
missing their Empire that governed the wild waves for centuries. They find a few stones 
and take them. They kiss a few wet stones tasting salt. The sea, again the blue sea, you 
feel that you do not want to leave the sea.  
 It rains all day, it was thin rain, now Michael says it becomes fat, and it can make 
you very wet. They drive now towards the military base. In the sky, they see a big eagle 
and Michael says: oh it looks stuffed with food and small animals. They see the horses of 
the soldiers. They drive now on English land. The houses look like council houses. There 
is a big radar dish, from which they used to listen the Soviet Russians. The base is full of 
metal, metal net fences and pine trees. The base is a paradise of English order, with, of 
course sun and sandy beaches.  
 Michael opens one map after the other, until he finds out the map of Lemessos 
with the port. As an Englishman studies the map, as of course very few Cypriots will do. 
He sees if he wants to go from A to B, how he can do it.  By the way, the first modern 
map of Cyprus was based on the English military map. Michael also described it as the 
South End of England.  
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 The school children here wear uniforms like in England. They are lost, but the 
Note-keeper says, “I can ask someone”. But both, Michael and Matthew refuse it, and 
with one voice say, “we are English we don’t ask”. They see a very tall square chimney 
in Lemessos town, close to the sea. This is English engineering, built with red bricks. The 
English ships in the seas, brought to Cyprus technology and experience.  
 They visit the main brewery of Cyprus but it is closed. But the Note-keeper 
speaks to the brewery manager: “please, Mr. Dugdale is trying to study the influence of 
the ancient Greek language and civilization in the island, and the influence of the modern 
English, so it is very important to spend some time around!” They see the manuscripts 
and they allow them in. The receptionist and the woman from the office show the most 
magnificent hospitality. They are VIP’s in a big room, with barrels, one barrel over the 
other, and four long tables. Each table can accommodate forty guests. They taste the 
wines and the water by themselves. Above all the English were amongst the first drinkers 
of beer in the world, Michael says, “big piss artists”. The two English drink alcohol, and 
the note keeper water.  At the end, they offer them crisps, three bottles of wine, one bottle 
of beer and one bottle of water. 
 After they leave, the driver is drunk, on both sides of the road there are lines of 
cedar trees that help the driving. The cedar trees smell, are very tall and busy taking the 
souls of the Cypriots to the sky. It is very English, they arrive back drunk. Tomorrow 
they will go back to the brewery and they decide to buy as presents flowers and baklava.  
 They have lunch with fish, which is fish meze, musssels, octopus with hommous, 
fish sticks, smoked salmon, fish cakes, baby crabs, fried calamari, octopus from the grill, 
prawns, red mullets, sardines and sea bream. Michael shows like an Englishman how you 
can eat a sardine: “you take the head off, after the tail, and you open it carefully to take 
out the bones and the gut”. Only a few English people like the fish so much, and Michael 
likes the smell of fish, because ‘the nearer the bone, the sweeter the meat’.  

For dessert, they have three chocolate cakes with cream. They call kindly the two 
waiters and they ask them to say the word: banana and the waiters say: “banaanaaa”, 
“banaanaee”. Lots of  “a”s, and “e”s. 

They go for a walk. In front of an English house, they see a lion face on the wall. 
Michael says, “look at this” and he shows to his two young friends two-telegraph posts 
laid down in the middle of a park. The English brought the telephone here, and myself I 
brought one in my luggage. They see many beautiful English girls playing snooker inside 
bars. The girls look at the friends, they also look at the note keeper. All the people use the 
word sex. Sex, ssex, seex, sexx, sseexx, ssseeexxx. Sex is good. Sex is go(o)d. 
 Michael wonders, as soon as he sees a parking lot, why they built it here. The 
friend looks around, and he sees on the other side a big cemetery and he says they 
constructed parking here for about 100 cars, because nobody would like to buy a flat next 
to 100 graves. Michael says you are right and the friend continues: “in here, you park 
with your bones and there with your wheels”. The friend sees all the bright stars in the 
sky and says: “look like all colonies of the British Empire.” They walk back home and 
one English couple offers a couple of drinks to them, but Michael turns it down by saying 
‘thank you next time’.  
 It is an English day, full of rain. This is why they stay in for the rest of the night. 
Outside it is very cold. After having some good dinner, they washed the dished like the 
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English do, “you put water and soap in the dishes and then you dry them with a piece of 
cloth”.  

Michael and Matthew go to bed, and the Note-keeper stays in the table of the 
colonial style living room, under a slow motion fan, and records down the end of the day. 
Under the fan, he feels like a colonial officer in the desk of the Queen of England. Good 
night Queen! Good night Royal Family!   
 
  
A Modern European Day, 5th Day 
 
 Good morning! Bonjour! Kalimera Cyprus!  
 Cyprus is a free country with troubles since 1960 A.D.. Cyprus is a cosmopolitan 
Island now. People come here from all over Europe for relaxation and good food. Hiking, 
cycling, water sports and golf are always available. Fast modern highways join cities like 
Nicosia, Lemessos and Larnaca.  
 They have a European breakfast, scrambled eggs on the toasted bread with French 
coffee. Michael wears a nice t-shirt with the symbol of a brewery. The face of the dog in 
front of the “x” shape big bones looks like a piracy symbol. Other people visit sex shops, 
but Michael likes visiting breweries. Michael cooked breakfast, because he is a European 
man. The Europeans eat breakfast in the morning. This is why almost all the restaurants 
and cafe shops here sell English breakfast.  
 As soon as they go to the car, they see a big Mongolian flock of Europeans 
Hiking. After they see a big yellow lorry of the brewery and they stop to buy a European 
present (not flowers) but chocolates, for the two women in the brewery. A Cypriot 
present could be eggs or a loaf of bread. The Europeans brought here the idea of 
producing beer and wine not only for your own use, but for others also. The name of the 
brewery and the products is “KEO”, and it is the biggest on the island. Michael is a beer 
drinker. He loves beer, he prefer beer to water. Europeans brought the French word beer 
here as they brought the word cinema. 
 The modern highway to Lemessos, is full of European standard signing. They 
arrive in Lemessos, but again they are lost. Matthew asks: “where is the KEO guys?” We 
are beer drinkers! The parking is full because this is not a free tasting, but a free German 
pub! This is not a parking but a World War I reenactment.   Michael had to park the car 
in a battlefield full of mud.  
 They are in the brewery, and offer the chocolates to the receptionist. They see the 
“big cheese” in the office. They wait for a few minutes, and one woman comes for the 
tour, like the tour in Louvre museum.  

She says they have lots of hectares of vineyards and sources for water. She 
explains how they make beer, and she takes all the people to the dessert wine cellar. This 
is called “Commandaria”, after collecting the grapes, you leave them in the sun for ten 
days, and only after you press them. You bring the new wine to these barrels afterwards. 
They see the modern line production in which they put the labels on the bottles. They 
visit the brandy cellar, which smells like rocket fuel. There are twenty-four big-big 
barrels, vertically and horizontally. In Cyprus, they have black grapes which are good for 
the “black sins” of life.  
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 Later on they visit the tasting area, in which lots of French, Germans, Austrians, 
Russian women, Polish women, Cypriots, Spanish and Asians taste the wines, the 
brandies, and the dessert wines. They speak many languages, and they look very thirsty.  
Two long tables are full of European and Asian drinkers. Michael drinks like a fish, but 
he starts saying an ancient Greek poem for the wine, and the note keeper says: “He is a 
poet”. He is a beer poet, and Matthew laughs a lot. They buy a few wine bottles.  But 
they can’t buy beer that they most love. The note keeper goes to the tasting bar, by 
saying: “they are English, they bought many drinks, wines, brandies, more brandies, but 
they can’t buy beer! Can you please give me two bottles for them?” Then, the worker 
says ‘O.K.’, and he gives him two bottles of beer with the yellow ‘etiquettes’ on for 
taking home. They say to the note keeper: “You have a silver tongue”.  
 The logo of the factory in Greek is “ ΧΑΙΡΕ ΚΑΙ ΠΙΕΙ ΕΥ” , which means “BE 
HAPPY AND DRINK WELL.” A very old man passes in front of the table walking very 
slowly and holding in his hands two glasses of Zivania, the rocket fuel. The Cypriots 
seem to enjoy more that the others that they have a 35 hours working week and the 
company of the Russian girls. Many beautiful girls came here working in the restaurants 
and cabarets. Some girls are getting married to local men. Their perfect bodies and faces 
resemble the body and face of Aphrodite of Cyprus. All the Russia girls look like 
daughters of Aphrodite. What nice bodies they have! 
 They left the brewery for a big market. They pay at the till in the same way you 
pay in Paris using the bar code for the price. They bought a few croissants and a baguette 
of bread. After, they go in a Russian street of Pafos town. Many shop signs are in many 
other languages except Greek. Here they buy presents for their friends back home in 
London. They exchange money in modern cash machines of modern buildings. Cyprus is 
a nation full of Banks like all the other nations of Europe. The three friends enjoy for 
lunch food, sandwiches with orange juice.  At the end, they enjoy a nice European cake 
with syrup.  

Later on, they saw an expensive Mercedes with satellite positioning system, so if 
they steal your car here, you know in which part of vast Russia it is in. Michael says has 
been a magical trip. It is already late, time for bed. They pass through a street full of 
nightlife and neon signs before they reach the apartment beds.  
  They prepare their luggages. They allocate the presents, the clothes, and the 
travel document. 

                                                                                                                               
 
Last Cypriot day, 6th Day  

                           
The odyssey today finished. Michael wakes up his friends for the last breakfast on 

the island of Cyprus with milk, cypriot coffee, traditional village bread, grilled Halloumi 
cheese, a sweet with Cypriot custard. Matthew and the Note-keeper take all the luggage 
and books and they put them in the car.  

They leave the apartment. They drive to Nicosia in which they will see Michael’s 
relatives, the doctor and the niece. And from Nicosia they will drive to Larnaca for the 
flight.  

This is a paradise island, a divided paradise unfortunately. This is a paradise 
island full of oranges and words, nouns, verbs. In Nicosia, they will see the ribbons that 
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divide a place blessed from its people and God. It is not nice, Cypriot Greeks to live 
separate from Cypriot Turkish here but it happens. Here they speak the language as 
Michael said, “Like they did in ancient Athens, inside the Lyceum of Aristotle, even 
though, they had a Medieval, an Ottoman, an English and a Modern European period. In 
here, I felt that I was hearing Plato and Aristotle having a dialogue”. In the same way, the 
Turkish Cypriots speak the language like their Turkish ancestors. Michael says that he 
felt that the lalia, the lalalia, (meaning the language), the words of each Cypriot have to 
be recorded, if not as an ancient Greek monument, but as a Cypriot one. The division of 
the paradise has become a famous study in the international studies. The halloumi cheese 
grilled is a magical experience.  

The highway on which they drive is full of lorries that carry big pieces of marble, 
sacks of cement, iron, metal for the recycling, metal panels for new houses that they build 
in many areas. Also, a car carries a coffin on its top. The countryside is full of mountains 
and it is very wild with bushes, small pine trees and cactus.  

As soon as they see Nicosia, the capital, they see the Turkish flag on the 
mountains. Nicosia, looks like any other modern European city with olive trees, tall cedar 
trees and palm trees. The three friends are lost again, because the Englishman prefers to 
read the map to go somewhere. They do not leave the friend to ask people in the streets in 
order to listen also to the local “lalia”. Michael calls the relatives, by saying we are lost, 
and they come with their car and pick them up. 

The driving of the Cypriots is crazy, everybody uses the bip-bip-bip-bip and bip. 
They follow the doctor’s car. A nice shop has got a big display of watches in the in the 
sun, but the batteries will go empty. They visit the Green Line. The paradise is divided 
into half paradise. They visit the Ledra Street with the observatory and they see the 
ribbon zone in ruins under the control of the United Nations. 

They also visit an observatory with the doctor on the top of a tall building. They 
see the whole of Nicosia, mosques and churches. On a mosque, there are two satellite 
dishes. The doctor and the niece feel sad for what they show to their uncle. Michael 
observes the divided capital of Nicosia. They show them also a piece of the mountain that 
resembles the five fingers of the old warrior Acritas, who is an old mythical hero. 

The doctor and the niece take them to the house to eat and only the doctor, 
Michael and his two friends are at the table. The note keeper leaves the manuscripts. He 
is having a cigarette with the doctor, one of the pleasures of life. The doctor has in his 
impressive library all the books of the ancient Greek world. 

 They drive back to the airport of Larnaca for the airbus to London. The 
trip reaches its end Michael says. All the Days have been magnificent. The Days the 
periods symbolize make the island of Cyprus what it is today. Mr. Dugdale is a nice 
Englishman, actually he is the last English gentleman on the half paradise island of 
Cyprus.  
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Gallery of Peo(ple) 

 
                                                          In Memoriam: Aristotle (384-322BC) 

 
 
The goal keeper 
 
 The goal keeper is a hero that faces all the dangers. The goal keeper is the danger 
that faces all the heroes. He is the number One because he plays with his hands. 
 
 
Catherine Deneuve 
 
 Catherine Deneuve is the most beautiful French actress in the 20th century. She is 
the “Belle de Jour” who once said in London: “Older women feel better with younger 
men.”  

All the young boys still have a crush on her. “I have a crush on her.” 
 
 
Children 
 
 Children get hurt when they have a flat tyre in their bicycle.  
 They look like each other, they have the same soul, they love animals, and they 
don’t lie. We should learn from children, because they enjoy every single moment in life. 
Children are so curious about the world. Children are the best comedians. We are all 
children till the moment we fall in love.  
 
 
Women at ports of the 20th century 
 
 They were loving men, and they were giving pleasure. Firstly, the ship anchors in 
the port to unload pleasure, and then goods. Between the legs of the lovers in Cardiff, the 
20th century still sleeps. 
 In the 1960’s, to the commercial ships was added the shape of the penis head, in 
order to increase the speed. There was a greater need to reach the port quicker, the place 
for pleasure, luxury and business. 
 
 
The Tibetans 
 
 In the eyes of the Tibetans you see a view from the mountains. You see a view 
from the monastery windows. The shape of their tears resembles monks trying to 
maintain their cultural heritage.  
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 The Tibetans, instead of movies they watch the bathing of the eagle in a half 
barrel of cow milk. With shaved heads, the monks walk on the tops of the mountains.  
 
 
The old man who is president in Cuba 
 
 It is a symbol of arteries and veins. He kept Cuba back in his youth. Old cars, and 
old buildings. 

 The shame about Fidel Castro, is that he is not as clever as Che Guevara. 
 
 
The sumo players  
 
 The sumo players have in their bodies millions of grams of fat. In an imaginative 
country, we could put them to cycle on electric generators in order that children can read. 
They are the Emperor’s people, and their body is an ancient sport 
 
 
A few thoughts on the precious bodies of Women  
 
 How does a woman look at a man? She looks at him with German melancholy 
and Pakistani eye moisture. It is a body that can stand the physical and spiritual pain. An 
opera, ‘La donna e mobile’, it represents it as a feather in the wind. 
 We admire women when they drink water, when they eat, and when they breast-
feed their babies. Some men feel jealous of the spoons that are used by women’s lips. 
 Women love even more their vaginas during the night. Absolute wet darkness. 
The vagina makes the heart work to the maximum power. Our brain needs it. 
 Women should start to be photographed behind their ears, where their bra has 
been tied, their fingers, legs. 
 Women’s body is the first residence. Women’s body deserves respect, because it 
has filled earth with people. It’s a miracle. 
 
 
Queen Noor of Jordan 
 

Desert. 
Men. 
Camels. 

 The Queen is very beautiful. Beauty in the character, in the face, and in the body. 
Queen Noor is a woman of harmony, passion and eternal truth. Her beauty is beyond 
what an artist can create. The beauty begun from the close observation on the shape of a 
flower, and it ends in the legs of Queen Noor. 
  
 
A pope, a patriarch, a rabbi, a dalai lama, an imam, a priest, a monk 
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 You are God’s helper and servant, but people give you salary and food. Nothing is 
wrong. Respect all the people that serve with kindness and politeness the idea of the 
existence of God. God makes all these people happy. God makes Himself sad. 
 
 
Immanuel the Friend and Immanuel Kant the philosopher 
 
 We have a meeting, but Immanuel is never on time. Next to him, I experience the 
time’s rejection. He devotes himself to everyone that he meets for the first time. He tries 
to develop his own theory of physics, in several universities but he fails dramatically. 
 Night, it is always night. He reads ‘till the end of the night, ‘till the next morning. 
A morning is full of pure humor and a dead body.  
 Kant wrote his books in the morning before going to the university for lecturing. 
He was wearing the same hat for 20 years. He was wearing the same reason. A morning 
full of pure reason and a smart brain, that’s why he succeeds. 
 We respect morning thinking more than the night. 
 
 
Intellectuals and Models 
 
 All the intellectuals hold their skulls, their spirits, like all the models hold their 
breasts, their beauty. 
  Intellectuals are the masters of the spoken world. Models are the masters of the 
visual world.  

Words against Images.  
Books against Albums.  
Ink against Wax. 

 
 
The writer 
 
 The writer creates and he is blind. He is not able to know what the reader will 
read, inside the text, and what the reader wants to see inside the text. The writer by 
definition is a teddy bear; the book makes him a tiger. The books are the honey. 
 As a writer you have to be bad, lucky and ugly. Writers lose their hair. Writers 
need to write books and to become famous.  

Fame is the only word that the writer’s love. Fame is the word that can help you 
to pay the rent and afford smoking cigars. 
 
 
Paris, the friend 
 
 When people ask him “What is your name?” he replies with charm: “Paris, Paris 
like the capital of France”. Paris has got a big body, and admires Adolf Hitler with his 
small brain. He wears always his black glasses. He takes drugs like an idiot, and he 
advises like a genius. 
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An old man says 
 
 “Young men in prison, in the army, in the psychiatric clinic, in the hospital, in the 
court, do need a small room for masturbation with an open adult magazine.” 
 & 
 “You love once in life! You may like this or that woman, but you hurt many 
times, many people”. 
 & 
 “I don’t care! I don’t give a f**k!” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Oxford, Cambridge, and the Genius  

– Giorgos Eva(gelopoulos) 
 

  
Cambridge University 1988  
 

I am traveling to Cambridge by train with Giorgos, the genius friend. I give him a 
piece of garlic to keep in his pocket. In order to make sure ‘no bad eye will influence 
him’. Direction with speed, while he talks about the Cambridge University Press, the 
name of the publishing house appears on a red brick wall. I was expecting to see a 
luxurious station in Cambridge, but contrariwise, it is very poor and bad.  

Here, the round letters of the alphabet are the wheels on the bikes.  
Lakes filled with water lilies. In this city, the ideas go by bike. Every student has 

got a bike and his own style to park it.  
Giorgos takes me to the Isaac Newton Institute, in which we attend a lecture, in 

the same hall where the solution of the theorem of Fermat had been announced, a few 
years ago. “This hall makes me to realize the ability of humans to put and to solve 
problems”, Giorgos says. I attend the lecture in mathematics. The lecturer writes on the 
blackboard. He loses a page from his manuscript, but he finds it again. After 40 minutes, 
we leave, walking through the garden in which we see a small apple tree, for the old 
colleges of the University. We see small boats in the canals, and big doors in the colleges 
on which doves are resting. 

I have left him twenty meters behind, with a map in his hand and I always ask 
him: “Where are we?”, “Where are we?” We walk in the parks of the colleges, we are 
lost, and I ask him again: “Where are we?” He is getting upset and he tells me: “How do I 
know?”  

Old black banisters, I touch them and I imagine that I give my hand to 
Wittgenstein. We are in front of the Trinity College, here we find the manuscripts of 
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Newton! We see the same buildings, Newton breathed here. “Trinity College was created 
to give the lawyers that the Church wanted”. Giorgos translated from the German tourist 
guide. We both follow the group of Germans with their guide. Giorgos translates for me. 
I am so happy for this, until the moment that the guide sees us. With a loud voice he says: 
“In the group belongs only the ones that have paid”. Giorgos is becoming red in a minute, 
and I answer: “We belong to the group because we want to learn.” 
 “You must pay!” the guide replies.  
 “No, never!”, and we leave in the opposite direction.  

We see the King’s College with the two small cathedral towers and a big window. 
He walks like a farmer, full of life. He looks around all the time. I tell him: “We must 
think Cambridge through the way they park the bikes.”  

We visit St. Mary’s University Church. We go up all the stairs in the small tower. 
There are too many steps, so that, when we look from the small window the people in the 
street are very small. Giorgos says: “We are mad”, and again “We are mad”. And I reply: 
“You are genius, you are genius!” He is observing, like Copernicus, the city from its top. 
He sees the market. He sees the library. He also observes a big clock with pieces of metal 
and wood. He sees a woman with big breasts. The paradox is, that the two big windows 
of King’s College, have got the shape of the back pockets in the jeans on his bum.  

He enters the University bookshop first, and I follow him. He looks  busily at the 
first shelf , and when I try to speak to him, he kindly replies: “I want to study the books.” 
I leave him for half an hour, I find the book The Cambridge Companion to Aristotle 
(1995). When I see him later, he shows to me two books of mathematics with whole 
chapters of his solutions for different mathematical problems! My happiness is great! 
Giorgos is a kind of ancient Cambridge man. “I pay for the coffee”, I say from my heart, 
and he speaks about his last night’s dream for the woman that he loved for 12 years, and 
at the end, she left him to marry someone else. “Don’t worry”, I advise him, “the 
unconscious is she, but the conscious is you in Cambridge.” 

One bike across the road falls on the ground and we listen the noise. From the 
way the bikes are parked, they are fallen on the ground like drunks that just came out of 
the pub. I drink the cappuccino with the spoon, in his honor. His look resembles Karl 
Marx, it’s an honor to be with him! 

We take the train back to London, tasting homemade bread. I open a magazine, it 
says : “On your bike. The perfect way to get around and about and be fit at the same time 
is on a bike - so we’ve completed a selection of the best buys on the market.”  

Giorgos says: “The magic in a bike is that if you learn once how to ride it, you 
will never forget.”  
 
Oxford University 1999  
 

Zahida says: “In Oxford, you must have a bike.” At the train station, a bookshop 
is advertising: “The world best minds, buy books there...” The world best bums, use a 
bike there.  

This time I am not going with the genius tourist Giorgos. He might have said to 
me: “Go there, make some observations like the ones you did in Cambridge, and I give 
you the right to speak to me like being next to you!” But myself, the creator of the 
portrait, I am going to meet Zahida in Oxford University. A girl that I like, and I don’t 
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know why she is not very warm with me these days.  I will be in Oxford today, not only 
for Giorgos, but also for the girl.  

In the train, the man next to me is enjoying firstly a mandarin, secondly an apple, 
and thirdly a banana.  As I see, he is having a fruit salad, in the mean time he is reading a 
book. I am curious to see what the next fruit will be. What? What? What Mr. 
Evagelopoulos? What Miss Zahida?  

Dear Giorgos, you know that I don’t believe in the difference between thoughts 
and feelings. The feeling for her was so quick, like when a very good thought comes in 
my mind from time to time. And Giorgos says: “How do you know that this is a good 
feeling?” I answer, “I don't know, but when a thought is very good, it is very good the 
following morning, and perhaps a morning after ten years. For me, the feeling-thought for 
Zahida was very strong the following morning. And, I want to tell you that it’s the same 
for Zahida. But again, if for Zahida it is different, then I don’t know.  We were so happy 
on the phone together, and very happy when we walked together in our dream on 
Monday! I want to find out in Oxford University, how it happens, one person wants to be 
with the other, and the other doesn’t want to be!”  

Zahida is for me beauty, spirit, kindness, East, and when I found myself in her 
heart so quickly, it was like I had opened a book of the world’s creation. I have to stop 
thinking, because I am feeling that the train arrives at Oxford! This is a nice sunny day. 

 When I get out of the station, I notice a big parking for bikes. I am walking 
around the city, thinking and laughing. I am alone. Three Muslim girls with black scarfs 
look at me. I am visiting two big bookshops. Giorgos is feeling impressed from the 
number of books and albums I open on the shelves. The books are too many, so that, I 
believe that one day this portrait will be part of a book, you will find it in this bookshop. I 
look at books for the far East, and I buy one for Zahida. The book is big, with a dark, red, 
hard cover, and the large letter E which is meant to stand for East. I look at it like 
Confucius.  

I am walking by the Bridge of Sighs, and All Souls’ College. I feel a history of 
ideas watering my blood. I don’t look at the windows or the doors, but at the faces of the 
girls. I want to find Zahida. I walk in the streets alone and I am lost. 

I leave the book at her door step, and I get the train back to London.  
Whilst on my way back, in the train, I am laughing because I think  of how all this 

started. I don’t know dear Giorgos, if in Oxford can be found the world best minds. But I 
am sure that there can be found the world best bikes. Bikes! Bikes! Bikes! The worker 
Lenin had a Rolls-Royce, which was given as a present from an American businessman, 
but he was using the bike!  

It was a nice dream! I was wondering about the luck of the portrait of Mr. 
Evagelopoulos. God brought in my dream a trip to Oxford. Even God passed from my 
dream, I remember now, on a bike that was stolen from Oxford!  
 
 London 2000  
 

Giorgos is a genius, having a good heart and good manners. We once had boiled 
potatoes with olive oil and oregano together in my London flat. Oxford University and 
Cambridge University are two good institutions, but Giorgos can go there as a tourist. 
Every woman would like to send flowers to this man, to this genius.  
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The Prime Minister and the Professor 
 – Tony Bla(ir) and Anthony Gid(dens) 

 
 

The letter  
                                                               London 10/11/1998 

 
 
            Dear Mr. Blair,  
 

My name is grandson of Aristotle. I am here in order to study politics, and to 
interact with British Thought. I have got interests in arts and in writing small texts as 
well. I am writing to you about the exhibition ‘Texts with Icons’. 

  
I would like this work to be seen with your eyes, and I would like to see this work 

from your blue eyes. In the heart of this conceptual art there is politics, as in the heart of 
politics there is art. [The writer Orwell tried also to unite art with politics; art + politics = 
power.]  Politics is a public activity, art is a public activity. Art can give to politics an 
ethical dimension. Art can create ethos in politics.  

 
This exhibition is an expression I give to Politics. It is also related to my writing. 

You will see a view of the British Thought in East London and perhaps its bounds, which 
are found in the look of Aristotle (my distant grandfather), the hands of Locke, the texts 
of Giddens. 

  
This exhibition is like a small bottle in the lake, and deserves to be seen even by a 

young Prime Minister like you. It is important for this to come near to the most 
responsible politician. The day you won the elections I was very happy, I felt your 
happiness, now; I am inviting you with your wife to my happiness.  

 
By being close to ordinary people, it is the best way of winning time, because you 

see society as a whole and each individual apart.  
 
I know that you have a very busy timetable, but please find some time to visit this 

exhibition- you will give yourself a surprise. 
  
The exhibition to which has been given already a two weeks extension is on from 

23 October to 3 December. I send you a poster and the introduction that there is in the 
exhibition. The place is the ground floor of the Library of the University of East London.  
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 Daily 09:00 -21:00  Weekend 10:00 -17:00 
 

 
                                                             Kindest Regards, The grandson of Aristotle  
 
 

 
The text 

 
                                                                                      London, July 1999 
 

I have got an appointment outside London School of Economics in Houghton 
Street. I arrive, and I see many flags and many balloons in red, blue, and white! A party 
with food and music will start soon. Three men are playing the drums loudly. The 
sunshine is lying on the smoke from the sausages and the chicken wings.  

I ask my friend Mario who works in LSE: “How are you, how is your employer?” 
He is laughing at the idea that I call the famous thinker Giddens who is the director of 
LSE, an employer. The time is passing by, and while I am drinking water, I see in a 
corner a gentleman with a thin body and glasses. I feel that it’s Giddens. I say to Mario:  
                     “Look, the director came!”  
                     “Yes, you are right, from time to time, I see him walking  around to check 
the college!”         
                   “Do you speak to him?” 
                    “No!”  

He is talking to a couple, with their child next to them. He seems  to be playing 
with it. He looks so calm. I say to Mario:  
                     “I will go to speak to him”.  

         “Go!” he says, “it’s a good opportunity”.  
 I am wondering if I have something to give him, and I find in my bag a text with 
the title ‘Onions and Fingerprints’. When I see him leaving, I follow him! He stops to 
speak to two more friends. I find out that one of them is Lord Desai, and I stand one 
metre behind them. Giddens understands that I wait for him.  

         “Sir, may I introduce myself?” 
         “Yes!” he says smiling.  

                    “I am a writer, and I take the chance to speak to you, because I want to create 
a small text about you and Mr. Blair”. Then, I show him the names in the list with the text 
titles.  

         “Oh, what are all these?”  
                    “These are the text titles.”  

He looks with curiosity, he may be thinking “What this man is talking about?” 
and I continue to explain that I don't have a proper example of this work, except for this 
text with title “Onions and Fingerprints”.                      
                   “Please, you can take this.” 

         “Thank you very much.”  
                   “Can I see you in person in the future?”  
          “Yes, we can meet each other, contact me here at LSE.” 
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          “Thank you.” 
          “Enjoy the rest of the event, have fun.” 
 He leaves in the opposite direction from which he came, and I see in his hands he 
is keeping the three pages of text like a tube or a degree. He  replies also, to someone 
who calls to him, and I hear it: “I have to go back to work”. I am glad that he keeps the 
text in his hands. He is going back to the last floor of LSE. I say to Mario he leaves with 
onions in his hands! Bags of onions!  
           “Giddens holds the grandson of Aristotle in his hands like a baby”, Mario 
says.  

        “How can a thinker run a big institution? Is he a big brother?” I ask him 
while we look at him. 
            “By running, thinking, seeing!” Mario says before going back to the food 
and drinks. I still think of this man, with the good manners and nice glasses. He is not 
only the academic representative of the Prime Minister Tony Blair, but an adviser and 
friend also. “Call me Tony” he says to his  students, like they are in a cabinet meeting. I 
read the article by David Starke, The LSE, Blair’s college cabinet in The Sunday Times 
(1999).  
 
 
The letter  
  
                                                                                     London, 15/10/1999  
 
           Dear Mr. Giddens,  
 

You might remember the small conversation we had in London during “the party” 
in Houghton Street, in which I gave you a small text with the title ‘Onions and 
Fingerprints’. 

  
As you might recall, I am dedicating most of my time to the activity of 

imaginative writing. I am still working on the series of Eccentric Portraits, one of which 
is to be devoted to you. I am sending you a small booklet containing some examples of 
this work in progress. 

  
I would be pleased to receive your opinion on these texts. I will send a copy of the 

piece “portraying” you after its completion. I am looking forward to hearing from you. 
  
Thank you very much.  

 
                                                        Yours Sincerely, The grandson of Aristotle  
 
 

 
The end  
 
                                                                                 London, March 2001  
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These were the letters, that I sent to the Prime Minister and the Professor, which, 

after some time, they became the small portrait here. They both replied with warm letters, 
which I keep.  
 
 
The second end 
 

                                                                London, January 2002 
 

 Anthony Giddens, he comes to the restaurant I manage in Covent Garden with a 
few colleagues, and his beautiful Russian partner. The staff and I take care of them 
personally. I mention to the staff that he is a world stage figure, sociologist and thinker. 
  I offer them a mixed dessert on a big platter at the end of their meal. I give him 
also an A4 piece of paper, and I ask him kindly if he would like to draw for me a spoon 
and a fork, an experience which I can add to his portrait. He does so, and I believe that he 
likes the challenge. The people on his table also like the idea. They see Giddens trying to 
design a spoon and a fork.  

He also writes his name and he sings it. The cutlery looks modern, with simple 
and straight lines. He is giving an autograph as a restaurateur and not a sociologist. All 
the waiters and the chefs looked at it with admiration.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Member of Parliament in London  
– Simon Hug(hes) 

 
 
May 25, 2001  
 

All the way to my work in the morning, I was thinking of the way I should help 
Simon Hughes, an MP in the country well known for the spirited debates in the House of 
Commons, for his hard work, and the passion for getting things done. He is also the 
Shadow Home Secretary for the Liberal Democrats. All the time, he came to the 
restaurant; he caused me and the staff to have the best sensations. He helps me as a 
customer and I have to help him as a citizen in the coming elections. When I arrived in 
the restaurant, I called the company owner and I spoke to him for my intention to help 
Simon in his office. I asked for a few days holiday and after one hour, I saw another 
manager entering the restaurant in order to replace me for a week.  

 
May 26, 2001 
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I say to the new manager who came to replace me that I will try to help Simon 

Hughes and he said: “I know Simon, I have voted for him twice in the past, and once I 
went to his office. Everybody likes Simon.”  

Simon is the most respectable politician in the country.  
 
May 27, 2001 
 

In the morning, I think of Simon and his anxieties these days and when I turn on 
the television, I see him on BBC commenting on racial issues.  
 While going to his campaign office, I see three small nervous red spiders playing 
in the platform of the train station. The spiders look like citizens, not knowing what party 
to vote. “Please little spiders vote for Simon.” If we were in Africa, because of the 
corruption there, we could have already three votes! 
 
May 28, 2001 
 

I am going to the office, and I see the graffiti on the wall: Good Luck Miners! 
Simon supports the weak and the poor.  

I say good morning to the office staff, and I begin to write addresses on 
envelopes. The name of the first street is “Paradise Street.” I am happy, writing and 
writing, like a medieval monk in a monastery in the year 1100 somewhere in Italy.  

I speak with Fiji, an assistant in the election campaign. I see his devotion to 
Simon. He gives me Simon’s address on the internet. 

 When I finish for the day, and come out from the office, I feel how much Simon 
has contributed to the modern high-tech face of his constituency. Next to the labyrinths of 
brick houses, you see modern high buildings with steel, glass and aluminum. 

 
May 29, 2001 
  

 No! I don’t go to the campaigning office today. I prefer the banks of the 
Thames River, it’s part inside the constituency, and I campaign about him. “Trusted. 
Tested. Respected.” All the people like him.  

I am a citizen on holiday. I speak to the tourists about him.  
 
May 30, 2001  
 

I have to check more than 1000 pages with all the names of those who can vote. 
On a table next to me, they prepare letters and a newspaper, which will be delivered door 
to door to all the citizens. (A waste of paper?) 

The line in the advertising campaign is: deliver first three leaflets with 
information, after one newspaper, and at the end, two letters as Fiji says. We need to 
make sure to take the maximum number of votes! 

I go back to my desk, checking the 1000 pages with the names of all the voters in 
the constituency. I read names like: Mr. Tulip and Mrs. Horny. Later in the day, I will 
call the 150 Greek-speaking citizens of the constituency. My job is, ‘begging’ votes for 
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the best candidate. To ‘beg’ support for the yellow prince. Yellow is the color of the 
party.  

I ask a lady to vote for Simon, and I find out that two people from her family 
work full time for Simon in the parliamentary office. “I think I rung his family, they 
possibly check on me.” 

The hours pass, but I don’t see Simon in the office. He campaigns by  London 
Bridge tube station.  
 
May 31, 2001 
  

I read the graffiti: ‘Make your MP work – don’t re-elect him’. And another one: 
‘Don’t vote. The Government will get in anyway’.   

I speak about him to people I know, to all my friends. All the people that know 
him, seem to like him. One student wants information to put it in the university about 
him.  

 
June 1, 2001 
 

I go to the office and I start making the calls. Yes, I will vote for Simon! A 
gentleman says to me: “my daughter and I will vote for Simon, but my wife died.” Some 
girls may like my voice and make their voice very sexy. When I say to Beverly: “she had 
a sexy voice!” She says: “Forget it, work!” Beverly is another friend of Simons’, and she 
has got a great character. Politics is all about power relations, and rebalancing them in 
society, but also inside this office. In politics you need friends, good friends.  

When Simon sees me on the phone, he comes to me saying “I have been 
supporting all the Greek issues, and withdrawal of the Turkish troops from Cyprus!” I 
know, I say to the citizens that you have been supported our issues, and you have a clear 
political say in this country! 

When I see him writing a letter, I take the camera, and I ask “Can I have a photo 
of you writing to the citizens?”  When he sees me, says “Yes”, and after, “Do it again 
please” and I see on his face a marvellous smile. “Thank you!” I go back to my telephone 
desk.  

After I finished the calls, I help on a table, in order to put ‘the letter’ in the 
envelope. It will be delivered by the Royal mail. Sara, a Member of  the European 
Parliament comes to the table and she helps a lot. She is dressed in yellow like an English 
witch.  
 
June 2, 2001  
 

I see outside the office an old yellow taxi. They say, it belongs to Simon, he 
drives around with it. Politics for Simon is a style. He is the yellow prince, then. 

 
 
 
June 3, 2001 
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I go to the office early in the morning. Everything has been finished, and many 
letters were posted or delivered by hand. A few people relax. I am one of them now. Only 
the issue of victory remains. After the campaign we must have champagne either we win 
or lose. We will win! We must win! 

 
 
 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday the elections take place. Simon 

Hughes is re-elected with a 10,000 votes majority, as an MP for North Southwark and 
Bermondsey! His party also does very well in the national elections. Bravo Simon. Bravo 
to this yellow prince and Member of Parliament.  
 
 

 
 
 

A philosopher in London  
– Jurgen Hab(ermas) 

 
 

The London Royal Institute of Philosophy invites Professor Jurgen Habermas to 
deliver a lecture this March. The title is: Hermeneutic VS Analytic Version of the 
Linguistic turn. 
 I have a book by Habermas but I never had Habermas with me. Tonight I will 
have him close to me. Habermas, Haberman, Hamburger philosopher from Germany! 
 Many people refer to his works, or his lectures from which he draws his 
philosophical ideas. Without philosophers like Habermas, we could never have freedom. 
Philosophers like Habermas helped us to discuss and ‘gave us’ courage to think. On the 
other hand, philosophers like Plato, take all the courage to think away.   
  Little Habermas. I am waiting for the lecture. “Great thinker! The greatest in the 
world!” people are saying. What does this mean? I am a bit scared of all these. “Great” 
means that he has thought for us, by using the word “great”, we measure the importance 
of his personality. I can see someone working out the forum and the microphone. “Do 
you think he is his servant?” I exclaim.  
 He enters the room and he sits in front of me. His hair is totally white, there is not 
even a single black hair. I can see through his glasses. He is fresh spirited, and he is very 
tall. He sits like a student, wearing a black suit which has pale faded stripes. 
 His lips and his nose, look like they have been punched by Adorno, his youth 
teacher. This is the first thought, then, while he is starting the lecture. And which is the 
second thought? It’s too difficult to understand what he is saying! He speaks words with 
music. It is like he pulls them down from the sky. “Bloody hell!” I exclaim. 
 He wears a black watch. He looks at us very rarely, but each cell of my body tries 
to be devoted to him. Maybe, Habermas can be understood, by us and the psychopaths in 
the clinics. He starts making some creative movements while his lyrics are being warmed 
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up. He looks at me, when I am smiling, and for the first time I see his black eyes from the 
few metres that separate us. When he puts his hands on the forum, he doesn’t prop up a 
body but a spirit. He looks at me one more time, he let me see very well the eyes of a 
giant in distress.  
 “We cannot experience the meaning of a sentence…” he says out of many things. 
On his other hand he wears a ring. For a while, I am thinking the portrait by keeping all 
these observations. Portrait is what I think about Habermas, and not what the others think 
about him. He speaks English with  a Hegelian pronunciation.  
 He takes off a big handkerchief wiping his bended nose. The handkerchief 
seemed like a small ghost, till he put back into his pocket. The light of the amphitheatre 
when he bends down, it lights his hair which looks like delicate cotton. “When I talk 
about theoretical philosophy” he says and he repeats it, “When I talk about theoretical 
philosophy”, while he is moving his hand with an ostentatious manner “theoretical 
philosophy” he says again, and he shows with glory that he is philosopher of “action-
praxis.”  
 I wonder if Aristotle above all, as well as Christ, Muhammad, and Buddha could 
understand Habermas. He has caught a cold, and he takes out his handkerchief quite 
often. It is the small ghost of philosophy. Sometimes the way he moves his hand is like 
saying: “As long as the philosophical issues are so big! Just leave them!” I was 
wondering, how will it  be when I shake his hand. The hand of a social theoretician and 
the hand of a writer. I am wondering about the brains of two men becoming one.  

While he speaks he bites a bit on the vowels of the words and he is also looking at 
his watch. He finishes, and they clap him for a long time and he bows to us, before he sits 
down. He is dissent. Another lecturer says something, and then, a few questions take 
place. He has crossed his hands in front of his chest, and he answers all the questions. In 
one question he answers: “what you have just said, I ignore it, and I can’t tell you the 
reason for which I ignore it.” He answers the questions and he moves upside down, in 
one of these questions he puts his hand next to his ear in order to hear it better. 
 I have already put my hand up to ask something. The coordinator sees me, but 
also when Jurgen feels that he has finished with the previous question, he signs me with 
his hand! Jurgen himself gives me the right to speak! “In your book The Philosophical 
Discourse of Modernity (Der Philosophische Diskurs der Moderne) (1985), you support 
the idea that the program of Enlightenment remains uncompleted, and I totally agree with 
you and your point. What I would like to ask you now is: Would you see that in the 
second half of this century, the philosophy passed from the problem of knowledge to the 
problem of meaning?” 
 “Sorry?” he sounds anxious, everybody laughs, and he comes closer to me and he 
says: “Would you mind if you repeat your last sentence?” I repeat it with a loud voice, 
and I see in his eyes that he has understood well what I want to ask. 
 “Oh very good!” he says while starting to answer, and I interrupt him by adding: 
“Because, I disagree with many thinkers in Paris, but I agree with you.” Everybody in the 
room laughs, and Habermas himself, it seems, is also touched.  
 “It is nice to hear these words from you” he says and I am so moved also, and 
again everybody laughs with enthusiasm (a missile was just  launched against thinkers in 
Paris!) and he continues out of all the others: “well yes, in linguistic terms yes” he says, 
and a few more words in Hegelian pronunciation which I don’t understand, and he 
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continues: “As far as it concerns science, again I can say yes. Yes I agree with you”.  
During the answer I was looking into his eyes, and at the same time keeping the 
important notes. 
 We finished and I was the first to go to see him. 
 “Hello again!” he says. 
 “Hello Mr. Habermas! I am a writer, and I am writing about you. I would like to 
give you this envelope, which contains a few of my thoughts”, we shake our hands like 
politicians for long time. 
 “Thank you so much” he replies, and he takes the envelope in his hands. 
 “Would you mind if you give me your German address, to write to you?” 
 “Of course” and I give him my notebook and my pen. While he writes the first 
word he says: “Ring, like this one” and he shows the gold ring in his hand. The address 
looks like being in Germany of the middle ages ! We have a picture taken together, and, 
after a while, others come and he says: “I am not a cinema actor.” I am watching him 
while I am noting down all this.   

I see him holding my envelope. I see on his black suit a hair and for a minute I 
thought to take it off in order to have his DNA. I look at his face, his nose, which 
definitely is unique, bended and beautiful. He also has a small moustache that is good on 
him.  
 “Have you ever read that physicist” Immanuel asks him, “Yes, but he is too 
complicated for me, I am not so intelligent as to understand him” he answers with an 
ironic manner. The photographer, another friend of mine, asks him for a photo. He is 
convinced to remain for the last photo, and he looks shy. He took off the glasses; he 
wiped his forehead with the handkerchief while he sees me taking notes. It is time to go. 
He wears the warm coat, finding in the sleeve his scarf, “Oh!” is his reaction.  

We left, and on the other side of the road I see a tall man holding the yellow 
envelope.   
  
 
 
This is the content of the yellow envelope: 
 

Dear Jurgen Habermas, 
 
 I write a literary portrait for you. A portrait with a German name and surname. I 

find the chance to give you some of my thoughts: 
 
 I want to see your eyes, eyes that saw Nazism die and eyes that write words of 
philosophy, eyes that saw Adorno. I want to find Reason in your eyes. I want to see the 
adolescence of our civilization in your eyes. 
 
 German man, from “servant” of Adorno, philosopher and “politicos”. Famous at 
monastery, shipyard, parliament. 
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 For a young writer like me - a writer of small texts, you are memory (past) and 
imagination (future). Could I become your servant in order to observe you? Philosophical 
observations on you, is the definition of Modernity itself. 
 
 I cannot stand those, who transform the thought from a labyrinth to a net. 
 
 
                           Yours, The grandson of Aristotle, London 13/03/1998 
 
 
        
   
 
 
                                                                                            

A restaurant company boss  
– Hussein Oz(er) 

 
  
The profile  
 
 The grandson of Aristotle and the manager, he speaks at the front door menu of 
the restaurant to two people by saying: “I guarantee the quality of the food, trust me!” 
The two customers come in, but at the table the woman says to the husband in a low 
voice: “I don’t like this kind of food!” and the man answers back: “Yes I know, but the 
manager is a great salesman!” And while the manager gives out the menu the customer 
says to him: “You are a salesman like the one we see in the movies.” The manager says 
“thank you”, and he thinks of his boss who is his teacher. 
 The same night, at about nine o’clock, the restaurant looks full, but is not very 
busy. The boss is coming with a smile, very energetic, says hello to the manager, and he 
goes also to the chef. He comes back to the manager and he says: “Many chefs are doing 
nothing, why?” While talking to the manager, the barman breaks some glasses, the waiter 
drops the forks on the floor, and all the waiters give the impression that they cannot 
control themselves when the boss is in his restaurant! The boss, later on, goes to the toilet 
and he comes back very upset, he doesn’t like the toilet paper in the paper holder, and he 
says to the manager “Change it, change it now, now!” 
 After five minutes, he leaves for his new restaurant in which he changes the 
concept every two months. The first concept, in his new restaurant was an Ottoman 
menu, cooked by the young, almost famous French chef Jerome. All the people, over 
there are so stressed, because they can’t understand his main philosophy which is: 
constant changes in the menu or in the structure of each restaurant. The workers leave 
one by one, workers come and go. His heart is good, but in business one day he loves 
you, one day he hates you. If you don’t listen to him, he will definitely hate you. His 
Sofra restaurants are full with small details, from ribbons to olives on the tables. The set 
up is a romantic punishment.  
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 Hussein Ozer, above all is a man of the world who was born in Turkey. His dream 
was to come one day to London and to create good food with influence from Turkey, 
Greece and the Middle East. Through intuition, Ozer knows that cooking and love are 
linked closely in every major civilization. Food and love are the driving forces in history. 
He is wise, generous and “dangerous” who once said: “Taste is like a friend, you miss it.” 
 The barman comes to the manager and says: “I didn’t want to break the glasses, 
but when he is in front of me I broke them! I am sorry for this.” The barman, he can be 
happy because he can’t check the coffee or the gin and tonic if it’s good or not, but in 
service, if he sees something that is not good he will be very upset. 
 Keep changing everything but nicely uses expressions like: ‘I have got a fresh 
idea’ or ‘I allow myself to die but I don’t allow myself to give up!’ He mentions to the 
staff the importance of welcome, at the door you greet and you meet human beings!  He 
mentions to the chefs, that in cooking we have to use the best ingredients for majestic 
tastes and profit will come. He believes in long time profit only.  
 
The birthday party for the wife 
     
 Hussein Ozer tonight, he gives a party for his wife for which Jerome, one of the 
most talented chefs in London will cook. The wife Zeynep comes and turns on the light 
in the living room. Champagne was served by a young blond waitress. She opened at first 
two bottles of French champagne. The chef Jerome was cooking since six o’clock. 
Firstly,  borek was served, after wards falafel in plates. This is the first course; the cutlery 
was taken from the boss. The boss serving champagne to his guests, and takes his food 
last. They all look very happy and charming, and Zeynep’s close friend Inci is taking 
photographs.  
 The people chat to each other. The second plate, it made people realize that a 
dinner around the world had started. They see the sushi on the plate with some salmon 
and green vegetables in a sauce. After, on a black plate , came four big king prawns 
deeply cooked in chilli oil. The prawns on the plate looked very sad for a reason that 
nobody seems to know. In the eyes of the prawns you see what the boss is in his business 
life: he has good heart, but in business one day he hates you, one day he loves you! 
 After 15 minutes, came legs of chicken curry in a yellow shiny sauce! After 20 
minutes, came big pieces of lamb grilled with white beans and small chopped green 
vegetables. After some time, a crepe came, with banana and a dessert with peach.  
 The birthday cake comes with some candles. The wife is 40 years old today. 
 The time is 11.30 pm. It is getting late, and the face of the guests say: “we need 
some sleep now”. They feel tired from the quantity, but they really enjoyed the quality of 
the food. 
 
The fascinating character 
 
 We imagine that a “friend-enemy” of the boss answers some questions. 
 “ How is the boss?” 
 “Well, I think you can have a business character and personal character. He has 
got a strong business character, and he has been working hard for the last 20 years. He 
always wants to find out new things, to investigate the food, because every region in 
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Turkey has got its own specialty, and he wants to know it. In the business for him, 
honesty comes first and money third or fourth.” 
 “Any weaknesses?” 
 “He is a bit of a showman. He likes media attention, and he likes to be in front of 
the camera like a Hollywood star. He is a man for the stage.” 
 “Please tell me more of his weaknesses?” 
 “He likes to have a head office with 15-17 people as a result of the show. In the 
administration of his business he is a mountain Turk. In his business ideas he is an 
Englishman. His management is not so wise, he decides and he does, it does not matter if 
it is right or wrong. The weaknesses in the restaurants are results of the show. It is very 
difficult to work with him, he likes telling a waiter how to serve the bread, while the 
manager can say nothing. If he likes a food, he puts a chef to cook and a manager to taste 
it, but he doesn’t allow you to criticize the taste of the food, so that you taste but you are 
afraid to speak out!” 
 “Please tell me more things!” 
 “If he likes a kind of glass, he goes directly to a girl, for example, the receptionist, 
and says to her: order five boxes of this glass style. Five boxes of glasses arrive next 
morning at the door, and the manager does not know from where the glasses came from. 
He goes to a waitress, saying, “remove these two tables out from here!” The manager 
comes later on, and asks: “where are these two tables? What happened?” He goes to a 
waiter and says, “you should not come to work in the mornings, but in the evenings”. So 
that, the restaurant is short of staff the following morning, and then he asks the manager 
why the service is rough and bad. During the day, he goes to the manager as boss, saying, 
“manager you have to control the place better!” Sometimes, he goes to his favorite waiter 
asking: “how is the manager?” 
 “Thank you very much. We have enough evidence of his unstable character!”  
  Hussein Ozer is far more unstable, clever, wise, and generous than all the other 
restaurant bosses. You can’t underestimate him. He is the witty lecturer of his senior 
chefs and managers. He is a teacher on the need for changes in the competitive business 
world. He is a teacher on the importance of being an honest, clever and hard working 
person. 
 One day he said to the grandson of Aristotle “I am not the boss. The boss is 
somewhere in heaven.” He is the man from heaven.    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

A woman with light  
– Evi Go(loni) 
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 God in the size of rice, the right blue eye of Evi, one drop of olive oil, a piece of 
bread crumb, grains of barley, a drop of blood from sexual intercourse are the 
components of light. 
 Light is the sperm, and the eye is the womb, so that in 1839 it was invented as an 
eye machine (a camera). When we say: “what a nice eye”, we mean: “what a nice light!” 
Light! Light! Yes light, that is the best sign that a bat has got rabies, it flies during the 
day’s light. Light that was coming out from the torch or the fire and was used by people 
to communicate in  antiquity. Light, yes light, maybe plenty of light spoils the light of 
things that is around us inside a room. 
 Light + Life = Hope. She smokes and she drinks in the dark. Absence of light, but 
I see her by using light. The light exists and we accept it. We perceive it in our eyes. The 
light exists, if the light does not exist then the yogurt is clever. Her light is as strong as 
the light of the lamp, ever if the light of a lamp is more useful than the light of a woman. 
The light shapes idols in the world. It runs with speed. The eye extracts energy, thus 
when we look at her, then her looks lose energy. 
 Evi is a self-styled photographer. She lives for the light and says: “Vision is more 
important to me than the light that exists.”  And when a man or an animal is born, it’s 
blinded by the light, and it needs time to get used to it. 
 I ask her “is there always light for you?” “Yes”, she replies, and she continues, 
“even in a black and white picture, the black colour has light for me”. She lives because 
there is light, and she’s afraid of the dark. In her bag there is a candle and matches. 
 Light pushes the life and our thought. 
 This is the light of a woman. Light will help the reader to read this text. Light 
helped me today to see Joanna whom I met for first time in my life. 
 Goodbye woman with light. Goodbye light. Goodbye light times! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A film director in London  
– Theo Angel(opoulos) 

 
 
 Theo is a film director and he cannot be a cowboy because all his movies are very 
slow. He is a director in the tradition of cinema that started long ago. Films are museums 
of pictures. The films are windows in the world. The films are lights that create art. Films 
are books in pictures. Theo is like the director who in 1924-1927 had attached the camera 
on the horse saddle or on the pendulum, in order to achieve special effects.   
  
May 14, 1998 
 
 I am arriving at the Riverside studios where Theo is supposed to come, but have 
no luck. He will finally come another day. I entered the studio, with a black piano, and 
red seats. We are walking with friends across the river, but I really want to go back to the 
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studio with the black piano and to read loudly to his portrait. The river gives such a smell 
of salt, that it makes me feel calm. 
 I am walking across the banks of the Thames. My sight stops on a yellow crane 
and in an airplane. Hammersmith Bridge, it is like underwear which passes “under” the 
river which becomes a mirror for Theo’s movies. I am still walking, till I reach the pubs 
which are composed from spirit and alcohol. People’s laughter reaches their shoes, and 
the small house balconies are like tongues that are out and making fun of me.  
 I am going back to the studio. I see beautiful women, candidates for a show to be 
in the seats. There, I found my friends in a small “buffet” with free drinks for a dead 
artist. I enjoy pieces of food, juices and wines. The artist is dead, and all the others here, 
behave like his relatives. I am also a relative of all the dead artists and thinkers.  
 
May 29, 1998 
 
 Today, Theo speaks in the Riverside studios, but we arrive very late and all the 
tickets have been sold out. We beg them to let us pass, and finally we enter hearing him 
speak.   

When he was in school in Paris, the professor was asking them what they wanted 
to be, and each of them was writing on the board what he wanted to be. He said what he 
wanted to be, and they told him to go to sell genius in Greece. (That’s what he has been 
doing since then!) Theo is dressed in black, sitting on a table that is dressed with a very 
long well ironed fabric, which resembles A3 size pages stapled together. He says, with 
attention “Many of the things that you want to see in a movie have been lost on the way, 
so you are looking for them in another movie.” 
 He says things about the dictatorship in Greece. “Days of 1936, the first 
dictatorship was established in Greece those days. The movie that was produced during 
the dictatorship, it tries using a language that could pass messages without saying things, 
but lets the audience understand them.”  
 Once he said, “I was working in the place that all the movies were kept in Paris, 
so I have seen all the movies of the world, and once I had seen 20 movies of a Japanese 
director without subtitles. I was sitting at the back row of seats, with a black suit and my 
bag.” (That’s why he had a loaded gun inside that bag!) He is speaking like a Catholic 
priest, with white shirt and collar. “It’s not important, long or short sentences, but what is 
important is a new way of writing” he says. And now, he is talking about sentences, onto 
empty pages. He talks about the description of the weapons of Achilles from Homer; it’s 
more than fifty pages. From time to time, he moves his head down. (That’s why he has 
the skull look of a baby!) His voice is calm and slow, it makes me sleepy, and I worry 
how this voice gives instructions during the filming.  
 He talks about people that work on a story, and through the dialectical method 
they find common ideas, and at the end, the script is something very good. He had asked 
from the film director Andrei Tarkovsky to arrange a meeting with screenwriter Tonino 
Guerra. He arranged it and one day he went to his place. “In the first five minutes we 
started working together. We are still working. He is my psychologist, but I never take 
the position of the patient who is lying down. He is the one who is lying down. I am the 
one who is moving around, and he interrupts me: “Theo, what you are talking about, it’s 
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very important and you have to take notes of them.” He says such nice things during his 
self “psychoanalysis” that the audience is moved.  
 “We go to the village that he has given me one room in his house. In the morning, 
we go for a coffee in the café of the village. We say good morning to the people and we 
debate with them.” Somewhere here he refers to the critic that had said: “If Theo should 
gain the golden award, he would kill himself.” The citizens of the village wrote on the 
wall: “Bravo Tonino, Bravo Theo.” Tonino says for Theo, “we drink coffee, he lights a 
cigarette, the cigarette ash is falling on the floor, he drinks a coffee, and he lights another 
cigarette, he drinks another coffee. All this, because, there is no a method to write a story 
(script), a movie. (That’s why the room walls have only one word written, ‘EXIT’.) “What 
is important is that each has to find his own way!” He refers also to Federico Fellini, and 
to someone who once said: “I don’t know if the life that I live is real or I dreamed about it 
in order to have material for the movies.” 
 Theo says that a long time ago we had silent movies, and then someone who was 
playing the piano. He talks about the music, and the violin that is considered as a lonely 
instrument. He even talks about the cut s of scenes which are like “breath in and breath 
out.” 
 Theo finished and starts walking onto the stairs. When I see him, I am going to go 
towards him to give him the envelope with the small portrait. We are following him, and 
when we reached the ground floor, we went to drink a coffee. We are sitting at the same 
table, and he gets some rest while he lights a cigarette and he starts a conversation. I am 
listening to him. He is talking about the trips he is doing to different countries, before 
starting the production of a film, trips that are movies in their own right.  

I am talking to him, I can see for the first time his eyes behind his glasses. I talk 
about Castoriadis, who lived in Paris, and his origin and genius. “Could you see a 
challenge in producing his life as a film?”  

      “Look, it doesn’t matter from where you are coming from. Castoriadis is 
Castoriadis. He is the only one who had a vivid voice and is been described as an 
ideologist and free thinker”. 

“I can see a respect for him”. 
           “Of course, he is very important for what he has said, and it is very difficult to 
produce a film about him.”  

He replies to me in such an intelligent way, like he has to spend time on his case 
for producing a film about him. I am thinking that if Castoriadis life was a movie, it 
would be a magnificent one. The only difference would be, that because Castoriadis was 
so fast, he will be running through the slow movie frames of Theo.  

 They bring him a whisky. I am taking a few pictures since we are sitting at the 
same table. He has put his cigarettes onto his wallet. I am so happy!  

 Later I ask him for a few pictures together, he accepts while we are shaking 
hands in front of the camera. I say congratulations, and I also wish  him the best. Theo is 
leaving. (Going back to sell genius in Greece!)   

 
 

 
I gave this text to him: 
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Theo is the mentor of the camera and the light! He produces uncountable pictures, 
that walk one behind the other. For me is a sculptor of light. 

 
Behind your name (Theo) God is hiding, and behind your surname 

(Angelopoulos) an angel. You are by name, citizen of the sky. The film that you are 
producing is unrolling on the earth like a railway line made from steel. Yours movies are 
the train rails in utopia, and the imagination of the people. 

 
 You are a mentor of the arts, like Castoriadis was a mentor of free thinking. I 

would really like to hear the instructions you are giving while you are producing a film. 
Instructions similar to the Chinese ones, given while building the Great Wall of China 
(which is a long film made by stones). 

 
And now, that you are going to get some rest, under the shade of the phoenix, I 

suggest to you, that you produce a film about the life of the French philosopher Cornelius 
Castoriadis. 

 
Theo, I was a child when I saw one of your movies. I am so pleased that your 

creations are so true, and I am so pleased, it’s just as though I am sitting under the shade 
of the phoenix with you.  

 
I am young writer, writing a portrait of you, for you. Let us say that you have 

already read the beginning and the end of it. Thank you.  
 
 
                                       
                         Yours sincerely, The grandson of Aristotle, London 29 May 1998 
                                           
 
     
 
 

 
 
 

A president in London  
– Nelson Man(dela) 

 

 
 A friend says: “Nelson Mandela will be in London tomorrow.” We decide to go to 
see the leader of Zebra democracy, the man who fought for a peaceful and egalitarian 
society. He symbolizes the patience and the resistance that a few humans have, also he 
deserves our admiration because he became an ethical hero and a world leader. 
 I am waiting for Nelson Mandela outside the South African embassy in Trafalgar 
Square. An ambulance, a fire brigade car, a limo, and a bicycle are passing by. Do you 
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think he drives the double decker bus that is coming? A black car comes, then it stops and 
a tall leader of our century arrives. He puts his hand up and he is greeting, he signs 
somewhere an autograph and he moves towards the door of the embassy. He holds the 
door in order to support himself. I did not managed to see him, the police officers and the 
bodyguards do not let you to come too close to him. Power has made this man unable to 
meet simple people any more. I could not even see him for the 30 years that he was in 
prison. I have to see this farmer of freedom no matter what, to shake his hand. Whilst I 
was taking down notes of what was happening, a person with striped suit and red shoes 
and tie attracted my attention.  
 Now, I am in the theatre where later Nelson Mandela will come. Journalists with 
pens, photographers with cameras have been gathered to see the man, and “the power” 
will not let him to see them or to hear them. The theatre is full of police officers and 
bodyguards or just guards, as I used to call them. I will insist to pass into his hands a few 
thoughts that I have in a letter-portrait and the album which I have with the sea as the 
subject.  
 I am sitting in the small bar, which is on the top of the theatre entrance, and I am 
waiting to think of an idea “to cheat the guards” in order to see him. The problem with 
Mandela is that he came out of prison, but he took the cell with him. Iron, steel bars, and 
walls are now his guards with the miserable look, the envy look. I feel like I have visited 
him in the prison, and the prison management did not let me see him. The black friend 
Elly that I have with me, he gives me courage that I will make it happen.  
 In a while, the performance will start so we go to our seats, which are very high 
up. Above us there are only the technicians for the lights. My friend says that we are very 
poor, proletarians with suits, and he is right. When Nelson will come, even the eye 
contact with him will be difficult. I have 15 more minutes, so I decided to go close to the 
entrance of the theatre. I take with me the album and the portrait-letter, but the guards do 
not let me to go upstairs, where Mandela is. A woman that works in the theatre calls the 
theatre manager, and tells him that there is someone who wants to see Mandela, but she 
comes back with a negative reply. I asked her if it’s possible to give the album to one of 
his guards, and she said that she would ask him again. After a while, she enters the room 
with a new negative reply. They won’t let me see him! I go back to my seat, and I see the 
fire fighters and the police officers search the theatre building, and also check the security 
books and the water taps. Nelson thank you, because you are here so we will not burned 
or robbed tonight. 
 I am very disappointed, but the political thinker Hobbes had told us that we 
should protect the Sovereign. Special performance of The Cat and the King for him. He 
enters the stage and people start clapping their hands for the man that carried with him his 
cell. Young children start dancing, creating music by using their feet, read a porno-
magazine in front of Nelson’s eyes, as Nelson might have read in the prison. I never clap 
my hands with others, but always alone. Theatre’s children act and name themselves as 
Kings. Nelson feels younger, I believe, did he ever act in a theatrical performance in the 
prison?  Exactly above me, pass the beams of the “police lights” which light the actors on 
the stage.  
 During the break, the president comes on the stage and hugs all the actors. He 
talks about “the art that connects people because power splits them” for sure. The 
president is in front of the theatre microphone. I am thinking that, when he finishes I will 
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go to talk to him, and loudly I will say to him that I want to see him, but they don’t allow 
me. But he finished and he goes towards the stairs quickly, while people clap their hands 
for him. Even if I speak to him now, he will not hear me. 
 Theatre’s bad servants are so in agreement with me, for not giving up meeting 
him. On the stairs, they hold him in order not to fall down. Whatever happens, I will see 
him before he leaves so that he can feel “a free man”. I am going, but again I have to wait 
for security reasons, and when they leave me I go downstairs to the entrance of the 
theatre. I have with me what I want to give to him. I speak to a black woman, because she 
is with his escort, and while I am trying to show her what I want to give him, she tells 
me: “Give them to me”, and she takes them from my hand! “Bloody hell! Bloody 
Mandela!” Then, she gives them to another guard so that he holds them in his hands. On 
the album, I have written: “Liberty has got now the voice and the geographical shape of 
Africa. This album is for you, because, I want to give you some water Nelson Mandela”. 
I am waiting at the escalators, and at the entrance, while the guards (medieval servants) 
are yelling at me to move behind, but I am not listening to them. And, I see the tall man 
with the white hair, coming towards me wearing a traditional shirt, and I am saying to 
him: 

       “Hello President! How are you?” 
       “I am fine and you?” 
       “I am well. I was trying so hard to see you.” 

    “Thank you young man!” I think he said. He can see how happy I am, while I 
am talking to him. 
   “But if you don’t mind if I say, I felt today, as though you were still in jail, so 
many guards around you. I gave to them: a literary portrait and an album for you, 
(actually, I wanted to give it to you in person, but they took it from my hands)”, I think I 
said. 
 Everybody is looking at us. While we were talking, we were holding hands. I was 
holding his hand, and I asked someone to take a photograph of us, but because the camera 
had a flash, he could not have his picture being taken due to his eye problems.  

“I wish the best for you president”, I was saying while I was leaving him, the way 
he was standing made him into a giant. He went out, he talked with a child, and he was 
trying to enter a limo for a few seconds. His feet were too long.  

Before he left, I was staring at him, and I was giving him a goodbye. A few days 
ago on television, I saw him at the prison’s cell window, while he was there with the 
American President Bill Clinton. Showing him the “view he had for the thirty years he 
was there”. He himself, returned to his cell, like the criminal who returned to the place 
where the crime took place.  
 
  
 
This is the text I gave to his guard about him: 
 

When I think of a man like you, I think of the ancient Greek mythology and 
Disney’s child and animal world. You passed a long period of your life in a prison’s cell 
(small as honeycomb), and this makes up the importance of Liberty. From the small 
window of your cell, constructed with medieval technology, to a big window in a child’s 
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soul. You were Thirty Years in prison, as the whole Europe was in the 1690’s under the 
Thirty Years War. Thirty Years is 10950 days! Sorry for this. 

 
 Tall man, you are a living column of the Parthenon. Your hands are diamonds. 
Your hands were made by seawater that without light is black. You are the farmer of 
Liberty (!), the candle of Africa which gives a light as  big as the sun to the sea, and to 
the water from which we all are made.  
 
 Even Machiavelli was afraid of the farmers of Liberty. We all now should be like 
you Nelson Mandela, farmers. We are free and all because of your Thirty Years in prison.  
 
 Nelson Mandela, I am a young writer and I write a literary portrait for you, you 
just read a part of it. 
 
 

                            Yours, The grandson of Aristotle, London 12.06.1998 
 
 
 
 

 
                      

  
   

A linguist in London  
– Noam Chom(sky) 

 
                                                    For the brilliant Woman that gave me the tickets 

 
 Every time I thought of Noam Chomsky, I felt that in life it is worth fighting to 
improve the conditions in which people live. One day, I found out in a magazine with a 
list of important events, that the Institute of Education invited Noam Chomsky for a 
lecture with essential advanced booking which I forgot to do, but I had to be there! I had 
to write a portrait for him. According to The New York Times he is: “Arguably the most 
important intellectual alive”. 
 I walked down to the National Portrait Gallery with my girlfriend in order to see 
the portraits of a few ‘famous’ people by the French photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson. 
I was wondering why there have to be names under each portrait. Are we going to 
recognize them otherwise? Does a name give more value to the portrait? This 
photographer is ‘my colleague today’ in helping me to make the portrait of Chomsky 
later in the afternoon.  
 After a while, we leave. We go to see an exhibition on Nepal at the British 
Museum. “Small towers, art works, Goddesses and Buddhas”. The  look of the face of 
one Buddha resembles well the people who are away from the religion route in life. The 
look of the face of one Buddha, resembles well the people who have no idea about 
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linguistics. Do we really need linguistics? In a society with power, yes we do. “In Nepal, 
we don’t.” “I returned my imagination to the people of London”.  

Mr. Chomsky is in London and we are going to the place where the celebration 
will take place. We are trying to enter the lecture room, but it’s impossible. I didn’t call to 
book two tickets for us. We are waiting outside, and I feel so disappointed. More than 
thirty thousand people have called to book a seat for the Chomsky lecture. A brilliant 
woman finally gave us her two tickets, because she couldn’t stay!  Finally, we will be 
able to hear him.  

The Linguists are the holy people of our society. They have already prepared the 
stage, a table with two microphones, a jar with water and a glass, just as you are ready to 
watch a one act theatrical play (one-man show). 
 I was wondering, is he going to have hair or he has lost it. All his photos are from 
the period of his book Syntactical Structures (1957) when published. “I wish he could 
give me as a present his glasses,” my girlfriend says. He is walking slowly-slowly behind 
the curtains, he comes, and he is sitting on a chair behind the microphone. So close to the 
jar of water, as I see. The organization which organizes this evening “in the name of the 
workers and socialism” has got as a further aim “the social justice”.  

The person who makes the introduction says that the schedule of Noam Chomsky 
is full but he managed to come. (Like the monk in the Middle Ages who had to visit 
many monasteries for different reasons.) He says that he has a modest office, while the 
offices of the newspapers have many secretaries, but he is the secretary of himself. (Shall 
I say that I have as a secretary my girlfriend who is accompanying me?) He is replaying 
his emails by himself, and he reads many newspapers and magazines. He has written 
many books, and me thinking that “we are being left with one forest less”.  
 While he is standing and walking towards the stage, everybody is clapping their 
hands for him. I am taking notes in my diary. The light in the amphitheatre was switched 
off, and he says: “Everybody has disappeared now!” He wears a suit in the colour of my 
pencil, purple tie and light blue shirt. He will talk about America, from where he is 
coming from. He talks slowly about its power, maybe because he does not want to use 
power in his voice. On the stage, I would refer it as a bookstand, there is a small poster, 
and on the screen behind him appears from the projector, the same poster with names and 
colours.   
 I am counting the golden wrinkles on his face. Around 6, and his glasses have a 
golden colour. He is a small man, he resembles an ancient Greek, without beard, he talks 
for the most powerful country in the world. He talks slowly-slowly, and when people 
laugh at his jokes, he laughs slowly-slowly too. The laughs of the people sound like 
instruments of ancient tragedy or Chinese theatre. “The American army must look after 
of the investments, murdering religious figures, they are considering Guatemala now” he 
says.  

I can see around the young people who are taking down notes like they are in 
M.I.T. in one of his lectures. “There are still attempts for overthrowing the regime of 
Cuba.” He continues and says that Cuba, was one example for the Latin-Americans. Few 
minutes later, he examines one by one the presidents of America.   
 Chomsky is standing in front of a bookstand, of a large medieval monastery hall.  
Sometimes he is lifting his glasses, and he is moving his figure, which might have been 
wet by now. While he is lifting his glasses one more time, he says: “If you understand the 
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word America”. It’s nice to be in a Chomsky lecture, and not to pay 100% attention to 
him. He talks like he wants to attract your attention, but you do not pay any attention at 
all. But he is such a genius, that he wins you back at 110%.  
 I am looking at him through the camera. I see him so small, like he talks to people 
as big as rice seeds. I would like to give him some rice seeds that I have in my pocket. I 
am looking at him for many minutes through the camera, so I can take a picture of him, 
with his hand on his face holding his glasses. He is putting his hand up quickly, and he is 
putting it down again. My left eye starts hurting me.  
 Suddenly, he opens his fingers and turns them into a comb. He is combing his hair 
with his fingers. The morning I passed from the Cartier-Bresson portraits in order to gain 
ideas about his portrait. For a while, I was thinking of him being in his box delivering a 
lecture. He looks a modest and kind person. From tomorrow, he will start reading 
Castoriadis!  
 The colours of the bookstand and the screen are: purple, blue, green, yellow, 
orange, red! He makes us laugh and he says: “Don’t laugh I didn’t write it!” He gives the 
laugh that belongs to another human being, while another thinker will keep it “to 
himself”. After a while, he finished and everybody was clapping their hands.  

While he is leaving the bookstand I see his jacket which has leather on the elbow 
in order to protect the material. Few questions are followed after the long talk. I put up 
my hand, I was waiting for the microphone, and I ask:  

“All of us here know that you stand yourself next to the poor and the small 
countries. Today, as you know, in economic terms there is no sovereignty, there is only 
power in military terms. Do you see the need of America to hold the military it has got in 
the next century?”   
 He starts answering me for few minutes.  

“While the years are passing by, the war costs have been increased instead of 
decreasing and when Clinton was the president, they had been increased even more. I 
agree with you that there is military sovereignty but there is economic as well I believe. 
The US is the richest country in the world but there are many people in the country that 
have nothing at all. In the future, they will continue to have a powerful army.”  
 He was talking for a few minutes and he was looking at me. I became red. He was 
referring during the lecture to: Peru, Libya, Indonesia and Mexico. He loves the countries 
but not the mechanics that kill millions of people. Cosmopolitan thought! When the 
hands stand up, in order to ask something, they are as they salute a dictator. 
 He says that he reads some newspapers, but I see his hands are clean. To another 
thinker, the ink would have made his hands dirty. I stand up with my girlfriend, and we 
move towards him in order to see him. Two, three people are in front of us. Someone 
shows him a little yellow book, and a unique smile can been seen on his face. Another 
one gives him a video tape, and he sees him put it into his black bag. I see him staring 
around me with great interest. I move close to him and I tell him:  

“Hello, how are you?” 
“I am fine thanks, and you?” 
“I am so happy to see you, and I would like to give you two things.” 
I see a calmness on his face, I am so close to asking him to go for a beer together! 

In my hand I hold a book:  
“Here I have the book, World in fragments by Castoriadis.” 
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“Do you know him?” 
“Yes I know him, and I have his books in French. This is his last edition in 

English and I would like to give it to you. A great translation by David Ames Curtis.” 
He is looking at it for so long, as he might have been thinking, that if he takes it 

he might deprive it from a student that might be poor, but he shows middle class from the 
clothes that he wears. The girlfriend was taking pictures of us.  

“I have something more for you…” 
I can see him smiling. 
I am a young writer and I am creating a literary portrait for you. 
“Literary portrait? Thank you very much”, he says with an emotion. He takes 

both, book and envelope, and holds them in his hands. He salutes everybody.   
       “Can I shake your hand for a while?” 
       “Yes surely!”, he gives his hand and he says: 
      “It’s very nice to talk to you.” 

Later, on the road, I see a completely drunk man walking and making his own 
lecture. I am happy, because today I finally met Chomsky. 
  
 
 
I gave this text to him:  
 

Ladies and gentlemen, and here I mean the letters of the alphabet - every alphabet, 
I present you the linguist Noam Chomsky, and his literary portrait. Which I write on 
slices of bread upon a lectern, inside the bath tub, and on the ironing board. A text in the 
shape of Noam’s glasses, enriched with syntactical structures, infinite electrical 
characters, and the ethical integrity of a saint. I read about him: “He is listed among the 
ten most cited writers in the humanities, and is the only living member of the top ten”. 

 
 Dear Sir, the colour of the letters in the books is black, because as you know it 
mourns for the results of utopia. Before man created revolutions and movements, he 
should have changed his relation with his soul, his imagination, society and the 
environment. Today’s Russia is the result of utopia! The only thing utopia has done, is 
that it sent the farmer Yuri Gagarin into space! I value you, because you fight against 
utopias and the great visions, but are close to the ordinary citizen, the atomo (in Greek). 
 
 Voice of the Unites States of America, with an extraordinary passion for thought 
that the intellectuals do not have, - alphabets know you, words, sentences, texts, the 
Rosetta Stone, the love story from pen to print. In the far past of every letter, you see 
either a bird or a tree or an animal. The Alphabet revolution and the Chomsky revolution 
are the turns, which changed the way we see the world. 
 
 If there is a God, he definitely will have come to one of your lectures, in order to 
understand the world better. The ballet dancers of ethics will definitely have danced for 
you. The corridors of power definitely would not like you, to have been educated in your 
uncle’s corner shop.   
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                                          Yours, The grandson of Aristotle, London 5.5.1998 

 
 
   
 
 
      
 

The chef leaves the restaurant  
– Hagi Akdo(gan) 

 
 

 When I saw a fat chef make a dessert, I thought of Plato and his concept: 
Philosopher-King. In this restaurant with Hagi as head chef, unfortunately, we have got 
chef-kings. It doesn’t matter if they make the kitchen very dirty, they never clean it 
themselves. The cleaners, (George Orwell whilst in Paris worked as restaurant cleaner), 
are people down and out. They will do the worst job they can, and get away with it, as 
cleaner-kings.   
 The restaurant is located between the Covent Garden Opera, the Savoy Hotel, and 
the London School of Economics. There are also many theatres around also. Today, 
Saturday 16 February 2002 is the last day for the chef Hagi. The restaurant mourns, the 
tomatoes and the yellow peppers cry, along with the chefs, cooks and cleaners. The 
assistant chef and his successor have got red faces full of tears. The restaurant loses its 
chef after 13 years. (Lucky number!)  

The manager became chef next to him during his last week, in order to thank him 
and learn more about the foods. The food is black. A butcher’s knife goes for a holiday 
on the fresh shaved head of a waiter. A lot of dead crispy blood on the skin.   
 A young cook peels tomatoes and cuts them in slices. Another cook, turns the 
meat on the grill, it is already golden and red. The sugar in the kitchen visits the salt, and 
the sugar feels dizzy, and calls the pepper as an ambulance. The chefs are fast but tonight 
look lost and slow. The manager is helping the last day, but the restaurant loses his chef. 
 The chef at 20.30 left his restaurant, and the boss, his boss for a long time, he 
didn’t come to say goodbye. The boss is also very sad at losing his chef. The restaurant 
hurts itself with the hundreds of knifes it has, because it lost the big man who was behind 
every dessert, every main course and every starter. The big man was making rice and 
soup for 200 people every morning. The restaurant lost its soul. The man who cooked for 
millions of diners. With chef Hagi, all the chefs in his team were good in donkey jobs, 
but also in diplomacy, as good as the English politicians.   
 The manager cried for the chef.  He opened a bottle of champagne for his chef. He 
said goodbye to his chef. A tear came down on his cheek very heavily like a wagon of a 
train. He cries even in the underground, two people next to him as soon as they see him, 
gave him this notice: “Please, don’t cry. You are a very special person to someone. 
Tomorrow will be another day. God bless you.” He is taken by surprised at their attitude. 
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He says to them all about the tears, being a restaurant manager, (as well as a writer) who 
lost his chef.  
 The food was delicious with him. He was cooking in paradise for all the gods and 
the angels. 
 After some time, the chef beat the manager under the belt by taking all the chefs 
that worked with him away, by giving them employment. It’s a bit sad, he didn’t care if 
the restaurant in which he was working for 13 years was able to give food again to the 
public. A restaurant is a public kitchen, and it’s a holy duty to make sure the kitchen will 
be kept open without any trouble. Hagi was a professional chef, an ex-farmer from 
Turkey, and very ambitious. After a few months, he opened his own restaurant in 
Liverpool Street by employing all the kitchen staff from the restaurant he headed before 
as a chef-king.   
 That time, the manager felt the pain under the belt and he didn’t like at all what 
Hagi did. He was a professional chef and he loved his staff. At first, the manager thought 
he didn’t respect the company in which he worked for 13 years, but after, he found out 
that all the chefs wanted to be in his cabinet. All the chefs and cleaners, wanted to help 
him to establish his restaurant, 13 of them. (Lucky number!)  
 Good actions are words and words are good actions. 
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III   Aphorisms from the thinking 
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How to Become Famous 

                    
                                                               For the lecturer Celina Solek  

 
Talent is not enough in order to become famous. You need a big scandal.  
 
Put a lot of explosives in Big Ben. After the explosion, the whole world will talk about 
you. The famous clock will stop for you. You are famous.  
Consequences: Destruction of the building and imprisonment.  
 
Discover a product that everyone is going to use and name it after you. If you make sure 
is a product for women, as an example, how to make women stay younger, it will be 
easier. All women will speak about you. You are famous.   
Consequences: Environmental pollution.  
 
Rob a bank and send the money to very rich people, by post. Afterwards, write a letter to 
the newspapers explaining that you help the rich against the poor. Many rich people will 
feel sympathy. You are famous. 
Consequences: Imprisonment and stupidity.  
 
People can be famous quicker by doing very bad things, rather than good ones. Do 
something extremely bad. Find out Hitler’s road to success: from a failed painter, from 
the lowest streets of Vienna, to the high society streets of Hell. You are famous. 
Consequences: Tragedy and crime against humanity.  
 
Become a new prophet of a well spread religion, like the religion of Islam. Become an 
example for the other people. Many people will refer to you in their prayers. God 
afterwards will show you the road to Him. You are famous. 
Consequences: You will be loved and you will be hated.  
 
Sleep only four hours a day and work nonstop in restaurants and bars. Offer delicious 
healthy food, cold orange juice and chilled water. People always mention the good food. 
Create a brand name under a chain with cafes, restaurants and clubs. You are famous. 
Consequences: Heart attack and overtiredness.  
 
Become an actor who collects grass cutting machines, an athlete that eats performance 
pills, a political leader with crooks as spin doctors, a writer that is in blind love, a 
businessman that murders birds for their skulls. You are famous.   
Consequences: You will end up bisexual.  
 
Cut the hand off of the famous Statue of Liberty. It is very tall anyway, on such a small 
island, and plus it was a present from the French. You are famous. 
Consequences: The monument will become sexier.  
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Sell the Eiffel Tower, as a Parisian gangster did in the past, to the iron merchants, and get 
all the cash. Not many people know that this once happened. Do the French want to have 
the same symbol for so long in a changing world? You are famous.     
Consequences: Paris will lose its symbol.  
 
  
If you finally become famous, there will be many days that nobody will recognize you 
while you walk down the street. This will cause you anxiety as to how famous you are! 
Then, you have to be sure, before it’s a matter of time that the whole globe will talk about 
you. The whole globe has to talk about you. You are famous.    
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

German Principles  
given to the grandson of Aristotle 

 
 

1. Don’t use any public transport on Sundays because it doesn’t work anyway. 

2. Don’t call your friends because they will call you sooner or later. 

3. Don’t write e-mails to people, if they don’t write to you. 

4. Don’t spend money on nightclubs because you are going to be on the guest list. 

5. Make at least 5 appointments for next week. 

6. Don’t give any money to homeless people, because they get money from the 

government. 

7. Keep your body fit. 

8. Don’t trust anybody. 

9. Be nice to someone you don’t know. 

10. Kick the money out of the window, so it can come back through the door. 

11. Start Sunday with a bottle of champagne. 

12. Switch off the telephone if you are eating. 

13. Don’t lend money, if you don’t get 25% interest back. 

14. Wash your hands before you start picking your nose. 

15. Eat fruits.  

16. (The grandson cannot follow German principles). 
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Women and Men write the: 
 M is for Men 

 
  

If they could put one man on the moon, why can’t they put them all? (Unknown) 
 
 [It is better men] to be carved in marble or cast in bronze, and hear no more about 
them. (George Sand) 
 
 I sometimes think, that what men really want now is a sexually experienced 
virgin. (Anonymous) 
 
 No mother, I haven’t met Mr. Right yet…But I have met Mr. Cheap, Mr. Rude 
and Mr. Married. (T-shirt) 
 
 But when I’m bad I’ m better. (T-shirt) 
 
 When he is late for dinner, and I know he must be either having an affair or lying 
dead on the street, I always hope he’ s dead. (Judith Viorst) 
 
 I never hated a man enough to give him his diamonds back. (Zsa Zsa Gabor) 
 
 All men are gay, except the ones that don’t know it yet. (Graffiti)    
 
 
 
 
 

Sad Aphorisms 

 
 

 A lemon is sweeter than you, but I don’t like sugar! 
 
 He can see the future, as the dog can see the earthquake. 
 
 The meaning is hidden in the dust. 
 
 Only Goebbels can sell ice to the Eskimos and sand to the Arabs. 
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 The secret of a happy life is low expenses. 
 
 There are three kinds of men: the ones that can manage a country but not a 
woman, the ones that can manage a woman but not a country, and the ones that can 
manage both at the same time, in the office, and on the desk. These kinds of men brought 
to the world the big recessions of 1929 and 2008.   
 
 Buy shoes. Buy shoes in pink, green and yellow. 
 
 Always keep power with strength. Keep power like a secret. 
 
 Everything is possible. (Immortality is possible.) 
 
 Every situation in life needs a different face from us. Every face is a situation. 
 
 All are Saints. All are criminals. All are writers. 
 
 Negative thinking is an element for success when you work hard. 
 
 A man said to a woman “I can see your size but not your age!” 
 
 All the dictators failed because they didn’t give enough love to women. 
 
 Civilization was created by women but men enjoy it more. 
 
 Don’t make love. Take a divorce instead. 
 
 The speed limit in England is 70 mph. If you drive a Porsche it is like driving a 
donkey.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thoughts on Restaurants 
 
                                                                 For Ho Chi Minh as chef (in London),  

                                                                       and George Orwell as cleaner (in Paris) 
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1 Waiters should know how to move their bodies. Their body movements need to convey 
gentility, hospitality and authority. An element of dance in a waiter’s progress across the 
floor or at the table never goes amiss.  

 

2 If a waiter’s memory is not perfect then at least he must be able to write a whole order 
on a cork.  
 
3 Waiters must be like a careful criminal in ensuring that he never leaves fingerprints on 
knives, forks, spoons, glasses, plates and even diners.  
 
4 A waiter’s personality must never be heavier than his uniform.  
 
5 Potential customers walk by or read the menu display. On entering the restaurant, they 
become and should be greeted as diners.  
 
6 A restaurant manager balances diners desires against waiters wages and yet despite this 
impossible balancing act still remains a diplomat.  
 
7 Everyone knows that the customer is always right. However, with humor and a cleverly 
placed smile, hypocritical or not, all realize their fallibility.  
 
8 Catching a waiter’s eye is not always easy. As a waiter avoids having his eye caught, he 
is fully aware of being useless.  
 
9 As we know, the eye eats food before the stomach does. If the waiters must be dancers, 
the chefs must be sculptors and painters. 
 
10 Every restaurant has a reputation. It is easier to lose it than to drop a plate.  
 
11 If a restaurant is a good one, its being empty is only the result of outside forces, such 
as a total downpour or a nationally important event.  
 
12 A good manager will have sat and eaten at every table in his restaurant, both to know 
what the diner sees and how his waiters serve.  
 
13 Nothing destroys the smell of food more than the smell of a waiter’s unwashed 
underarm.  
 
14 One of the fortunate things about restaurants is that a jaw dropping on receipt of a bill 
is generally silent.  
 
15 When we see people eating, we discover half of their personality. To discover the 
other half we need a lifetime.  
 
16 Before eating, we read the menu. The menu is as the bell was for Pavlov’s dogs. It is 
the waiter’s job to guide our salivatory urges in the right direction.  
 
17 Society is obsessed with money. In a restaurant, however, while people are eating, 
there must be only one person, the cashier, who is still obsessed with money.  
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18 Every customer brings into the restaurant an empty stomach. Each restaurant is a 
means of food transportation.  
 
19 As a means of food transportation, a restaurant needs fast and effective people with 
knowledge, humor, charisma and charm. Without these qualities you might as well be 
working in some other section of the entertainment industry.  
 
20 Though for years restaurateurs have insisted on the catch-phrase, location, location, 
location, nowadays we need to add the mantra, ambience, ambience, and okay, yes 
location.  
 
21 A good waiter will hear a piece of cutlery falling; merely from the sound that it makes 
on the floor he will know which implement to collect from the service station to replace 
it.  
 
22 An empty restaurant is a desert. The first diners to arrive are the first drops of rain on 
sand. The diners will finish their meal with a dessert, which always has to be sugar with 
arts. 
 
  
 
 
 

What people in a bad mood think? 
A few thoughts: 

 
 

You might walk in London and are being watched through the cameras that are 
found in every bloody corner of the streets. To be desired by a gay policeman who 
observes the monitor. 

 
God can forgive! I cannot! 
 
“Why am I not in Miami to open a hair-dressing salon for dogs?” a hair-dresser 

wonders. 
 
End. End. End. He has got to sleep with the curtains open, in order to see the 

dawn! Otherwise, the night will last forever. And he will in bed for ever. 
 
Why am I interested in the people of television, the models, the fashion shows? 

Why do I always look at the breast, the nose and the leg shape of someone and never the 
mind and the soul? 

 
I forgot to give to myself as a present a perfume. (Inside all humans there is a 

powerful need for recognition and belonging!) 
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My sister stole my husband. 
 
You never loved me. 
 
Choose me or loose me! 
 
Get out of our relationship! 
 
Confronting the hot issue: one night stands. 
 
L’Etat c’est moi. (The state, it is I.) 
 
People are so confused in modern society. Sometimes they don’t know to which 

sex they belong to or to which sex to show sexual interest. 
 
The most difficult time every day, is in the morning when I have to decide what to 

wear. And what not to wear.  
 

           I smiled today nine times but I did not cry yet.  
 
Admiration? Do I have to admire her? 
 
Clothes? Why, is he is wearing something good, but I am not? 
 
Be in love with a woman that prefers women for company. 
 
I will never get a day off until I die! I will die at the age of 86!  
 
 
 
 

 
How the Jewish think  

according to the Synagogue maintainer 
 

                             In Memoriam: Julian, the Synagogue maintainer and friend 
 

The religion 
 
 The Jewish pray often to God and they believe in The Old Testaments. God said 
(as Julian says) to the Jews “We have no seeds to make bread”. After some days, God 
opened the sky, and the blessed bread came to them. The Jews love the bread. The bread 
was for centuries the land that Israel didn’t have. 
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 God said (as Julian says) “I will give the Jews wisdom and power even if they 
don’t worship me”. God liked the Jews from the beginning. God  has fallen in love with 
the Jews, he liked the way they think. The Jews are bloody good in everything.   

 
Every Sabbath (called Shabbat in Hebrew), is day of rest. They do nothing and 

nothing. Nothing. Like the part of Sahara desert that is called nothing, and it is nothing.   
 
The Jews still wait for the messiah. They believe that messiah will come one day. 

The messiah has to come.  
 
Ten times a year the Jews fast and they do nothing for 24 hours. 
 
Once a year they spent a whole day in the Synagogue. They eat nothing and they 

cry like children.  The day is called (as Julian says) Rose Suna. 
 
Two days a year they use the house garden, they can’t use either the house or the 

Synagogue. The day is called (as Julian says) Suka Time. 
 
In order to be Jews you have to be born from a Jewish mother, the father is less 

important.   
 

 
The life style 
 

Moderate drinking, and only once a year they all become drunk. They are allowed 
to drink a lot. The same day they wear funny clothes like being in a festival, they almost 
forget that they are Jewish. 

 
Sabbath they eat a lot of fish and a lot of bread. They eat only food prepared by 

Jewish hands. 
 
They help each other. They pay 10% of their wealth to the Synagogue every 

month. 
 
At the age of 3 they start reading books. They read only religious books (with a 

few chapters in modern economics). 
 
They don’t watch television. Television is a box full of sins. 
 
They don’t go to university. They learn everything in Jewish schools. They learn 

also from their father and mother. The father will teach the children how to take care of 
other people, to visit the public institutions, to visit the Synagogue every Friday and 
Saturday from the age of 3.  

 
The men take their bath in the Synagogue. The bath at home has to be free for the 

woman and the children. 
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The Jews try to be independent from the others and stay pure. The Jewish men 

never mix with other women. The men never go out with other women, except their 
wives. The family must choose the wife for the son. 

 
A Jewish friend, Morris, prefers always a single espresso. When he wants to have 

a lunch he takes a cappuccino!   
 

 
Fluent in money 
 

On money they believe (as Julian says) “If you are very religious, God will give 
you everything. God will give you money, a house and a library.” You can get in life 
what you demand; the Jews demand money and wisdom. The Jews get wisdom (with 
money).  

 
When they want to make new business, they take advice from friends and the 

leading Rabbi in the community. And their business is good because God is the 
consultant. 

 
They value things not only with love but also with money. 
 
In money, anything more is always better. If you can give them the loan back, 

they will suggest if you want to keep the money longer, for another investment. 
  
When they buy a house they pray often. They pray often for the house. If they let 

it out, they will maintain it well, because if the tenants are happy they pay on time and 
they stay for longer. 

 
They teach the children how to save money. When they are five years old, they 

open an account for them. They will spend also money for buying books, for weddings, 
and business.  

 
 
In relations with the others 
 
 They think like Jews, and they get dressed like Englishmen. The Jews wear black 
suits.  
 
 The main principle is “The secret is, the other person should not to be able to 
understand how clever you may be”. 
 
 In what is possible can be done, there is a possible way. 
 
 They say “thank you, good morning”. They recognize at the work place your 
value, at what you are good. 
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 In life, the Jews want to be next to good people, and not next to good or bad 
money. They give you good advice, for the interest of the whole community. They try to 
solve your problem, helping you to stand on your feet. 
 The Jews will never go against you, believing that you have to back up people to 
stand on their feet. If you fail in life, you are bad for the community, but if you succeed 
you will help the community. The Jews are good. The Jews were the geniuses of all 
times, and are the geniuses of our times. (Only my distant grandfather went further!..). 

 
 
 
 
 

Marriage Proposals 
 
 

To write a love letter to the father of the woman you love. Firstly, you get the 
“Yes” from the father and secondly, you get the “Yes” from the woman.  

 
To plant her name with trees somewhere, and one day to take her there and to say: 

“Look darling, I wrote your name with trees! Please marry me”.   
 
 To make her name appear on a big balloon and then say: “Please marry me!”  
 
To learn how to make clothes for her, it is a nice way, and after to say: “Please 

marry me!”  
 
Say to her “The postman will deliver something to you”. Dress yourself like 

postman, ring the bell, and when she opens the door, make your face a bit shy and say it 
in letters. Write it in 1000 letters. “Please marry me!”  

 
Announce it to the world from the first page of: Le monde, Pravda, The New York 

Times, and The Observer. Pay some money for her, start now, you will always pay the 
bills anyway. “Please marry me!”   

 
 
Wash her feet with hot water and natural oils and say it. “Please marry me!”  
 
Become a writer and write a book for her and say it, or create a website for her 

and say how much you admire her. “Please marry me!”  
 
 Get a donkey, clean it, wear a white suit and go outside her house. Put a red 

carnation on the ear of the donkey and one on yours. “Please marry me!”  
 
Oh yes! I almost forgot that you can buy a diamond ring: “Do you want me for 

your husband?” “Please marry me!”  
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 Or you can say it backwards: “My life, if you become pregnant it’s my 

responsibility, so marry me!” She may throw all the vases that the house has got or she 
may say yes! “Please marry me!”  

 
 If you don’t like these ideas, and others you will think yourself, take some roses 

and go, or say to your parents to arrange it. In the future, I believe that people will stop 
getting married, but until then, it’s good to find a way to impress the person that you love. 
But to be honest, I believe that the most impressive marriage proposal can be to yourself, 
to stay single forever. “Please don’t marry me!”  

 
  

 
 
 
 

Pictures,  
touching many people I know 

 
 
In the country side: 
  
–  Sheep, that are grazing in the green field and the little lively sheep play around.  
–  Duck that is walking, and is being followed by her little ducklings.  
–  Shall I feed the chickens or the pigeons?  
–  When a chicken drinks water and it looks up at the sky, it means that it thanks God. 
This picture I imagine made Aristotle study the embryological development of the chick.   
 
 
In the cities:  
 
  –  Running to catch the bus or the train and at the end you miss it.  
  –  Small children, when they take their dog for a walk and in size the dog is bigger than 
them. 
  –  Two dog owners having a chat after their dogs become friendly. 
  –  You go for shopping; you know you are late, finding out that the shop just closed its 
doors.  
 
 
Everywhere: 
  
–  Black and brown horses running on the beach. 
–  An airplane is falling down, while it leaves behind it a black smoky line.  
–  The place that we made love for the first time.  
–  The fear or the happiness when a woman tells the man that she is pregnant.  
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The book of Death 

 
                                                                                                  

One day, you understand that there is an end in life, and this people have called 
death. Which is a nice name but I wonder why parents they don’t give it to their children. 
In the book of Death the pages are the people around you.  

 
Death is like extreme tiredness. Lasts for ever. Lasts for three hours. 
                                                           
I die in every hour of my life. I give birth in every hour of my life. 
 
In the death of a rich man, one capitalist dies but a few are born. The people that 

inherit money destroy the world more that the people that are self made. 
 
The people that attend a funeral, through their eyes express sadness and through 

their souls power, in order to dominate the world more (the world with one human less). 
 
Death reaches the old. It is more painful to die young, but more school friends 

will attend your funeral. 
 
Some think that they will never die. The sooner death the better. 
 
There is no paradise. There is theory of death. 
 
The funeral is the last flag of your life for which you are still the boss. The funeral 

is the last cocktail party of your life. After the funeral, your name is a sad legacy. 
 
Every cemetery is a parliament of death. 
 
In your death the enemies claim victory over you. Your death makes your 

enemies stronger, also your friends. 
 
The eyes that see the world die. The bones that are hidden inside your flesh live 

forever (at least 2500 years). 
 

Aristotle died yesterday. Plato is still alive. Lenin organises the Revolution. Hitler 
is begging in the streets of Vienna. 
                      

If you want to imagine the death as an absence of a person, then imagine a dead 
person as present. Have a coffee with a dead person and let him pay! 
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All the dead people counting money in the cemeteries, money that they have 
stolen. 
 

The death is a small detail. The death is a good detail. The death is the scaffolding 
for our statue. 
 

On your death, people will remove all your belongings, even the last shopping 
you left in the fridge. The closest to you, they will remove all the silverware from your 
house. 
 

Before God died, he developed in Africa gold, oil and diamonds. People now die 
in this continent without developing this wealth any further. 
 

In my village of Stagira (which moved a few kilometres southwest from where 
the ancient Stageira was) in Greece, people wait to die. In my village they never waited 
for revolution and civil liberties. 
 

It is good that life lasts thousand of days, and death only one day. When we speak 
about life and death, both seem equally important. 
 

Genghis Khan was a brutal genius and died in August, 1227. With his death, he 
transmitted more power to his sons for delivering more death to other people. Death gives 
birth to death. 
 

Mao produced a totalitarian death. You get the power when you lead other people 
to death. 
 

When two people make love, some life dies. When two people make love they 
play with death. They make their life death. 
 

Wednesday is the best day to die, except for Oscar Wilde who is a genius. He can 
die any day he likes. Wednesday, thus by Monday you are done. 
  

The people, the cunning foxes. With the death of each man, one fox dies. 
 
The artists love the death, as well as, their self portraits. They are silly. 
 
A lion I knew died. An ant I knew died. I went to the funerals of both. The lion 

had a few people in his funeral, while the ant a few hundreds. 
 
Death is a way to see your life backward for the last time. And, as soon as you see 

your life, you want to close your eyes feeling lucky you are dead! 
 
Pethane! [In Greek = dead!] It was the word I heard as a child in the small village 

of Stagira, for someone that just died. Thanks to the village patron St. George, one man 
more will stop walking around this village doing nothing. 
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Death is always real, but love most of the times is under question. Only the love 

that leads to death is real. 
 
You have to be the strongest off all, then, death will come last to you. You have to 

be super clever and super powerful, then, death will never touch you. 
 
To understand the importance of death you have to think: do you prefer to die or 

for you (in order to escape death) another 100 people to die! The answer will go for the 
100 people to die, for whom you don’t care, because, you escape death! You always think 
that your life is more important than the life of others. People pay in order to escape 
death. 

 
Some people’s life has less power than the value of an espresso. Their death will 

have the same value. 
 
The worst death can happen to a baby. It goes to hell for sure, because the life on 

earth is paradise. 
 
Two dead people passed by the house. A disable man passed by the house. It was 

not me. 
 
When you die you stop complaining. Death empties the complaints from life. 
 
I see a magazine with art and news. 70% of the art and the news are about dead 

people. The dead are a safe issue. 
 
The bees make the honey (money) when they work so closely together. But when 

they decide to die they go somewhere alone. They want a death with solidity. It seems 
they hated the other bees under the same roof. A selfish death, a bitter death. 

 
Life does not belong to me, but to my death. 
 
The power of death is stronger than the power of money. While a few people can 

have money, everybody can have his death. 
 
Money and death got married. They call their first child Casino. 
 
A bomb is good only when it kills all the people that hear it or see it. The death 

then is totally without witnesses. 
 
Death stops, and his ambition stops at the bus stop in Surrey. 
 
When I see the dark eyes of the actor, I think of death in the Amazon. Death is a 

mirror of the Amazon fire. 
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The actor one day will arrive in Hollywood people believe. He will arrive, but 
inside a coffin. 

 
I am obsessed with death, which means I am loyal to death. I think of death as a 

matter of duty. Death is the duty that keeps me going. 
 
You want to die soon, in order to find out the mystery of death. You observe also 

the endless number of micro deaths, occurring in every minute. 
 
Every birthday is a small training for the funeral. Today is my birthday (today is 

my funeral) and Lydia with Olga brought me white margaritas. 
 
When the child dies, the funeral can be organised better by the parents  than a 

birthday party. The funeral is the last birthday party, the last deathday party. 
 
One more day your friend is alive, one more day to be stronger around and to lead 

others to death. 
 
Powerless and lazy. We save all our energy for our death. I have to read the 

Crowds and Power (1960) by Elias Canetti. Then, I explain myself and Hitler. 
 
When you die you have to introduce yourself. Life is a rat race. Death is a rat race 

also. 
 
The road to death is a lesson to humanity. Private humanity. 

 
The majority of the dead stars are the rubbish of the universe. The dead rubbish 

always shines. 
 
The death of the leader is the exit solution to the leadership struggle. The death of 

the leader makes the crowd quiet. 
 
A pride of lions can give death. A flock of sheep can only give wool. 
 
The death is the future. The death is the past. 
 
At the Royal Naval College in Greenwich, I touch with my hands the place where 

Nelson was left dead from the 5th to the 7th of January 1806 after he died in battle. 
 
Financial death is more painful than the natural death. 
 
The King of Saudi Arabia was buried without name, like his subjects. 
 
$1 million Richard Quest from CNN, makes the death less desirable. An empty 

wallet will be soon a full grave. 
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When I die I want all my friends to my funeral. When my friends die I will go to 
their funerals. 

 
While writing on death, I hear on the news Robin Cook died. Death has taken a 

beautiful mind. 
 
The first common aim is money. The second common aim is death. When you die 

you stop paying the bills, but they keep sending you the bills. 
 

I will fight as a lion to avoid death. But one day, I will let God know, that I am a 
tired lion and my time has come. A dead clever lion is a dead lion, but a dead stupid man 
is a dead rat with long tail. 

 
You have to fight like a lion. Under your chest you need a fox to be sleeping. 

Inside your mind you need a tiger ready to jump out and start war. 
 
The white lions never die; the black lions are never born.  
 
Nietzsche is a lion. Nietzsche is the inspiration for a lion. 
 
You don’t avoid death with money, sex, children and fame. You avoid death only 

with wisdom. Mankind is very clever, one day mankind will try to avoid death. 
 
Excessive work leads people to lose their quality and die sooner. 
 
Taking drugs is a part- time death. One day becomes full time. 
 
For some time I stopped writing on death. I needed a small break from death. 

During this time many people have died in the Iraq War, in a few plane crashes during 
the 2005 summer, and the New Orleans natural disaster.  In Athens, while visiting from 
London, they told me that many people have died in my village where I have not been for 
many years.  The school teacher, the policeman, the army general, the lawyer, and a few 
distant relatives have died. The old leaders of the village have died.  

Death changes the leadership of the world in the funerals, while people cry. Death 
brings many people to the funeral. You would prefer many times to have all these people 
as enemies and to stay alive. Your death is the last goodbye and thank you to yourself. 
Death is the last goodbye to the streets of the world. Death makes all the successors look 
for eternity, in order to avoid death. 

The death of Silvio Berlusconi one day, it will be his goodbye to a life of 
dynamism, passion and risks, and after a goodbye to his family, money, my Italian friend 
Daniel, and the modern history of Italy. Silvio Berlusconi is a master, his life and success 
deserve respect, and one day his death will be one small detail. Silvio Berlusconi is a 
lion, and makes Nietzsche a happy lion also, and Nietzsche is the inspiration behind this 
humble manuscript on death. While writing on death, I was reading a book on Silvio 
Berlusconi. 
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When a person dies, his society dies also. When a person dies, there is one society 
less in the world. 

The death of the people you know makes you stronger, the death of your parents 
make you stronger. You feel sad that your parents die, but also lucky that your parents 
left you behind. Lucky you! The special one. 

Death makes everybody to wish dangerously for more power and more money. 
All your life you look for money, millions of dollars in order to have power. To create so 
much power around you that even death will be postponed from the millions. 

Death one day will come. Death has to come. Death helps us to find the right 
balance in everything. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Thoughts on the word ‘Please’ 
 

 
The word please, is the “secret” password in order to enter the worlds of 

knowledge and experience. Nobody will tell you where the local library is or what time it 
is, if you don’t use the word please.  
 

People in charge, presidents or executives, when they use the word please to their 
staff; they mean “you must do it”.  
 

The word please, means that I need your help. Please give me a hand. 
 

The word please is said from men and women. “Please stay with me.” 
 

The word please shows that people are tired of wars with words or guns.  
 

From a magazine “Once upon a time we had a mining industry. Now we have 
colliery tour experiences. Once we had a car industry. Now we have motor museums”. 
Once we had the word please. Now, the word please is the only thing we still have.  
 

If England changes its name, it can be easily re-named as Please.  
 

The word please creates in England the magic-image of repetition. 
 

The word please shows that we are under a Please Therapy.  
 

People say please all day, from the time they buy a ticket in the bus, to the end of 
their day. Yes please! Please! Please! Please! Please! Even God must say please!  
 

A lecturer said once “Please write an essay on cornflakes”. 
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Writers say “Please don’t forget me. Please don’t forget my magnum opus ”.  

 
Please with rain and conservatism. Please, study Aristotle. Please, know and don’t 

forget the grandson of Aristotle. 
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IV   Small Stories from the society 
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A Letter that I never posted  

to Umberto Eco 
 
 

                                                                                 London 01/12/1999  
 
           Dear Umberto,  
 

I hope that you are well and that your inspiration keeps flowing. 
  
There are many times when I see things and the first thought that comes into my 

head is, “Umberto Eco should have seen that”. For example, I was looking at my hat and 
I thought, “Hmmm, my friend Umberto has got a hat like that”. (Please do forgive me for 
calling you my friend, but you have let me into your brain and I have been very happy 
there in a friendly sort of a way). I’ve seen him wearing the same style hat in photos in 
newspapers. How did my hat fly between London and Milan while I never saw it leave its 
place over the television at home? 

  
For many readers, you are a modem day monk. In my imagination, I see you, yes 

as a monk, but one who is searching in an enormous library for a book. I don’t know 
which one.  

 
I have dreamt several times that I lived in the middle Ages with you as my friend. 

The last dream is the reason for my letter. In the dream, I was the servant of St. Thomas 
Aquinas. You wanted to understand what it was like to be his servant. I tried to explain 
the humility I felt. But you seemed to know how I felt already. 

  
One week ago, I happened to be walking in London in High Street Kensington, by 

chance some parchments were in my hands. I saw a gentleman who resembled you so 
much, the same beard, the same shape of glasses, same hat, and suit, tie, the lot. Without 
hesitation, I called “Umberto, Umberto, Umberto Eco!” I was overcome with that silly 
joy that all fans feel. The man stopped and turned round to face me. He said very 
aggressively, “Do I know you?” I said, “No but you are a writer, aren’t you?” He looked 
at me blankly. But still as he turned round to enter a baker’s shop I again called 
“Umberto, Umberto Eco!” I am asking you now “Was it really not you?” If not, I imagine 
that the poor man will write a letter to tell you this story from his point of view. He may 
say in his letter that you became famous and he is suffering as a result. 

  
I, myself, write little texts which I call portraits. Life’s adventures have brought 

me to write to you. I know that you are interested in everything, and I hope that you will 
show some interest in me in order to find time for a quick reply. 

  
Do continue to search in books and let me hope that one day you will happen to 

find mine.  
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                                                                        Yours Sincerely, The grandson of Aristotle  
 
 

 
 
 

 
A tribute to pigs from a butcher 

 
                                                                                                           For H.R.  

 
Oh pigs with flat round noses  
Oh noses that in the morning you are fresh  
Oh noses, oh important noses you are fat, nervous, upset, pink, black  
 
 
Oh pigs, the size is not important  
Oh pigs only the size gives you style  
 
 
Oh pigs you always speak today  
Oh pigs you never speak in parliament  
 
 
Oh pigs that you eat all the foods  
Oh pigs that your sisters are only science and philosophy, because they also eat them all  
Oh pigs that you never eat gold  
 
 
Oh pigs great symbol for saving and capital  
Oh pigs you are the nurses of capital  
Oh pigs you are capital 
 
 
Oh pigs you are a creature of God  
Oh pigs you are the angels of crime  
Oh pigs I miss your smiles  
 
 
Oh pigs one day when I die, we go for a pint  
There in paradise 
We take with us Disney, Aristotle, Prophet Muhammad and others 
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And all the butcher’s wives 
 

 
Oh pigs that I make you a piece of bacon on plate  
You are delicious, you are sins  
You are fat friends  
With fat souls like pink clouds  
You gave me profit  
I am your friend  
I the butcher  
I grandson 

 

 

 
 

 
Alan Gulliver writes the:  

L is for Leslie 
 

                                                         In Memoriam: Leslie and Alan  
 

 Of all the women I have known Leslie taught me the most, she was a child of the 
sixties, her outlook on life was pure, and love. She had a philosophical view that was 
always positive and a nature that was so generous and free of spirit, I have never since 
met her equal. Our first meeting was in October 1977, I’d finished working in the holiday 
camp in Morecambe, and was making my way back to London, when I reached Leicester 
I decided to stay for a while and earn some money for Christmas. That first month in 
Leicester was awful and without Leslie I don’t think I would have made it. I managed to 
find a job quite easily but I had no money, and nowhere to live. I solved the living 
arrangements by moving into a derelict house, but I still needed to eat, this is where 
Leslie helped me. I met her in the Arndale Centre, an indoor shopping mall. I would go 
there after work for warmth; she simply walked up to me and started talking, because I 
was in a strange town and knew no one, I told her all sorts of things I wouldn’t normally 
tell a stranger. The next evening she came to see me again, and this time she brought 3 
gifts, food, tomato sandwiches, money, £5 from her savings, and an invitation to spend 
the weekend at her house. I only agreed to accept the money as a loan; I was getting paid 
for the first time on Friday, but the other two gifts I welcomed without question. I asked 
her later why she had been so kind to a stranger. I could have taken advantage and not 
repaid her. I’m not sure if I remember her exact words, but her reply was something like 
this “If you didn’t pay me back what would I have to lost? A little money, but you would 
have lost a friend, and if you repaid me or not, I had the pleasure of helping you”. What’s 
really funny is she meant it.  

On the Saturday morning I went to her house, it was in a small village outside 
Leicester called Kibworth Beauchamp. Fortunately her parents were out, so I was in the 
bath, she washed my clothes, as they dried in the machine I worried, just in case her 
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parents should come home and find a naked man sitting in their kitchen. You have to go 
three weeks without a bath or a hair wash to realize how good it feels to be clean. It was a 
wonderful weekend, warm, clean and I got to sleep in a real bed, on my own 
unfortunately, but you can’t have everything. Because she was so open minded I learnt an 
amazing amount about her in those two days. Her father owned a pet shop in Leicester, 
and her mother was a primary school teacher, she had two sisters both younger than 
herself. She was at college in Leicester, doing a diploma in childcare, and in many ways 
had all the confidence I associated with middle class people.  

When I went back to my derelict house on Monday morning, I felt cheap and 
dirty, an uneducated working class boy from the east end of London. We had arranged to 
meet in the shopping centre on Tuesday evening and for two days my boring, mind 
numbing job, seemed to last for years. When I arrived at the shopping centre she wasn’t 
there. I was very disappointed, I waited for twenty minutes, and then left, just as I was 
leaving the centre I heard her calling me. I turned and she ran towards me, smiling, she 
grabbed my hand and dragged me outside. Before I could ask a question she said “don’t 
say anything, I have a surprise for you”, she took me to a bus stop, we caught a bus an 
after ten minutes or so we got off, she led me to a house we entered, and went upstairs to 
the top floor. From the numbers on each room I could feel it was one of those old houses 
that had been converted into bed sits. We stopped outside a door, “close your eyes” she 
said which I did, I felt her push me into a room. “Open” she squealed. I did, and she 
handed me a set of keys “It’s yours I’ve paid the deposit, you can give it back when you 
leave”. She’d got me a flat! I was speechless, I just looked at her, I wanted to cry she was 
so kind, so good, she didn’t even know me, and she laughed. Leslie didn’t just laugh with 
her face like other people, her whole body laughed, and it was so infectious I had to laugh 
myself. She excused herself and left, and then I tried to sleep, in my flat. As I lay on my 
bed I tried to picture Leslie in my mind, she was about 5 feet 3 inches tall and fairly slim, 
she had short brunette hair, and a healthy looking complexion, her eyes were greenly-
blue, and under the right eye she had a mole that moved as her eyes creased when she 
laughed. 

 Over the next two months we saw each other every day, she gave me her 
precious virginity and she taught me how to dance slowly. When we made love for the 
first time I was a little afraid but she was sure, she later told me, that she tried to explain 
the depth of her feelings for me, but I never really understood, I don’t think I believe in 
love at first sight, in fact at the time I don’t think I believed in love, but I did like her, a 
lot. Because she was a virgin, she bled that first time, and I know it was painful for her, 
but all she did after was laugh, she laughed often, and I liked to hear her laugh. 

 As much as I liked her I became lonely, she could stay the night only rarely, as 
her parents worried, and I longed to go back to London. I’d missed Christmas, and I 
missed my mother. I managed to save a little money, and then at the end of January I got 
a large tax rebate, so I decided it was right to move on. I told Leslie of my plans, she 
didn’t laugh, we agreed to have one more week together then I would go, and when she’d 
finished her course at college in May she would come to London. On our last night 
together she brought a record for me to hear, she explained, that for a woman, sex is 
better when it’s done slowly. I’d never thought about it from the woman’s point of view. 
“It’s like almost everything making love, dancing, life, the secret is to do it slowly”, she 
said, “I’m going to teach you slow dancing”. She put the record on and led me gently 
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round the room, kissing me, and caressing me slowing, eventually I picked up her tempo 
and began to realise how much better it was, when you take your time. I can’t remember 
who the record was by or what the song was called, but it had a few lines that I still 
remember, they always make me smile and think of Leslie, laughing. 

 
“Rock me gently, rock me slowly, 

                         Take it easy don’t you know, 
                                     I have never loved like this before”. 
 
Leslie stayed that night and we made love slowly all night, it was one of the best nights 
of my life. The next day I left. 
 We stayed in touch by post over the next 4 months, I went back to London, I 
stayed at home with my mother for a little while, but then she got married again and it 
was time for me to go, so I got myself a flat in Beacontree. I got a job working in a show 
shop, and started playing football again. I managed to earn some money playing for 
Leytonstone F.C., with an old school friend of mine, Mark West. 

 That summer was great; we won eleven matches in a row. Mark and I were 
offered trials; if we were successful we would be full-time professional players. Leslie 
came to London in July and moved with me. Mark bought a car and started teaching both 
of us to drive. On the day of our trial we all drove down to Orient F.C. together, Mark 
was so nervous he couldn’t stop talking. I was calm, Leslie had taught me, I played the 
game slowly and I was good, no I was better than good, and Leslie laughed. Even though 
it was a trial I played well, I played the game of my life, when we were finished the 
manager took me to one side and informed me there would be an offer in the post in the 
next two weeks or so. I went to find Mark, he’d had to come off because he got injured, 
he was limping quite badly, but he smiled, they had agreed to give him another trial when 
his leg was better. On the way home Mark insisted I drove as his leg was too stiff, I felt 
so high I could do anything so I agreed. Leslie just looked me in the eyes and said, “I 
love you”, she kissed me and then sat in the back of the car. 

 I drove home slowly, I was talking to Mark, as we approached a set of traffic 
lights, suddenly I realized they had turned red, so I braked hard, but I hadn’t moved my 
feet and instead of braking I accelerated, the steering wheel jumped my hand, and I 
fought with it, I remember looking down at my feet, then everything went blank. When I 
awoke it was at Old Church Hospital, my head hurt, and my right wrist ached. The police 
interviewed me and decided the crash was an accident, Mark’s left knee had been badly 
damaged in the accident, he would never play football again, and Leslie died. For a long 
time afterwards there was no laughter in my life. Leslie’s father came to London to see 
me, he told me his wife did not want me to go to the funeral, I didn’t argue. I still have 
my offer to play football which came in the post, I never opened it, if Mark couldn’t play 
because of me it didn’t feel right for me to play. Mark went to live in Australia, and we 
write to each other occasionally. I don’t drive a car, it’s not worth it. Leslie has stayed 
with me all my life, making sure I dance slowly, and laughing not for myself but for her. 
This is an English tragedy; Aristotle defied the study of poetic (brutal) tragedy.  
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Ideas for stories  
I won’t write 

 
 
England, 1930 
 

A man from London is visiting for one day Oxford city. There, he sees a 
handsome man and he takes off one of his shoes, giving it to him. He says to him “I will 
go back to London tonight and I will wear one shoe until you come to find me. I will be 
walking in the streets of London with one shoe!” The surprised man waits at the train 
platform at night, to see him if he enters the last train to London with only one white 
shoe. He sees him wearing only one shoe, keeping his promise. It was an unknown 
promise from an unknown man.  

He is an eccentric student of classical studies, Greek and Latin. He is a young 
writer in London. He will go to find him in London, asking for the man with only one 
shoe. He is a man that finds comfort in the hands of another man. The heroes are gay.  
 
 
Italy, 1100  
 

From the Arab Middle Ages, to the European Middle Ages.  
In the Middle Ages in about the year 1100, an Arab leaves Egypt for Italy. The 

same period the centre of the world leaves from Egypt and goes to Italy. Italy step by step 
is becoming rich and all powerful.  

The hero is a gay man; he stays in Italy for two years, and then he starts to visit 
the other big city centres of Europe. He is an Arab, thus we see Europe through his Arab 
eyes.  

Next, he is visiting cities: Paris, Florence, there are other imaginary cities, big 
Rivers and big virgin forests.  

He visits monasteries and he has an affair with a Christian monk. In order to make 
some money, he steals holy manuscripts. One of the manuscripts argues that God does 
not exist. It never existed. The monks of the monastery look for him around Europe. The 
monks want the manuscript back, but one of the monks wants to find him because he 
loves him!  
 
 
Greece, 324 BC 
 

The people of Chalcis, in ancient Euboea of Greece, invite Aristotle and his 
assistant there in order to find out why the waters change in the canal. Aristotle wanted to 
jump into the water, but his assistant did not leave him. The assistant is in love with 
Aristotle, but Aristotle has not time for him. Thus the assistant one day left for Europe.  
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In the Arab Middle Ages, an important Egyptian was invited at The Nile River to 
explain again why the waters change in its delta, his assistant is again in love with him. 
Thus the assistant one day left for Europe.  

In the Modem Ages, in America, again an important physician with his assistant, 
again the assistant is in love with him. Thus the assistant one day left for Europe.   

The assistant is about the same in the three cases, like being the same person but 
he is not. In the story, it will be developed the love between men which is very strong. 
But also, the love between the human being and the water.  

(Actually, I am now thinking that I have to write this story in memoriam, of my 
distant grandfather Aristotle).  

 

 
 
 

 
Mr. H.R., 

takes his two guests out for an  
Eight Course Meal 

 
                                                                        

   Three men walk around London, they are in Covent Garden. They catch a taxi. 
They take the lift to the last floor of the Hilton in Park Lane. They have a few cocktails, 
but they go to eat in the famous Japanese restaurant next to the Hilton. As Mr. H.R. says 
“It is the best in London, in Europe, in the whole world”. “Is it?” the guest asks. “Yes!’’ 
H.R. says with the voice of an expertise, “and it’s called Nobu. The actor Robert De Niro 
is a partner here!”  
 The guests look at the menu, but Mr. H.R. orders the drinks and the food. He 
orders for his guests, to experience the essence of chef Matsuhisa’s cuisine with the 
multi-course Omakase menu! 

On the table, the sparkling water arrives with bubbles full of gas, the champagne 
bottle arrives later, with gas, making the glasses full of yellowish micro balloons. 
 The first course the waitress explains. It is smoked salmon wrapped with 
asparagus in a sweet and savoury sauce, and in its bottom there is pink taramasalata with 
visible small eggs from a fish. On the top there are twenty small balls of black caviar. 
Divine taste from eggs to eggs here. 
 The second course. Here, there is crab, with chili and grilled with special herbs. 
Majestic taste, served on a thin piece of wood. 
 The third course. A creation of tuna in spinach sauce, and leaves of salad with 
coriander and a few drops of olive oil and lemon. 
 The fourth course. It seems that it takes time. But on the table shortly appears 
fried king prawns, wrapped in baby bamboo. They are placed in the middle of the plate 
with Nobu green sauce around it, and fifty salmon eggs in five different places. The eggs 
resemble small pyramids. 
 Mr. H.R. is very upset, he doesn’t like the fried prawns, and he passes all the food 
to his guest, the grandson of Aristotle, on his right. The guest loves to finish the food! 
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Mr. H.R. states “Terrible, very bad, extremely bad, so far only the service saves the 
fourth course and the day”. The waitress explains in royal detail every course on its 
arrival.  Mr. H.R. seems that he wants to touch the breast of the Japanese waitresses, 
examining the nipples. “The eccentric short man leaves the majestic taste for sex.” 
 The fifth course. For Mr. H.R. comes black cod wrapped in a baby bamboo leaf, 
grilled to a golden colour. For his guests, come pieces of duck with coconut in the 
middle, wrapped in the pastry hair of the Turkish kataifi. There are also two or three 
green vegetables and a green sauce. 
 They feel full. “Disaster!” Mr. H.R. shouts loudly in a high voice, and there are 
three more courses to follow. 
 The sixth course. On a bamboo leaf comes a piece of sea bass, tuna, sardine or 
they think is sardine skin and on it there are signs of  z, z, z’s like a Zorro chef has been 
employed, and a piece of egg omelette, asparagus pure, sushi with avocado, tuna and 
eggs, a row of tiny eggs, all wrapped in a slim slice of onion. Mad creations, which 
indicate the big artists working in the kitchen. 
 The seventh course. Finally, a soup appears in a brown deep bowl. Hot water with 
two wild mushrooms, three green bean seeds, and something else looking like a small 
brain, which is a dumpling with lobster inside. It is delicious, it is divine. 
 The guest on the right finishes all the food, and when he looks carefully again on 
the bamboo leaf, he sees a grain of rice. Nice, he eats also this grain of rice. The guest 
across from Mr. H.R., he stopped eating from the fifth main course. They wait for the 
eighth course, which is the dessert. When the guest across H.R. asks “What is it?” the 
waitress replies “I am not supposed to tell you sir!” This is fine then. This is an eight 
course lesson with eggs and seeds. The guests here have an eight course meal for first 
time in their life, and if they think of the money they will have to pay they won’t have it 
again. Mr. H.R., keeps complaining to every old woman he sees in the restaurant. Is there 
a possibility not to pay? The guests make jokes relating the price to the experience, the 
one-week wages spending per head, to the eggs per main course.  
 The last, the eighth course arrives! On the top, are seen passion fruits seeds, 
which look like eggs, and they had so many eggs during this meal. It looks like a mixed 
fruits puree in syrup and other fruits around with a scoop of ice cream! “Is it a puree?” 
the guest asks. “Yes. It is a fruit puree” the waitresses answer. On the top, there is a round 
piece of dried apple, and one piece of freshly cut apple, and again black kiwi seeds are 
found in the dessert spoons as soon as they try to eat it. 
 Even if the invited guests have to pay their share of the bill, and Mr. H.R. had to 
complain, this is one of the most majestic meals you could possibly have in the whole 
world. A meal back to eggs and seeds, which hide the beauty and the life on this planet, 
and give beauty and life always! This meal was a lesson from botany, biology and the 
zoology studies of Aristotle! 
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The old man  

Mr. Alexander Rozakis 

 
 

I am walking with the tall man and we have to choose one road between the two 
that appear in front of us.  
 “Which one do you know?” he asks me. 
 “This one” and I show him with my hand. 
 “Let’s take then, the one that neither of us know, we are lovers of the unknown, 
he says with confidence”. Are we lovers of the unknown on the surface of the earth and 
inside our soul?  We don’t know. We are walking slowly.  
 “It worries me, the marriage, could you help me?” I am a bit surprised by his 
sincerity, but I reply that I would make every possible attempt to help him. 
 “Bring me in contact with intellectuals, with the widow of the philosopher 
Castoriadis, because she might help!”   
  “I am pleased to see you are determined to act, despite the fact that you are a bit 
old. You are an old rooster, aren’t you?” the young friend wonders.   
 “Yes, because when I was younger, I was a bit shy and women were leaving me 
for younger men. Of course I had money and I was letting the time pass by”. The road is 
on a gradient, and this gives us some rest, and then he says, “On the opposite you are 
doing climbing”. We are walking, and suddenly, while we pass in front of an electricity 
pilaster, he reads the death notice of a lady! He is polite even in the death of a woman. As 
you can see from his look, when he sees the women passing, he adores them a lot. 
 We enter a bookshop; he falls in love with pens and books. A baby starts crying 
when it sees him searching the books on the shelves. He is more that 2 meters tall, with a 
black suit and a hat. I am next to him, and he says “I rate the books from their small 
size”. We are leaving without buying anything. He dislikes all the books of 160 pages 
and more. The books with 160 pages plus have to go to the garbage. 
 We sat to drink cold water. The matter of marriage still worries him. “As I already 
told you, few women in my life wanted me, but as soon as they could find younger men 
than me, they were leaving me”.  Maybe, he is  in a hurry to get married, before 
delivering his soul to God. I observe his Byzantine style hands; hands of a lord. He takes 
off his hat, and then a few white hairs winnow, like springs, or small iron filings that are 
magnetized by the sky. 
 “Who are your favorite writers?” I ask. 
 “I prefer the works than the writers, I hate the writers. What once impressed me in 
a book was the service from three cardinals in the Vatican City! Also The Red Lily of a 
writer that I forget his name, because his main actor took some candles and went to put 
them at the grave of Dante”, and he continues to talk after he drunk two glasses of water 
and actually he was ready to drink a third one. He waves his hand to the waiter for more 
water like a Nazi officer.  
 “I should tell to you, that Dante, he was calling your grandson Aristotle the 
master of those who know.”  
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  “Have you written anything?” I can see that he is a bit awkward with my question, 
because he prefers to discuss the marriage matter and wants to be helped. 
 “When I was younger I wrote an article about Napoleon Bonaparte, and a poem 
for the empress Sissy of Austria who had been killed by a maniac Italian anarchist with a 
knife.”   
  “I am so gland sir, you are a writer!” 
 “No, I am not, I told you I hate writers but I love books!”  
 We are discussing about places in Europe, origins of people, he impressively 
knows so many towns and villages, for a bureaucrat who enters names into catalogues 
and makes collections in the banks.  Shy and devoted to the state, to the bone, all his life. 
He was so devoted, that he forgot to catch a woman and marry her. For a state desk full 
of files, he crucifies the soul of a woman which is a whole library! 
 “Mr. Rozakis have you been travelling?” 
 “Yes, I have travelled a bit in Europe because I wanted to see women from 
different countries”. 
  “What gave you the biggest impression? Which women did you admire most?” 
  “It really impressed me, the country of Germany, with the orange sun. I was 
impressed by the German women because they had a strict view, and their mothers were 
in love with Hitler, but none of them liked me!” and he continues, “also very charming 
were the Italian women inside the theatrical spirit of the Catholicism”. 
  “What would you say about the ideologies of Hitler and Stalin?”  
  “I never got into politics. My ideology is dignity, and my small problems. Stalin 
and Hitler were the fridges of destiny.” 
  “I like your reply.”  
  “I am not quite sure, but did Stalin marry?” he asks with meaning. 
  “I don’t know”, I replied, while we stood up to go to a restaurant. All the time, I 
squeeze my mind to remember who he looks like. He looks  like  the American writer 
William Burroughs. I am thinking about the heavy writing that some writers do, and I tell 
him, but he says automatically “The huge ideas come up from simple writing, I hate 
Hegel.”   

He has forbidden himself to read newspapers that repeat the news. He allows 
himself only thoughts about women. He asks himself “Did I eat a lot? Did I drink a lot? 
Today I smoked one cigarette but I won’t smoke another one until the night”.  

We sat at the Byzantium restaurant. I served him water, next table to us the editor 
of the old newspaper Estia came. They brought him a boiled fillet of chicken with some 
cucumbers, while I have a grilled one with Green salad. Again, with a loud and strict 
voice he orders “two big glasses with ice” to the waiter. He eats slowly; a few of his teeth 
are already in the garbage. He is quiet, but suddenly he says “All the things have their 
advantages and disadvantages”.  
  “For the sex, the women?” 
  “Sex is good but with short duration. And the woman’s body is just a fantasy 
especially when it makes love”, he says and he waves his long hand with the expression 
of admiration. 
  “How? Have you had a lover, an affair?” 
 “No, I pay!” he says in quiet voice. He insists that I drink coffee with him. He 
stood up, ordering for me a black coffee, and taking a slice of bread from the basket. He 
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has the corner of the bread, and he tried to bite a piece with his teeth. Then, he starts 
cutting it into pieces with his hands. Small pieces of bread are falling on his trousers, 
blessing his penis. Flowers from crumbs are falling onto his fallen penis.  
 In a while we have to go. I feel that I tried not to discuss with him the marriage 
matter, so I am asking him now: 
  “Why, Mr. Rozakis, do you want to get married so badly?” He smiles, as soon as 
he hears my question. 
 “Because I have nobody, either a close or distance relative. I have many 
properties and I want a woman to inherit them”, and his voice becomes serious, “I don’t 
want to be inherited by the soil, the bank office. I wish I could find a young woman to 
have my child” and he continues, “I don’t want to be inherited by the soil!” 
  He is a tall old man, who is limping lightly on one leg. He doesn’t feel very well 
and he goes to the toilet. When he comes back I asked him how the art in the toilet was, 
“Average of stature”. He buys one book per day. I would love to inherit his books. But 
already he has been inherited by this portrait. I wish this portrait to be a female.    
 
 
 
 
 
 

A man asks:  
Why am I gay? 

 
                                                                          For Kurt and Eric 

 
You buy chocolates for a woman, but she wants flowers. You buy flowers for her, 

but she would prefer you to have brought her clothes. But if you are a gay man, you buy 
clothes only for yourself. In London, only gays are happy.  

If you kiss the woman, she thinks you are guilty of something. The woman’s soul 
is a big mystery. Women think that you must guess exactly what they want, and if you 
don’t succeed to guess exactly what they want, they will tell you “You don’t love me, 
you don’t understand me!”  

If you make her feel bored, she likes action. If you give her action, she says “Let’s 
watch television tonight”. You try all the time to make a woman happy, and she always 
says “You don’t give me attention!”  

If you say to a woman, “I know you very well”, she will reply “You don’t know 
me at all!” You buy red roses for her. She says “Don’t you know that I hate red roses? 
Thank you, but don’t buy me red roses next time, you can buy white ones”.  

Women should get married with women, and men with men. We can have lesbian 
and gay couples. I love lesbians and gays. Men also can put their sperm in a bank, which 
will be called “Society of Procreation”, and from there, women can get at it any time.  

You have to say “How pretty you are, would you like one more drink?” She wants 
to make love to you more than you do, but she cannot say yes easily. She says “What 
kind of girl do you think I am?” They start complaining all the time. A woman that does 
not complain is a man. Women say “Don’t do this to me” and they mean: “Do it to me!” 
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The advantage of marrying a man: “You can wear the same clothes, none will get 
pregnant, and if only one has got an erection, we can still have a big party”.  

 
 
 
 
 

A Woman’s hair story 

 
 

Not herself as she wants, but her “beauty” first will become a lawyer. At 
university, she is been taught justice and she teaches “beauty”. She has the longest blonde 
hair in the university. Her hair is the only sunshine around and across England during the 
winter. Hair, or better, straight lines full of mystery, seeing the electricity. Her hair 
teaches you how to see the sun without the need to close your eyes.  

A photographer with long hair is in love with her. She is his muse, but at each 
date for coffee, she is always late, or she doesn’t appear at all. He is waiting, his 
inspiration for one more time. She is not coming. She is washing, and probably brushing 
her hair. 

A long time passes by, she doesn’t have a relationship with anyone, and neither 
does the photographer. One day he tells her, “When you decide to cut your hair, I would 
like you to let me take you to a famous hair-dresser. I will pay the bill, and then, if you 
agree with the idea, I would like to take your cut hair.” After few weeks, she decided to 
have it cut, and she calls him. They arrange a new date and she is on time! Both of them 
are extremely happy! It is a kind of date, the hair will bring them love and luck. He is 
watching each movement of the hair-dressing, full of agony. After the hair-dressing has 
been completed, he pays, and he takes the hair. The golden hair looks great, he holds it all 
together with her golden scarf. They are happy, -especially the photographer, who is 
thrilled that he holds her beauty. He keeps in his hands the beauty which was touching 
the floor like a broom. The hairs were so long, down to the floor. 

The photographer returns home, and he disappears from the rest of the world. He 
doesn’t answer the postman; he doesn’t pick up the phone. The photographer is thinking, 
that even after changing the hair style, which she owed to him, she won’t respond to his 
love. And his love is big, a cocktail  made from logic and passion.  A cocktail filled with 
darkness and madness. He is sure about it, he senses it. And, the truth is, that at the 
beginning she liked him, but now, she has started hating him. She has regretted cutting 
her hair. When it was cloudy and windy, her hair was greeting, like Hitler’s salute.  

Today, she goes to his place because she wants to slap him. No one opens the 
door. She is so upset that she calls the police. She pretends to the police to be his 
girlfriend. The police enter the house and they find him hanging in the living room, from 
a noose he had made using her strong hair and her scarf! She sees the end of the 
photographer, screaming: Why! Why! Why! 

They had the same passion: Hair! Hair! Hair! Long hair, became the equal 
statement between men and women. 
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A Conference of Mosquitoes  
in Ferrara, Italy 

 
 

Notes from day one  
 

A mosquito is crying. He was too ambitious in his life. He did many things, but 
when the mosquito with which he was in love once said “We cannot be together, we tried 
but we cannot”, he felt so sad. Tears like stones and prawns. Pillows wet from rain and 
tears. Now, in the conference the mosquito gives a love speech “We, the mosquitoes, live 
and multiply when it rains, a few mosquitoes only dislike rain, but “my mosquito” liked 
rain more than any other I met in my entire life. Ladies and gentlemen, it was a madam 
mosquito. I loved that mosquito with a lot of feeling, I still love, and I will always love 
until my death”.  

Another mosquito, who comes from the Angel’s Grocery, is giving  out political 
ideas “We have got power; we must have free elections, common decisions in our 
societies. We are not too small. I declare war on the old mosquitoes. The old ones are like 
elephants, they don’t care!”  

One black mosquito, delivers a speech on his experience after his landing in a 
place, where a student was making a cigarette with weed. “Both the student and myself, 
we felt that we have the same rights in the world”, he said to me “Go to my girlfriend, 
she has got soft skin and no panties on!” I went, and all her body, it was for me. I was so 
hungry, and the only problem I had was, that every five minutes she was asking, “Piggy, 
is that you?” Piggy, I think it was his name.  

In every conference the major argument is “Which is the best blood, the Russian 
or the Canadian? The quality of the Russian blood varies according to the quality of the 
vodka or orange juice they consume. If the people are drunk we are drunk. The religious 
Muslims (alcohol free blood) can provide blood for our baby mosquitoes. The Indian 
blood is a curry dinner”. 

For the conference, the First Mosquito of Italy brought three barrels of fresh blood 
from the cemeteries of China. Tonight, the first day ends, and the mosquitoes will 
organize meetings on the bodies of the beautiful boys and girls of Ferrara.  
 
Notes from day two  
 

In the conference, as observers, have come a fly, an ant and a small bird. It is 
summer, and very hot since this morning. Many mosquitoes take off their clothes; some 
are laughing and a few leave for the seaside, or the cool stone-made Italian houses.  

The speech is now given by a red mosquito, which was born in Pakistan but now 
lives in Walthamstow in London. She says, that we are in the world to observe, and we 
have to learn from our mistakes, and the mistakes of humans. While everybody listens to 
her, they ask “Who is she? Who is Mrs. Red?” No-one seems to know her. “In a project 
which took place in Ghana, humans tried to find out why we multiply so quickly. They 
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found out our secrets, like that we can exist, even in the rainwater”. The Walthamstow 
mosquito continues “Allah, God blessed us to live everywhere without any state, having 
peace, and to be so active and noisy”. But she suggests with a brave voice “We have to 
fight doctors, because on behalf of medical reasons, they give so many medicines to 
humans which destroy the delicious taste of the human blood. That is the reason”, she 
says with meaning “We all use the term: medicine free blood!”  

They vote for the next First Mosquito before they close the conference, in order to 
know in which city the next conference will be held. There are three candidates: 
Mosquito Airlines saying that “it is time to hold the conference in the sky”, a mosquito 
from South Africa saying that “we have to help humans to stop all the wars and to 
develop Africa”, and the red mosquito from Walthamstow says ‘‘How we can live a life 
with simple things”. And, the winner is the red mosquito! They all admired her speech in 
her sweet voice.  
  
Notes from the end of the conference 
  
 They exchange business cards, kisses and they promise to see each other soon. 
Jou. Jou. Jouououou...Jouuu…Ouuuu… 
 
 
 

 
 

Knives, Forks, Cleaners  
and their God Speaks 

 
 

I have respect for madness and full people  
Many empty people means pain  
Many empty people around mean losing profit, losing madness  
 
I have respect for madness  
Only for madness, people use knives and forks to eat and not fingers 
You employ cleaners  
I have respect for knives and forks  
Knifes are sharp as people are nasty  
And I have respect for knives, forks and their cleaners  
And I hate people who show madness on cleaners  
 
I have respect for madness  
I have won in madness a knife, a pussy, a bless from God (meaning myself), a punch 
from a cleaner  
I have respect for madness  
My madness is on sale on earth, on Monday, when I am off from the sky 
 
I have respect for public and private madness  
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I have respect for sex madness  
But above all I have respect for management madness  
Eh! I say I have respect for the fucking madness!  
I save madness into the brain  
 
I have respect for mice madness at the bus station  
I have respect for the driver   
I cry at the bus stop outside the charity shop  
 
I have respect for all the things  
All the jobs  
All the lives and deaths  
All the cleaners, all the primes  
But I love dessert spoons    
I have respect for madness  
All the madness I see  
All the madness for shopping a piece of pizza you eat with fingers 
You need no knives, forks and cleaners 
 
Believe me I have respect for authorized madness  
United States of Madness  
Hospital Madness  
Courts Madness  
School Madness 
Library Madness 
Prison Madness  
And madness in families and relationships  
 
You need a massage, soap, a towel, a toothbrush  
You need no friends  
You need cleaners 
  
I am the cleaner of my brain, my body, my fork  
I am my servant  
I am their society 
  
I mad  
I fuck 
I grandson and God   
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The Master,  
the Lady and the Servants 

 
 

The master is big and 75 years old and the lady 70 years old. Their house is a 
private one, a church designed as house, so that, before employing a maid, they speak to 
her in order that she will be good, and not speak to men, because if she does she will lose 
her job. They got married three months ago and now all their children are upset. The 
master lost his wife and the lady lost her husband. At the wedding went only the children 
of the lady. After his decision to get married, his two daughters are not speaking to him 
anymore. His daughters stay in the two big houses next to his church, one on the right, 
and the other on the left. Between the houses and the church, there are locked metal doors 
now.  

These days are spent in Switzerland and they phone all the time to the newest 
maid Maria, saying “Do not let anybody enter the house”. Servant George is the driver. 
Servant Jimmy is the gardener. Nora, another maid, is the oldest in service, cleaning the 
house from dust, and she takes care of the lady’s bathroom. Maid Joanna is the cook. 

 The telephone in the big house is ringing again, and the master says to the maid 
Maria that she must be more careful on Monday with Joanna, because the son of the lady 
caught her being kissed by someone! The son told this to the lady, but in the past 
something happened again, with another man and they sacked him. Maid Joanna has been 
also caught stealing the lady’s underwear. The order from Switzerland is clear, on 
Monday, the Blue Room and the Pink Room must be locked. The eyes of the maid Maria 
have to police them like the Gestapo.  

Some time ago, they made the gardener Jimmy leave, and later to come back. 
Jimmy was also the gardener of the daughters’, but because of informing the daughters of 
what was happening in the master’s house, the master fired him.  

The new gardener that came at that time, made half of the flowers  die. And this 
made the master, as a great flower lover, to call Jimmy to ask him to come back. When 
he came back, the master’s daughters then fired him from their gardens. Jimmy has 
suffered a lot, because the master and his daughters made him feel like a ‘tennis ball’. 
One of the daughters, that the maid Maria saw today for the first time, she is like the cold 
waters, meaning, very beautiful.  

Nora and Maria feel that the master and the lady will ask Joanna to leave the job, 
so that they consider saying to both of them: “Please don’t employ another maid, we will 
do all the jobs ourselves, and you can pay us a bit more”. Poor Joanna, one time the love 
affair, one time the underwear of the lady that they caught her stealing. All these lead to 
losing her job. By wearing the lady’s underwear, she was becoming a lady also.  

The one level bungalow is very big, many living rooms with big tables, many 
collections on the walls. In the house, are found many expensive artistic objects. The 
warehouse is located under the ground, with lots of shampoos and hundreds of toilet rolls. 
And also many rooms. One whole room exits there, only for the bathroom towels, and 
one for the servants, when they have to sleep indoors. The servants, before they leave, 
they are obliged having a shower in order to enter society clean, happy and relaxed. The 
house is shining, the pink bathroom of the lady looks like a big room. A writer would 
love to stay to write in this house. The servants are running in the house when they are 
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not there. The servants play like small children full of joy. The servants use all the chairs, 
and they eat secretly from the master’s fridge cheese, okra stew, and fresh bread.  

For Nora, Maria, and still Joanna, the house is their responsibility, for Jimmy 
there are the big gardens and the swimming pool. All the windows, all the blinds, and all 
the doors are automatic. The servants do not seem to  
understand all this technology. If they press the buttons, the house start dancing, windows 
open, doors close. The roof, many balconies, and the swimming pool are made from 
white milky marble.  

A long time ago, one guest, while visiting went to the toilet and he came back 
after half an hour. When he left the house, the master went to the toilet to see what he had 
done. Then he was heard saying “Oh fuck! He used all the paper”.  

“The master”, the lady says, “sometimes is getting upset, if he sees a casserole 
with food, in a place in the kitchen he doesn’t like, and he says, “Turn it upside down, 
you have to do it Maria”. The lady advises the maid Maria, because she is new “If the 
master is upset, please don’t say anything, he will come back afterwards and he will say: 
I apologize”. When the plumber went to fix a pipe, they offered him a beer, and when the 
master called they told him. One beer  less in stock! 

The master and the lady look like two sweet babies. The maids, from time to time, 
they steal from small bowls some food, pieces of chocolate, and other things. It is good to 
offer it to their families or their friends, taste s of what the master and the lady taste every 
day. Home-made chocolate, and cheese from Switzerland. Always, taken in small 
portions. In a small bottle, which she might have taken empty from the master’s place 
with medicines,  she washes it, Nora puts some perfume from the master’s blue room for 
her father in the Philippines. At the same time, the lady and the master buy presents for 
their servants, from rings to shoes.  

A loud voice comes from the house: “Nora? Maria? Where are you? I want fresh 
tomatoes and a new shirt! Now!” The maids are running, one to peel tomatoes, one to 
bring the shirt. The master likes fresh peeled tomatoes, he eats many every day, and he 
changes three shirts a day.  

In the evening they catch a flight to Switzerland again! 
The lawyer in the morning calls Joanna, telling her, that she has to leave the job. 

The master also calls her saying: “I am sorry but you can’t follow me to Switzerland, to 
make breakfast for me”. Joanna owes the master £2,000. She has also stolen an iron. She 
broke a very expensive glass ornament on a table in the living room. Nora told the lady 
yesterday, but the lady prohibited her telling the master, in order not to make him sad. 
Joanna, as it seems, she was stealing, and she was not very modest. The maids above all 
must be modest; their body must not be seen. Joanna many times showed her legs to the 
master, but the master didn’t respond.   

They all now think about the iron that Joanna stolen. How? When? How? When? 
Why did the driver or the gardener not see it? Why did this happen? The man that Joanna 
was kissing was the driver, so that he calls  the master today in Switzerland and says to 
him: “If you sack her, I will kill myself!” The master is getting red and upset. It is not a 
small thing, if his driver kills himself, it will be a failure for the master also. On the other 
hand, the only sure thing is his money, which grows daily. He owns land in mainland 
Greece where aluminium is mined and manufactured, and he gets dollars in his account 
in Switzerland. What happens with the servants keeps him alive. The lady already told 
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him this afternoon: “If the maid won’t leave, I will leave”. They had a fight about the 
servants in Athens, and all Switzerland listened to them.  

The maid Maria, after the new order, sends the driver to Switzerland with a 
suitcase full of their clothes. Maria forgets to put underwear for the lady. “Oh! God!” 
Maria says, “the lady will be upset with me”. In the evening, the master is sick and he 
calls Maria, who has got a family with two children, but she knows what the master has 
to eat in order to get well soon. Maria says to the master: “Boil some rice and make some 
soup”. And the master says: “We don’t have rice here; next time put in my suitcase a bag 
of rice”. There is no rice in Switzerland!  

Perhaps yesterday, when the plumber called Jimmy to confirm if he can do the job 
in the swimming pool, Jimmy called the master in Switzerland. The master said: “Wait to 
ask God” and the master is heard to say: “God, do I have time to do it?” “Yes! There is 
time, plenty of time!” he answers imitating the heavy “Voice of God”. Like this, they 
decide together, the master and the gardener for the plumber to fix the swimming pool! 

 The driver arrives in Switzerland, and he says in person: “If you sack her I will 
kill myself, I think I love her!” The master says: “What do you love idiot? You have to 
love only me. I am your master; you have to listen to me. Get lost now!”  

In a Swiss street, someone manages to steal the master’s briefcase full of cash and 
bank cards. His world is lost, at the same time, the lady is very happy and while she is 
staying at home, she calls the maids telling them to open her drawer and take four satin t-
shirts as present. When Maria and Nora have no job to do, they open the suitcases, they 
search the warehouse. Drawers with shoes, drawers with white shirts. Maria asks herself, 
“will the master keep all this when he dies?” They count the suitcases that are left in the 
warehouse, in order to find out how many they took with them. They took five with them, 
plus the extra that was sent with the driver. They will bring back 6 suitcases, full of dirty 
clothes. 

 Their wedding present for the guests was a wooden pen with their names. Their 
ages are different to the ones that the servants thought. The lady is 72 and the master is 
65! This may be the reason why the daughters became upset, age wise the lady is the 
boss. 

They all do their jobs, the ‘master as God’ can sees them from Switzerland. They 
clean, they wash, and they clean again the clean house. Maria has got stress, because 
when they come back she has to take care of the cooking. The food must be delicious 
without salt, pepper, herbs, oil and other things. How? God, how can it happen? Nora 
takes today to her husband a wallet of the master’s, only to see it, and to take it back to 
the drawer tomorrow.  

In the swimming pool none can swim. Even if the master and the lady are absent 
for days, the servants must clean it, but not swim. The house is clean but none can enjoy 
it. The gardener, the master twice called him a plant, takes off his shoes and put his 
fingers in the warm water. It is such a nice day. He sees birds take their bath and relax. 
Later, he threw into the water the plumber’s assistant. When the fat cat is not there, the 
mice have great fun.  

The gardener is cleaning today with water. The master gets upset if he sees any 
leaves around. He believes in perfection, and this medieval ex-church, is more of a 
medical clinic! The maids have anxiety for the return of the lady. Nora and Maria, they 
lose their brain so much, they also had an argument, and as a result they don’t speak to 
each other. Now things are even worse. In a few hours, the master of the servants will be 
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back. Maria has to cook for tonight, with mince, meat balls and vegetables in the steam. 
Will the lady and the master kiss the servants when they come back? The house was 
theirs for many days, but now they have to give it back to the owner.  

The master returns by the back door in order to see what the servants do. If they 
have nothing to do, at least they have to read a book or a newspaper. The short Nora uses 
a ladder in order to clean the windows. The master sees the servants cleaning. “Did you 
clean the cars?” he asks but none answers. And after a while, the master turns on the 
lights in the garage, and turns, one by one, to all the cars. The lady did not come yet, thus 
the servants can do less work in the house. Tonight, before they finish, the master will 
pay them. When Jimmy gets his money he says: “It is nice to listen to a brick of money”. 
The master gives money; the master gives away the profit from his mining places. They 
came from Switzerland, and in five days they will leave for Corfu for about one month. 
“Thank you all, also I have to announce that Joanna has left us”, the master said. The 
master that gives job to people, he also loves the country. In his garden there is a flag of 
the country and a big, sitting statue of Aristotle, like the one in the University of Freiburg 
in Breisgau. The statue has, written on the base, his name in Greek, Αριστοτέλης. 

The master has got a sweet face and one of his eyes is a bit bigger than the other. 
It is a nice morning. He wears a uniform with paint on, and is checking the batteries in 
the cars. All the cars have open fronts, looking like they put their tongues out for their 
master. The lady later opens the door of her room, and she asks for a filter coffee and 
orange juice, to be delivered in the garage, to enjoy it with her husband. The lady goes to 
Maria and asks: “Do you know what Joanna did when I wasn’t here?” “No, I don’t 
know” Maria replies. “She was going to the master touching him in his trouser, and she 
was begging him to open it”, the lady says. “Oh my God!”, Maria says surprised for her 
ex-colleague.  

The master loves to give nick-names to his staff. He prefers names of famous 
actors. The master is again upset, he sees Maria in the kitchen, and he tells her to go 
away. After two minutes, he calls her back. The lady, being a perfect fox, does not say 
anything. Another time, he says to Nora and Maria: “If you stay ten years with me, you 
will leave with money from here”. At the dinner, the master eats a lot and he doesn’t feel 
well after. The lady on the other hand, she has not eaten bread for the last ten years, but 
she eats pills for her memory.  

While the driver is crying in the car because he misses Joanna, the master is heard 
to say loudly: “I will rape you all, I pay you lazy people”. The driver leaves and goes to 
the dry-cleaner. Maria leaves the job on the spot saying nothing. Nora goes to her 
husband. Jimmy leaves the job for  the third time. The servants are leaving. The servants 
are so fed up, without even saying goodbye to each other. The lady smells that something 
is going on, she can’t find the servants around and is heard, saying loudly for first time: 
“Stop, stop speaking like this. The servants left, no-one is here!”   
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The pink Man 

 
 

 He is the man, who is able to cross London by following the track of the 
underground, and when he returns home, he will drink a spoon of oil in order to make his 
blood slip easier in the arteries. He can explain how the brain works, by saying that the 
brain has its own plumber and electrician, but those professionals are most of the time 
drunk and they cannot repair the damage.  
 He is the type of man who cannot find a porno magazine. It took him half an hour 
to find out that the porno magazine he looked at was not the same as the others, and in the 
end he didn’t buy it. If you visit him at his work place, he will pretend that he doesn’t 
know you, because he doesn’t want to give any food for rumors to his boss. He has a look 
that you cannot imagine. The look of a lover from the 1930’s. He can accept becoming an 
alarm clock, and to pass your house every morning to wake you up. He keeps himself 
informed, by the yellowing pages of old newspapers of the previous century.  
 In the evening, a pigeon with one leg, and the other leg like a stick, looks at him 
while he is trying to fix a watch, he and says to the pigeon “The mechanism of the watch 
is very similar to the one of society. One small gear is like a mini ministry. I believe that 
society is slipping, but never the clock”. 
  His face becomes pink, he wears a pink shirt. His lips are pink. His penis is a 
pink instrument. He looks at it at night, in front of the mirror, he measures it, and he 
thinks of it as cannon of the artillery that explodes white munitions. He says “The size of 
the erection is so big, but I don’t know if it is getting bigger when I make love. It takes 
the shape of a Venetian arch or hump and it goes a bit on the left like it turns in a 
motorway”. The penis is the farmer who takes the sperm from the two bags and he drops 
it.   
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Beautiful Londinium 

 
                                                                           This portrait was written for a magazine in Athens  

 
Beautiful Londinium. Londinium was the first name of London which started as a 

market town, over the Thames River, or perhaps the name of the first small seller that 
sold his goods on a pavement for a little capital in his wallet. New blood never stopped 
coming here. Young children from all the villages of the English colonies, brought with 
them culture, civilization and holy books. London today is beautiful in all the colours!  

 
 
Red London 
 
 London is red. While you are walking on the streets you see red buses, red 
telephone boxes and red post boxes. Red is also the colour of passion and sex, which is 
plentiful here after all the drunkenness in the English pubs. Red is the passion for 
football, and perhaps red was the passion for tea time. East  London is red, it is the place 
where the poor classes live or, better, used to live. Red also has to do with the propensity 
that Londoners have to meet their friends on a regular basis. They even colour the bus 
lanes in the roads red, in order to make the buses run faster. Red is also the colour of the 
Central Line on the Underground system, and in tints of red are also the bricks with 
which the London houses have been built.   
 
Yellow London 
 
 Yellow London is the interesting London. Old houses in which ideas were born, 
tight roads designed in order for horse carriages to pass. There are restaurants with 
cuisines from all the corners of the planet. There are bars with eccentric wines and spirits. 
The famous nation of beggars, who while they beg money, read the Financial Times. 
Yellow golden is also the beer in the famous pub pints.  
 In yellow London, I should not omit, like one friend told me, the big Asian 
community. You can see almost everywhere traditional Chinese with eyes that close like 
they have been stoned from heavy drugs in China Town, and small yellow businessmen 
that helped the City to recover.  
 
Blue London 
 
 Blue London is the artistic London, with the many museums and the uncountable 
galleries. Every road in the city centre has one round blue tile, with the name of a famous 
person written on it, like the one of Karl Marx in Soho. I hope one day, they can put one 
for me in Covent Garden, the area that great men have lived and worked. The likes of: 
Thomas de Quincy, Charles Dickens, Pablo Picasso and Oscar Wilde. (The tile, it can say 
at least The grandson of Aristotle used the toilet here!)  
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 A few months ago, I had been to the new Tate Modern and the blue colour was 
the dominant one. Blue is the colour that dominates in the arts, and is the preferable 
colour of many artists.  
 
Green London 
 
 Green London is the London of the parks and the trees which are full of squirrels. 
It often rain in London, makes the green of the parks very light and relaxing. To the 
parks, we also add the house gardens. Gardens are part of the English life style together 
with charity shops and pets.   
 
Black London 
 
 Black London is the London of the taxis, and of the many black people from 
Africa and the West Indies. The old taxis encircle London with their haughty drivers, 
who know every half-cigarette small street in the town.  
 In the city there are many black people who usually walk slowly, talking on the 
mobile with an Englishwoman.  In time, they get good jobs, with good money. 
 London is black from pollution, a part of the urban landscape is that there are 
many chimneys.  
 
Orange London 
 
 Orange is the London that is full of demands, communications, meditations and 
rush. The train workers wear orange uniforms. Orange is the colour of the Orange mobile 
telecom, orange is the colour of Easy Jet, easy everything, and easy rent-a- car of Stelios 
from Cyprus.  
 Orange is the holy colour of Buddhism and it is also the colour of all the yoga and 
teach yourself systems and philosophies.  
  
White London 
 
 White London is cosmopolitan London. White is the colour of leadership and of 
fame. Stars from Hollywood, businessmen, bankers, pass with white limos and white 
eccentric shoes. A limo can be rented even for one builder for his birthday day. Big white 
bags are seen on the hands of many women, with expensive shoes, clothes, belts. From 
time to time, the snow makes the entire city white – crystallized, and then the city is so 
beautiful.  
 
Grey London 
 
 Grey London is the conservative London with isolation, the rain and the dark 
weather. As if by magic, the rain falls even in the mid-day, the drops have inside them 
darkness while they are coming from the sky. 
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  The new underground stations of Jubilee Line are grey, the steel and the cement 
are grey. The pylons that keep the cables of the trains in the air are also grey. The asphalt 
in the streets is grey, as well as many statues that are grey. 
 
Pink London 
 
 Pink London is the London of the gay and lesbians. When I am asking the taxi 
drivers, they say that they are their best customers, the restaurateurs will say the same. 
Certainly many bosses in catering say: “Special care to all of them”. Gays earn two 
salaries together, they have no children, and they wear the same clothes and generally are 
the only people in London with economical comfort. Pink London takes a big part in all 
the decisions, and at the same time many gay men work 50 or 60 hours per week. The 
singer Boy George said once: “Since I was young I was the pink sheep of the family!”  
 In London, the family men will also paint in a pink colour the room for their 
daughter. The office secretaries will use mostly a pink highlighter in their documents, as 
well as, in big street advertisements, the background is black but the big letters, like: 
“Better ideas for business” are in pink. 
 

 
These are the beautiful Londiniums. In other words, in London there is a total 

magical mess. Touch any colour you want. You can also become a part of that colour. I 
collected a little of each colour for you, and I wrote, in a way, for people, streets, life 
styles, trends, libido and ambitions. 
 
 
 
 
 

Horses 

 
 

An ancient warrior took out the eyes of a big horse and automatically he lost his 
sight himself. A God protects horses, a smiling God, when he sees them running in the 
fields. A God watches a big black horse running over the hills, and at the end of the hill, a 
white horse looks so beautiful and overpowering while rearing on its back two feet only.  
 The first men and the first women, made some friends in nature. Those were the 
dog, the sheep, the horse, the chicken, the cow and the goat. But the horse took an 
exceptional position in the hearts of all. The horse shows respect for man. If you fall from 
it, the horse feels it, and it stops to come back to you. Before the industrial era, all 
transportation was based on the horse. 
 All the saints had a horse. All the kings had a horse. All the good farmers had a 
horse. All the people had a dream with a horse. All the people had the horse as an 
aesthetic value and symbol. All the soldiers in wars had horse meat with wolf meat for 
lunch, in order to develop instincts for fighting and power. All coal mines had mini-
horses in them, in order to carry the coal out. All horses walk with four legs, and make 
love with five.   
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While motion and the beauty in the air is the eagle, the water has the dolphin, and 
on the ground is the horse first, and the human being second. (Orwell categorized the 
animals in the book Animal Farm (1945) as: ‘Four legs good, two legs bad.’)  

The horse is a lesson for freedom and a lesson for madness. We can’t even 
imagine nowadays the quality of the feeling from a man towards the horse. The horse is a 
lesson for hairdressers and for sports. A horse’s shoe symbolizes good luck, usually given 
to newly marrieds, as wedding present for luck.  

A horse is a classical visual image. Imagine it red.  
 
 
 
 
 

The London Underground 

 
 The Underground is a world made of reconnected tubes, of steel pieces. It is a 
melted technology into forms. The Underground is like our arteries and our veins. Maybe 
the people, who circulate inside, are the blood components, and the ticket is the blood 
type they belong to. Quite often the Underground is an exhibition of open books, 
newspapers and women’s legs.  
 Wherever the blood cannot come up or down easily, there is the moving staircase. 
The Underground, a rainbow inside the earth, shown on a stylized map that has become a 
recognized design classic, someone once wrote. Twelve different colours–coded lines, 
airline airways inside the earth. The Underground is full of cameras, but the times that it 
will take a photo are very few. Movement and life inside the light, and inside the earth. It 
is also a radioactive area, passengers that use it will die sooner. The electricity inside the 
tunnel creates magnetic fields and huge power. The Underground is soil, in the forms of 
different metals, plaques, pieces of art, posters, tracks, shoes and underwear. 
 Every big city has its own metro. Moscow’s metro is full of painted windows and 
mosaics, and in the station with the many domes, Stalin & Co celebrated the anniversary 
of the October Revolution during World War II. During that war, in London, almost 200 
babies were born inside the tunnels. The Underground was a big bed at that time, as many 
pictures show. 
 It is a perfect technical work, an engineering achievement, the pre-angel of the 
greatest engineering achievement of the 20th century, the Eurotunnel. As lovers of the 
Underground we name the cleaners, mechanics, painters, train drivers, station managers, 
station assistants, ticket sellers, wallet thieves, but also the mice.  
 On Friday and Saturday nights, alcohol transforms its passengers into open bottles 
of beer and whisky. All the system, is then drunk, and it smells  of alcohol. Ladies and 
gentlemen and mice, don’t be afraid of these comments. The Underground is better 
avoided at the peak times.  
 If the Underground becomes a DNA piece, it would be, for sure, the one which 
determines the laugh. The Underground is also a unique DNA exhibition of the whole 
world, a conference of DNA in this high-tech cemetery. 
 We admire the Underground with all our senses apart from the taste, while its 
mice admire it with the taste too. One day, it will be closed down, because no one work 
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can last forever, and then we would admire it through the photos of my friend Evi. It 
must close down. (Nothing lasts forever; it is also our Aristotelian family motto). 
 
 
 
 
 

Sand Desert 
 
 

The desert is the place where both body and brain are parched. When the brain 
contemplates the seeming infinity of the grains of sand, the stomach shrinks with 
pleasure. Deserts could be defined as places where infinity is concentrated, from the 
number of electrons twirling inside the body of a scuttling spider to the number of seeds 
waiting for a few drops of liquid in order to grow and blossom, to the view of the stars 
above its clear skies, to, of course, the ubiquitous grains of sand. Life seems to 
concentrate itself around the oases but in reality it is only suspended in anticipation of 
water. Around the well where the camel slurps his drink and knocks over a bucket with a 
clumsy nudge, there a few days later, shoots of green will sprout.  

Put us in a desert and within moments we are hankering for water. But all the beer 
in Belgium is useless if it is not next to us when we need to slake our thirst. In the 
absence of liquid, our thoughts turn towards our own self worth and our innate solitude. 
The prophets were driven to have visions in the wilderness. They wandered as exiles with 
scorpions and snakes as company. The sands of the desert have forced desert dwellers to 
practice circumcision. The wind blowing across the sand has formed the noodle curls in 
the Arabic script. The city dwelling numbers had walls to protect them from the wind's 
ferocity. A thermometer in the desert is driven to schizophrenic psychosis by the push 
and pull of the hot and cold of day and night. The desert border says to a nonchalant 
camel “Cross me or your dead body, let it make a grave in me!” The camel, oblivious of 
the desert's vast expanse always accepts the challenge. The haughty camel, nose in the 
air, ignores any threat that the infinity of sand can issue. Sunsets glow mauve over 
sweeping dunes. Calm spreads over sky and sand. A scorpion that, by the way, has no 
need to drink from a well for up to two years, leaves its dainty tracks across the slope. 
And still the camel ignores the desert's glory.  

Our planet changes shape every day. The sweep of the Earth’s orbit is an artist's 
brush. Sand without the friction of the sea has as its intimate friend the wind to lay gentle 
furrows on its brow. To view those furrows generates nostalgia for the thunder of broken 
waves on the sea shore, but here in the desert, the long dried up waves beat no more. The 
kind wind has laid the raw materials for a clepsydra factory, lying ‘infinitely’ available in 
gently sloping dunes. We must remember that the raw material for the production of 
mirrors is sand, so of course deserts make us look at ourselves. And yet we do not notice 
how time changes our faces from day to day.  
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Texts 

 
                                                                    For the lecturer Santy Theodosi 

 
A text can be written on many materials, from white marble to a yellow piece of 

paper. If you look around, the world is full of big or small texts. All the texts give us a 
kind of information, a fantasy, and they express feelings.  

The texts are words. The words made up from symbols with the help of tools, 
pens and printers. And the text is made up from sentences. It is good that every sentence 
examines a new point. Without a problem, we can have sentences without a point, and 
even a meaning.  

Texts are found on monuments, and show us that in ancient Greece the words had 
harmony and mathematical structure within a sentence of a text. Texts are also the holy 
books, which were formed after the deaths of Jesus, Muhammad (peace be unto Him), 
Buddha and others.  

Texts exist everywhere. The heart is a text for the person we love. The faces of 
the Swedish women, and the Algerian men are very big texts. Let’s say, the newspaper is 
the paradise for daily big or small texts. The libraries are full of texts in a book shape. 
(The libraries are the hospitals of the books.) The rich houses are full of Slav manuscripts 
on the walls. The public places, streets, or toilets are full of texts with use instructions. 
The world is a text. 

Almost every house has got a text now, like a cooking book, a college book, or an 
adult French storybook. The book is an exotic place you walk with your eyes. Books like 
Romeo and Juliet (1597) (real) and ‘The Cow in the Opera’ (imaginary). There are many 
libraries in the world, public or private. As an example you take from the library the book 
The Correspondence of Sandor Ferenzci and Sigmund Freud (1993), on page 328-330, 
where Ferenzci talks about the case of a little boy who was bitten by a rooster when he 
tried to go into a poultry cage, “The little boy was bitten on his penis which made him 
afraid of roosters and chickens.” The boy and the rooster, will stay forever in history 
through the text. The books are either funny or difficult. If we open a love letter-text of 
Einstein, we read what he once wrote “Recently, I washed my hair by myself, but, 
without any big success!”  

Texts are full of mistakes of any kind, grammatical or syntactical. (Like my own 
texts, if you don’t mind my saying!) There are mistakes in their ideas also. (My own texts 
have no mistakes in their ideas!) Many philosophical texts were translated from one 
major language to another, with mistakes in the meaning of their ideas.  

Many people are paid by libraries to protect the books that are held by the library. 
These are the ‘Servants of Knowledge’, the modest guardians of the alphabet. If you meet 
any difficulties, you can always ask the librarians with the big bodies who will be very 
pleased to assist you. Of course, the person who organized knowledge, and allowed 
libraries to exist, is not any other than Aristotle.  

The bigger a modern newspaper is, the sicker the modern society is. Commenting 
on the activities of humans in sports, arts, and politics. The texts have got prestige, 
because many people know how to read them. We are in a kind of existence, because of 
the texts around us. The texts make some people less barbarous.  
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Texts? Please don’t create more texts. Many things have been said and analyzed 
in history. If there is a reason to write a new text now, please do it uniquely, and keep it 
in electronic form, show it on screens, and sell it as an e-book. Please don’t use paper. 
Make the texts small and funny.  

The texts will stay always flocks from words. Flocks from brains!  
 
 
 
 
 

The eyes that look 
 at the Tower of Pisa 

 
 

 Other eyes can see the Tower straight and other eyes more slanting. The eyes get 
impressed because they see a Tower that has bent, defying the laws of physics. It is a 
Tower that supports the environment against the pollution that the humans have caused, 
so that it feels sad. 
 The eyes ask: “Do we feel dizzy? Is it going to collapse? It is not going to 
collapse?” The eyes express wonder, curiosity and fear, while they watch the Tower 
without stability. It is so slanting, likes the man’s penis, whilst losing its erection, little by 
little. A civil engineer would say: “No, it is not slanting, but it is different than the other 
Towers.” In the end it will collapse. An eye argues that it has to collapse soon! (Nothing 
lasts forever.) 
 A dog looks at the Tower with a vacant stare, and a mosquito calculates the 
degrees. Someone, who is standing at the side, is bending, looking at it with a stare of 
suicide. Another eye, is wondering how it is still standing. A stare full of electrons 
examines the foundations, and it says that they hadn’t been established properly from the 
beginning. 
 I wonder, what would be the look of those people who had worked so hard to 
build it, if they were looking at it now. Maybe they would prefer it slanting, as it is now, 
because, if the Tower was straight, then it wouldn’t be famous, and even, as they say in 
Greece, it’s own mother would hardly know it. 
 The man, who has one of his leg 5cm shorter than the other, can see it straight. 
 If they manage to get it straight, either we will continue to see it as slanting, or the 
whole of Italy will turn out to be slanted. To all those who are trying to get it straight, our 
answers are, that we will keep pushing it to get it even more slanting.  
 
 
 
 

 
The Larynx of Maria Callas 
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When you hear a cockerel, you say, “Good God, what a fine cockerel that is, how 
wonderfully he crows!” Maria Callas was a female cockerel.  

Her larynx was the reason for her perfection as a singer. She possessed notes that 
were those of a violin, of a guitar, of a saxophone. It was as if her voice was, for her, a 
wishing well, into which she threw gold coins.  

Her larynx began from the great warehouse of creation where all larynxes are 
created. It became the most cerebral but wild of all larynxes, so much part of Callas’ 
being that it was totally under, yet beyond her control; indeed part of her brain. Her voice 
toppled buildings. It was a voice that made not only humankind but also mountains, seas, 
trees, flowers, forks and giraffes bow down. Her larynx had the ability to ascend a 
staircase on its own. Her voice had the effect of shifting planets out of their orbits. God 
twirled the clouds and the ether in heaven in response.  

Every cell in her larynx had been awarded a doctorate, while Onassis' 
spermatozoa were busy studying for a bachelor’s degree. Her larynx preened itself and 
sat up straight before she opened it and when she spoke in a normal voice it was as if one 
was listening to both military marches and church hymns at the same time. Her orgasmic 
moments resembled the Funeral Speech of Pericles. Her larynx was a tenth, Dionysian 
muse.  

One wonders if the sound of her urine issuing out of her and hitting the porcelain 
(it must have produced such a magnificent aria) did not begin to make her larynx feel 
jealous. When Callas died in Paris scientists were very interested in examining her larynx 
but were specifically forbidden from doing so by the dictates of her will. Her laryngeal 
genes had the structure of an amplifying honeycomb. She raised her voice in Italy and all 
London listened to her. Her voice still reverberates in the ether. Her larynx still, after all 
automatically adjusted her intake and out-takes of breath.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Poison of Socrates 

 
 

Socrates drank his cup of hemlock. With him both his philosophy and his truth 
drank poison. One wonders what the cost of such poison was at that time?  But, in any 
case, the Athenian state was ready to pay, whatever the price.  

Let us imagine that Socrates’ poison was poured into a simple terra-cotta beaker, 
shards of which lie nowadays for tourists to trample on as they walk around the Agora in 
Athens, but he knew that it was the contents of the cup and not the cup itself that 
mattered. He considered it as some humorous liquid. He thought with cynicism, (by the 
way the Cynics had not yet arisen as a school of philosophy; but Socrates managed to 
think cynically before the creation of cynicism) “While I am dying, I'll write my first 
text; my death will be a piece of my life-work; what good luck it is to drink it, at least I'll 
always be famous”. Yes! To decide to die, when you can escape, are public relations. 
Maybe this is why someone said that Socrates is the Lenin of antiquity. And in the end, 
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the downfall of the Soviet Union was caused by its public relations apparatus being seen 
as a dose of poison for the ordinary populace. But in any case, before he drank it, 
Socrates for sure had a little discourse with his poison, maybe from sheer egoism as he 
wanted to teach it something or because there was no one else in the room to talk to, not 
even a good-looking young male nurse to hold his hand in his last dying moments.  

Almost as soon as he drank it, his eyes will have glazed over, as do the eyes of a 
bull when confronting the red cloth of a matador, or those of a girl who is faced for the 
first time with the sight of blood corning out between her legs. One of his eyes resembled 
that dot of light we see when a television is switched off while his other, well, it was like 
a computer being switched on. The password for the program in Socrates’ brain will 
never be known.  

Socrates’ poisoning was a tragedy for Plato and for his ideas on politics, ethics 
and the issue of trust in the democratic process. Plato’s views were poisoned. But not 
Aristotle’s views. Yet, always each philosopher contains the reaction to his work within 
his own writing; each has to receive a rebellion from the next generation. But at least the 
horror of Socrates’ death set Plato writing. Such a clever little dose of poison it was that 
pushed so many philosophers to pick up their pens and write to build up a wall of works, 
to be a bulwark against their suffering the same fate as Socrates. Maybe in a way he is 
still standing all philosophers “from his time to ours” a little sip of his hemlock.  

The poison of Socrates was the price that Wisdom paid. Wisdom fully developed 
in the works of Plato, and above all Aristotle. 
 

 

 
 

The Fallen Angels 

 
 

 There are only prostitutes and gays, someone says who claims that  he knows a 
lot, and he is a philosopher. An English woman brings a few prostitutes in the living 
room of ‘the brothel House.’ The men that wait in the reception room don’t like the 
women and say “No, no, I am sorry, but not for us.”  

The women that work in brothels say “We are not prostitutes; the prostitutes are 
on the street.” The muscles of their bosom are dancing, like being in a club with very 
loud music. These are the muscles that lift up heavy weights, like the arms do. These are 
the muscles which create the society in this brothel’s reception room, inside the hotel. 
 There are prostitutes, who are so glad to make love, and there are those who are 
indifferent. The mess of pleasure. The power of pleasure. All these penises, when they 
rising up, they become the wire netting of the fence of the hell of Dante. The fence of the 
nine circles of hell. The sights and the laughs in the brothel smell sperm. The males put 
these ‘Fallen Angels’ in the brothel, the males ‘use’ them, and the males ‘forget’ about 
them very soon. This is a sad story at the bottom hell of this society.  
 You see mirrors on the walls, posters with naked pictures, comfortable chairs, 
white and red lights, and a pink shepherd’s cloak on the muse’s hand while she enters the 
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room. Her womb is been rented for 15 minutes. One after the other, the males pours out 
their sperm. The vagina of the female is the vagina of the earth too. The sperm enters into 
the body-earth, and becomes white marble. From white marble are the bones and the 
sculptures of many men.  
 In the brothel, people, before exchanging pleasure, exchange money, sad actions 
when they are joined together. You rent a body of a human being for 15 minutes, or 
better say, you rent the muscles of the bosom. In here the Chinese gives birth to the rice 
field. The Italian gives birth to the monastery. The English gives birth to the port. The 
Japanese gives birth to the business. The German gives birth to the army. The Jew gives 
birth to the university. 
 The muscles of the bosom say: “We are the bank cashier, the males deposit their 
erection. The interest is been arranged according to the length of the penis in 
centimetres”. Women are the banks of our times. But women should be the heroes of our 
times. When they make love, they don’t take off the high heels, they think about their 
jobs for the following morning, and when someone needs lots of time to pour out, they 
swear at them from their insides.  
 One tall thin prostitute, walks like a muse condemned to death in a sex camp. The 
owner’s ‘sexual obsessions’ master the camp here. All the prostitutes are looking for the 
owner’s ‘sexual obsessions.’  The owner is ordering them violently and wildly. Many 
males have in the brothel their favourite woman, one man that couldn’t find a woman 
made one of them his girlfriend.  

 Prostitutes have souls too, before they start work, they pray to God, and during 
their breaks, tears roll down from their eyes. Factory muscles at the beginning, and the 
end of the day. Many prostitutes are from Romania, Ukraine, Russia and Poland. Many 
prostitutes are from broken families.  
 I am asking for a prostitute by name, but she is very busy with the ‘penis of a 
regular customer.’ In the small brothel, if all the penises rise up, you can hardly pass 
through. Many men wait to use these women, nobody would really like to marry one of 
them. In the big brothel, they make noise, so the manager gets out and says “Quiet! 
Quiet! The customers inside cannot pour out! Be quiet, gentlemen”. This is business, let’s 
be professionals. 

 There are many ‘Fallen Angels’ in the brothels around the cities, as well as there 
are many men without girlfriends. 
 Today there are not any strong loves, and the brothel transforms the enter-exit into 
an economic action. The males must be careful while they are going up the staircases of 
the brothels, because they might fall down and break their penis, their soul. 
 These are the ‘Fallen Angels’ serving all the fallen men. These are the secret 
darlings in the life of men. These are also the ‘Rising Angels of Society.’ 
   

 
 
 

 
 

Bums 
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I saw once a bum which had the shape of a heart and the underwear was visible. 

That bum inspired me to write this text. We all have bums, some show it more, and others 
show it less to their friends, or on the national media. Nation’s media and people’s eyes 
have made the bum a subject of desire. Beauty also goes through the bum, without a bum 
people would not be important.  

What does your grand-mum think about bums? I will tell you that she can think of 
the bums of statutes, and those of cars. She will think of sexual positions, but she won’t 
say it. She will think of the toilet, that during winter is very cold. She may add that the 
bum is the pillow of kidneys, liver, and the genital area.  

Sizes? There are many sizes from small, to medium, to large and ‘bloody huge’, 
which means, that not a single chair or armchair is enough. I think you have seen this. 
But please, no worries. People prefer a big bum to  a small bum, that’s what a Nigerian 
friend told me once. The size, of course, depends on the distance from which you observe 
a nice bum. It is nice to see a bum which walks away from you. There are some bums 
that, the more you try to contact them, the more they go away. Plus, mostly, women buy 
underwear according to the position of the fats on the bum. All women hope to lose some 
kilos there.  

An Arab proverb says “If you kiss ass don’t complain about the wind”. In bums 
there is a drainage and history. As an example, Stalin wrote everything on his ass, ideas 
and friends. For every cell in his ass, a man or a woman died in Russia. On the ass of 
Hitler his soul had an office. The goodbye from the ass is brown, is green from the 
vegetables, yellow when you are sick, and red when there is evidence of blood. (I wish, 
there was not such a goodbye.) 

A bum can give inspiration, and its end is pleasure. A bum can laugh. Artists draw 
bums, because the bums stand in the air, we don’t normally see the legs. You start caring 
for the legs when the bum is nice. The bum can save someone who has not got a nice 
face. Bums look like apples or pears. A good ass can erect even a cloud. If you put your 
hand in the back pocket of the blue jean, you can touch it. If you put your hand you can 
feel that inside the bum the bones turn on the left or on the right.  

A woman said about her ex-boyfriend “I didn’t give a rat’s ass about him”. I don’t 
know. Oh bums! They are always behind the dreams. I don’t know. Even the ass of a 
piece of coal can make your hands dirty but also honored. You know better. 
 
 

 
 

Gallery of Ideas 

 
                                                          In Memoriam: Aristotle (384-322BC) 

 
The gene game  
 

The eyes have got their own genes. The vagina has got its own genes. In the 
future, people will be playing games with the genes, and they will have brothers and 
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sisters in the laboratories. They might also have a cow, flowers, and potatoes with genes 
from the woman they were once in love. 
 After the industrial age, the gene age came. The gene game started off from 
mythology, it went through the laboratories of Hitler, and the discovery of DNA in 1956. 
From the good God of a religious based society, to the good Scientist of knowledge based 
society! The gene age changes our gene alphabet.  
 The gene game will change the unique nature of the human being.  
 
 
On science 
 
 Science is the very good knowledge of a subject. And this knowledge makes you 
to think of new challenges, in order to increase this knowledge. The man with the happy 
knowledge can do everything, even to destroy himself. 
 A perfect tailor is a kind of a scientist. The tailor applies a science. The tailor 
applies philosophy of science. 
 
 
What an Aristotelian representative in a democratic society should do 
 

1. To listen to the views of the citizens. 
2. To see in citizens abilities and not spoken words. 
3. To keep his word in what he promises to do. 
4. When he wins elections that are considered unjust, to cancel them. 

 
 
The philosophy of the last drop 
 
 The last drop is big luck. The last drop, from a bottle of water or the last drop of 
sperm from the penis. However, it does not matter, how many times you move a bottle or 
the penis, the last drop will be kept in from gravity. 
 The last drop for a drinker is like the last page for a reader. The last drop is a 
summary of the taste. If you are Muslim, either you drink a drop of alcohol, or a whole 
barrel is the same sin according to the Holy Koran. The drop is important, from a drop of 
milk we can even understand the breed of the cow. 
 Last drop. It is just a tear, the shape of the tear. 
 It rains. It rains, and when the rain finishes, after a while it falls the last drop as 
blessed from Allah. Rain is trillion of drops.  
 The last drop is crucial, you don’t know if you will drink again because life is 
uncertain. 
 Last drop is like the end of life, the last second. (Last drop is a method.) 
 
 
The soul 
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 The soul is always seen in the breath. The soul may live under our breast. The 
soul is like the cold waters. The soul is a step inwards. 
 You meet bad souls from time to time in life. The pain in the soul stays forever. 
Soul is the half of our body. Only the pain in the body passes and goes away. 

Soul is the surname of our actions.  
 When you love someone, you have a good soul, but sick. 
 
 
The universities 
 
 The woman that was the First Lady in Romania for many years, did not even 
knew how to clean the toilet. But she was receiving many awards and decorations, from 
academies and universities for her discoveries in chemistry.  
 The university is not a place for radical thought, but a place for the unemployed. 
In the university, the alphabet, along with the Arab numbers, butter your bread.  

The essays cause depression and stress to all the students. The essays cause 
depression to the ones that read them.  
 
 
The first speech 
(he/she won the elections and became prime minister) 
 
 …thank you… I thank all the citizens for the trust you show in my face… In your 
decision there are aesthetics and beauty… 
 …Since I was a child I was interested in politics, even my first dates with a girl 
were given close to the parliament. I wanted every time I kiss her to see it with my 
eyes… 
 As a citizen and as a man I feel emotion…I am a citizen in politics, not in order to 
become something, but in order to do something… 
 With the first legislation I will create the ‘Ministry of Love and Feelings’. Today I 
swear in as Prime Minister, and tomorrow I resign… 
 Thank you all… 
 
 
Vagina 
 
 The vagina looks like the heart of the lettuce. The vagina looks like a slice of 
cooked bacon that has creased. 
 It reminds you of the archaeology of the flesh. The vagina resembles the letter I 
and the number 1. 
 
 
The secret 
 
 The secret is the darkness, all yours, so that nobody can discover it. Mistakes are 
secrets also. 
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The need to travel 
 
 Travelling was always part of the British education. Travelling is the sweetest part 
of life. 

 While travelling, always taste different desserts and different people.  
 
 
Astronomy 
 
 A man said “The modern astronomy is an interesting archaeology of the 
universe”. 
 
 
Dialogue 
 
 Talking is very vital. It is vital to answer some questions, but always have in 
mind, that there is no answer when there is no listener. It is very important to listen, and 
then, to wait to answer back. 
 The opposite of dialogue is the dog fight. 
 In dialogue, when one questions with the whole of Dostoyevsky, and the other 
answers back with the whole of Kant, the people who listen (and the ones participating in 
this dialogue) will feel very sick.  

The dialogue must take place with small and smart sentences. Start smart the 
‘philosophical’ discourse, and finish soon.    
 
 
Language  
 
 With language, we will never be able to understand three things: logic, madness 
(God is its part), and the universe! 

 But language can help us understand the rest of things well. 
 
 
Kiss & kisses 
 
 The case for: 

• The first kiss. 
• Two kisses are better than one. 

• Life without kisses is better than death. 

• A kiss disarms a Roman Empire. 

• Before you kiss a woman you are single, but never after. 
 

The case against:  
• Money is better than kisses. 
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• A kiss never brings wealth, but takes it away. 

• A kiss brings happiness for the body and pain for the soul. 
• The kiss is black 
• During kisses we all lose our memory. 

 
 
Technology 
 
 An e-mail is technology, and technology is the application of science. 
 
 
Utopia 
 
 I know utopia. Utopia is an old coal mine that they have transformed into a 
modern bar.  

Utopia is also a concept in political science, and was also part of the misery in the 
communist regimes in the world after 1917, until the fall of Berlin Wall in 1989.  

People in those decades, believed that they were building up the perfect-utopian 
society. They were wrong. They created instead a dystopia of state run and owed 
capitalist misery. 
 
 
Dance 
 
 Dance is very good for the body, but dance, with an ecstasy tablet, is even better. 
Dance is an expression of joy. 

 The beauty in dance is that body and soul show harmony. Dance for the libido. 
Dance for the money. Dance for the fame. Dance for the war. Dance for the death. Dance 
for the sex industry. 
 Oh, not to forget the ballet. The ballet is a team dancing. The ballerinas have to 
look at each other. Civilization can be seen in ballet dancing.  
 
 
Shopping 
 
 Shopping, it gives hope and takes money away. I shop therefore I am not.  

When you shop you express your preferences. When you shop you express your 
identity and your liberty. If you want, as an example, to buy a hair shampoo you have to 
choose among 400 hair shampoos (Castoriadis once said)! So, you express your liberty 
by buying one shampoo! The modern society is a Product Farm!  
 Supermarkets and car exhibitions have become holy places. The believer is the 
consumer.  
 
 
Postmodernism 
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 The element of post-modernity is to think beyond modernity. It can happen in a 
way, or it can end up as being an utopian goal. For many people, the content of post-
modern thought is unstable and identified.  
 A few thinkers claim that are post-modernists using Aristotle’s thought, modern 
surnames, words and forks. 
 
 
Beauty 
 
 The ancient Greeks and Romans were creating beauty, firstly for themselves and 
secondly for others. Today, artists create beauty for others, especially the art dealers that 
pay money on behalf of the buyers. 
 
 
Smile 
 
 If you want to make the right impression in a matter of seconds smile. The first 
impression counts. The first smile counts, the last smile bites. 
  

 
 
 
 

Gallery of Objects 
                                                           

                                                               In Memoriam: Aristotle (384-322BC) 
 
 
Television  
 

The future belongs to the screens, television was the first screen. Television was 
invented in 1926, and is the best way to see people without being seen. Television, one 
day, will be the last screen that will air the funeral of humanity.  
 
 
Universe 
  

The universe is big, we suppose. If the universe is seen as the body of a woman, 
the clitoris is the Earth. God exists, but should not have the knowledge to create the 
whole universe, because even if it was not difficult to find the materials, it could be 
impossible to put the planets in orbits.  

My grandfather again, he makes me proud, where Aristotle is different from other 
thinkers is that he viewed the universe as eternal (no beginning and end applies).  
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A coffee bean 
  

On a coffee bean have been based many coffee chains, and one of the most 
dominant habits of the modern man. In 1615 the first coffee was sold in pharmacies. On 
every coffee bean, there is a straight line, a caffeine avenue. Every bean looks like the 
two hemispheres of the brain. It takes 42 beans to make an espresso plus labour in two 
countries. It influences the brain.  

If you break some coffee beans and you give them on the ground to ants, they will 
work harder and faster. This is what coffee does to people also, when they choose to have 
a cup of coffee.  

Coffee was the replacement drink for alcohol after the Holy Koran was written. 
Coffee will be the replacement for the Holy Koran.  
 
 
Siberia 
  

Siberia is an ideal place to spend the winter. You need of course clothes and a 
duvet with hair from a camel. Siberia is endless, that is why, only there, there is the 
biggest distance between two train stations on earth. Siberia is a place full of empty 
concentration camps, factories without workers, prisons, bears and trees.  

Siberia freezes death, madness, logic, passion and sperm. It is the white manicure 
of the planet and there, the scientist Stalin was solving mathematical equations using 
instead of numbers and symbols, millions of people in the concentration camps. 
 
 
Sperm 
  

The sperm of a man must smell nicely, not like vinegar. There is sperm with life, 
and lifeless.  

Half of the sperm can produce males (x), while the other half females (y). The 
sperm by definition makes the sex a war act, while the fertilizing of the female egg is its 
glorious victory.  
 
 
The car  
 
 The car is ideas and designs on wheels. The car has made such an impact on 
modern society. Cars are an interesting topic. 
 According to my friend Dinos, the best cars are: the Beetle, the Mini Cooper, the 
2cv, the Citroen, the Porsche, the Ferrari, the Lamborghini and the Cobra. 
 When you drive a Ferrari 250 Testarossa, on the road, you understand what it 
means to have a good car and technology. 
 A good collection for you to have, it will be a red Ferrari, a yellow Lamborghini, 
a black Porsche and a vanilla coloured Bentley. For a good ego investment, can be added 
also a white Rolls-Royce and a pink American Cadillac. While driving a good car, you 
can make good ego trips in society, good ego trips on society. 
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Buildings 
  

Buildings begin from small wooden constructed houses, to skyscrapers, which are 
the belfries of capitalism. Buildings show civilization, aesthetics, money and security. 
Buildings means structure. Structure means admiration and sadness. Sadness means 
round rooms. Round rooms means a place for worship, care, decisions.  

The buildings cried in Stalingrad. During the war, from the 46,000 buildings the 
city had, 41,000 were destroyed in the biggest battle in history.  

A good architect must be interested in designing good drainage, and must have a 
love for bricks, glass and steel. The buildings go up with escalators or stairs. Buildings 
have electricity, water, and internet access. Buildings go glass! It is worthy, staying in a 
glass house. Through the glass house, you can observe the snow, the rain, the stars, and 
the sunrise.  

People prefer to own than to rent.  
In the future, buildings will have the shapes of dreams. In the past, history it was 

all about shopping and fucking buildings. History is all about shopping and fucking 
buildings.  

 
 

Olive oil  
 

Olive oil is blessed by all of the ancestors; it is the liquid symbol of life. Greeks 
and Turks carry olive oil when they move house as though it were their soul. Olive oil is 
thought, it gave thought to the ancestors.  

Every single drop hides light.  
 
 
Water  
 

Water means life. Life means every day, birth. And from all the waters, rainwater, 
which is gathered drop by drop, is the most precious. Water travels from the mountain, to 
the water in the cucumber, and passes also from the water in the eyes of Hitler that hated 
the world. The water inside the washing machine turns around. The water in the rice field 
stays flat. In the water, fish fall in love.   

According to Buddhism, water symbolizes catharsis. Smile for water. Peace for 
water. War for Water. Water for water is life.  

The importance of water is seen only if you notice that in a newly born baby the 
water content is 97%, while in a reader it is 75%.   

Water, in the snow, it wears a white wedding dress.  
 
 

The cross of Jesus of Nazareth  
 

Someone made a profit from the sale of the wood. Someone made a profit from 
the sale of the nails. Someone made a profit from the cutting of the wood. Someone was 
paid to open the cavity. Someone was paid to market the crucification event.  
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And after centuries the Holy Koran explains: “Merchants are the messengers of 
this world and God’s trustees on earth”.  

 
 
Ships, the cathedrals of the 20th century 
  

Every ship-cathedral confirms Archimedes and the levitation theory, which is the 
pressure that water exerts.  

Ships are made from iron and stainless steel and stuff. In the name of the ships, 
Greeks were the worst sailors but they became the best ship owners. The Greeks from 
sheep to ships, they became Gods, and the big ships their cathedrals.  

The ships always hide danger. The staff of a ship hide danger. And the sea water 
in the form of an iceberg hides the biggest danger.  
 
 
Chocolate 
  

Children love chocolate.  
Chocolate is the black lover of men and women, and if you miss your lover take 

chocolate.  
Chocolate is a treatment for depression. Chocoholics soon will be transported to 

heaven by train. 
 
 
Bottle  
 

The bottle is a loved design. It has got a neck, body and sometimes a dome on its 
bottom.  

Once in the past, a woman from the Ukraine was taking every day a bottle of 
blood from the butchery she was working at inside a concentration camp. She was 
making omelettes to eat and give to her children. The blood was the replacement for the 
eggs, there were no eggs. Every day she was washing up the bottle at the San River, in 
order to reuse it again. That bottle became holy, it saved their lives. 

 
  
China 
  

The new religion in China is success; people feel success by using new 
technology at home and using less smiles and soul in their everyday life.  

Rice, rice, rice. The rice may be red. Pepper. Porcelain. Printing shop. The 
invention of paper money. And rice again, red from what they called communism. Red 
visions. Red rice fields with red mud. Red ground that becomes red rice.  

The magic of China is seen in the way many people put rice in their mouths and 
in the stories they say for dragons that are imprisoned in the clouds. If the clouds of 
China were a glass, then the Chinese would fall in it like drops. The stomach of the 
people is small and their souls big.  Many people live there. 

They are my friends, they eat and drink rice. China is the new superpower. Do 
you know why? The baby rice hides spiritual power. It is wise. It is a symbol.  
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For many years you were seeing only posters of Mao. The only ad was Mao.  
 
 
Holy Mountain of Greece 
  

If you have dirty hands and you wipe them with a piece of cloth, a part of the 
cloth will stay clean. This is the Holy Mountain, which is in Greece, a place full of 
Churches and Monasteries. A place full of men, they are dressed in black and believe in 
God. Black is in fashion here. 

 It is a parliament from black cloth that dedicates thousands of hours for thought, 
prayer, and the conserve of 15,000 manuscripts, while the Vatican has got only 5,000. 
Here, there are also 20,000 icons that are dated from the 8th century. 

 The Holy Mountain prohibits by law and tradition any woman to enter it. 
No woman has ever been here, no erection has got any value.  Here the umbilical cord 
has not been cut.  
 
 
Bread 
 
 Bread is made from grain. But the bread that is made from acorns, corn, barley, 
chickpeas and tare, which has been kneaded by feet, hands and machines, is equally 
interesting. All the big novels, also The Bible, and The Koran, they refer to it. Bread is 
the basic food, even if only in the ballet they say: “No bread”, “No bread”. 

The Arabic bread is like a thick cloth. There is also the plum cake, the cruller with 
sesame, and still the black German many-seed bread, and the way is full of differences in 
taste and in the shapes of breads. Good bread reminds you the “loaf and mind”, makes 
you feel healthy and modest. A lady told me that: “Adolph Hitler was eating a lot of 
black bread, because the idiot, he believed that it had all the ingredients for intellect, 
blood, sex and vision”. 
 
 
A star 
 
 One star is a flash in the universe. It is a luminous man. It is a symbol on a flag or 
on a hat. A star is an actor on a movie. 
 During the night, when you look at the stars, you forget everything and you relax. 
 
 
The wheel-chair of Steven Hawking 
 
 The scientist is sick and disabled but the electronic wheel-chair metamorphoses 
him to a healthy creator of the Cosmos. The wheel-chair gives voice and a new form of 
existence. 
 The wheel-chair is as famous as the boss is. No comment. The wheel-chair boss 
has got a brilliant brain. 
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Nature 
 
 Nature was created by nature, as culture was created by man. Nature is the tree, 
the mosquito, the elephant, and the wave in Japan. For philosopher Adorno, on the other 
hand, the creation of humans is more important than the creations of nature itself. Adorno 
is still elaborating on his ideas in heaven.  

Only our Ancestors, the Aborigines and the American Indians, and Aristotle, have 
loved nature. Aristotle was actually the man who divided animals into the ones having 
blood, and the ones not having blood (red blood). 

Modern man destroys nature, in order to create Zoos. 
   
 
Trains 
 
 From the steam train to the magnetic ones, train stayed one of the most romantic 
ways to travel around.  
 When you can’t take the train and you want to travel, you take a big cohiba cigar 
and a whisky on the rocks. The smoke of the cigar and the noise of the ice cubes is your 
train. Enjoy your romantic travel. 

  
 
 
 
 

Shoes 
 

                                                                For Leon Wolfert with his blue pair of shoes 

 
 You feel that shoes are between sandals and boots. My grandfather used to wear 
sandals. By wearing shoes we protect ourselves from nails, stones, and we can walk long 
distances. If people did not wear shoes, all the big toes would be broken. 
 Italy is a boot. But why is it not a shoe? “Because you cannot put a lot of shit in a 
shoe”, a friend says. A Muslim takes off his shoes before he prays, while the Philippine 
Imelda Marcos hasn’t found the time to wear her 3,000 pairs of shoes. For the great-
grandmother, shoes were a dream, but for the modern woman they are a love substitute. 
A woman can show you her love, only when she buys you a pair of shoes! 
 It is a happiness to wear a comfortable and nice pair of shoes. The shoe gives 
happiness. With a good pair of shoes you are a winner with competitors like the growls, 
rusty nails and other men. 
 Once they were expensive. Today shoes are cheap, and cultivate fungus, attract 
dust, and smell. In the 1930’s shoes were handmade, they were weighing a few grams, 
and were hand sew. In Europe, they had a hair from a wild boar for a needle. Today, with 
a steel needle, are sewn plastic shoes. More expensive are shoes made from lizards, fish, 
elephants, crocodiles, and ants.  
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 Shoes are the car for the pedestrians. 
 We are free to wear shoes, because Hitler hated shoes, he was wearing boots with 
heels. When the Germans were greeting him, instead of saying “Heil Hitler”, they were 
saying “High Heels!” 
 Maybe we should walk barefoot, in order for the earth’s magnetism to enter our 
body, and we would never get sick. Like the gypsies that do so. Perhaps then, there 
should not be a text on shoes, but on the magic of walking barefoot. Now, it’s too late. 
  Above all, shoes show the condition of the psyche. Shoes also show the condition 
of the wallet.  
 
 
 
 
 

 Evil 
 
 

Yes evil! There is evil beyond any belief, people have killed relatives in order to 
inherit a house. But for pure evil, you must have experience, and you get experience if 
you want to. I imagine, if you must choose between two evils, you always pick the one 
you have never tried before. If you fail to get a degree from a university, you must punish 
all the lectures and teachers. Some people take a gun and kill without any reason. Evil is 
the reason. Evil is the answer to evil. Evil (with madness) is the answer reason (evil).  

An evil criminal who killed many people, thinking that evil is half or all of us, 
half inside our body, and you must find truth to escape. Evil! Evil! Every day I think of it, 
and the end of evil is prison, your bed, your place at home while you feel that your soul is 
tired. Evil to complain about the man that loves you to his employer. Evil to say lies, to 
steal money from tills, to be dishonest to people who help you. Evil is to be a bastard, a 
man or a woman to be remembered from others, because of fear and evil. 

 Evil is having a dirty mind, being a father while you hate the man that your 
daughter loves. 
 Good is something that you learn, but you know evil already. To be evil is 
natural; to be dark is a glory. For evil the ancient Egyptians were trying to find a big 
punishment, equal to the big evil you did during your life, but also after death, because 
the punishment should also continue after death. The answer to evil is eternal 
punishment. 
 Evil enters the skull by bike, and many people fall in love with it. Evil is eternal. 
People in societies have even killed their lovers. The English newspapers are full of 
stories of lovers that kill each other. 
 As a doctor, with a smile, you can give poison to your patients. There is evil in a 
chef’s kitchen or evil in the kitchens of all the religions. In society, there are more serial 
killers than there are members of parliament. There is core evil, an evil surface, and evil 
care. The evil makes you read the names of people as something else, you read T.S. Eliot 
as Toilets. Evil also show if your psyche is deep.   

This text on evil is small, but evil inside some people is as big as India.  
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The Human Face. 
(The recognition of the faces in our brain) 

 
 

 The residence of the face is above the neck, and in front of the brain. There are 
familiar and unfamiliar faces to us. On the face, there are also the eyes and the scours 
(made by a sharp object) that speak for themselves. 
 The face is an identification of the skin. A face might be symmetric, even if the 
symmetry is subjective. A face might looks like a: broken heart, a crying Hitler, a mouse, 
a herring, the face of a donkey, the stork’s nose, and opera’s curtain. It might also looks 
like, a return ticket, slice of bread, and  a fork. Leonardo da Vinci, who knew all these 
things, was joining the faces of the people in his paintings, light and shade, and a kind of 
smoke. 
 In order for a face to be peculiar, every time you look at it you must exclaim, full 
of surprise: How is it? How has nature created it like this? I think of a new theory that 
claims: the dissimilarities between faces generated culture! This is a new theory on 
culture.  

A face might show stability and kindness, humour, fear, jealousy, beauty, 
ugliness. Every face has got its own grimace. The faces of babies are factories of joy.  
 The place of the baby’s conception, or the descent of the DNA, changes the face. 
Faces from the East don’t talk a lot. A beard or the days that the male face is unshaved, 
and the make-up for the female face, change sthe image of the face. And also changes the 
image of the fate.  

The expression, the laugh, and the kind soul make the face pretty. The face 
imitates. The face of someone that drinks turns red, and the eye is glistening, while in the 
case of people in love, their face is shining. 
 The few faces that we are familiar with, they make us feel sad for those faces that 
we will never meet. It is catholic ugly to have a pretty face, and catholic beauty to have 
an ugly face. The face of the woman or man we love is a monument. Love starts from the 
face and ends at it. 
 All the above, are unconscious elements which help us in the recognition of the 
known faces in our brains. Goodbye eyes. Goodbye nose. Goodbye ears. Goodbye lips. 
Goodbye eyebrows. Goodbye my “face”. 
 
 
 
 

 
The Moustache,  

the Skull and the Hat 
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The moustache of “ad…” Hitler  
 
 I guess the direct sign of the Third Reich should have a special barber. The best 
aria hair, which has the geometric shape of a truck. A hair from Hitler’s moustache 
whipped the German nation, and covered the eyes of philosophy and the eyes of Martin 
Heidegger. The squares, the buildings, the concentration camps were designed, and based 
in the shape of the moustache. It was a technical broom for people and mucus. Hitler was 
keeping his moustache and his lungs away from the chimneys of the concentration 
camps. 
 The moustache was sitting on his smile. It was reducing the distance from the 
nose and his lips. Hitler was seeing his moustache even in his dreams, in which it was 
asking whatever it wanted. One day, it ordered Hitler to buy it flowers, and another time, 
to give it a medal because it concentrates the eyes of millions! Hitler obeyed! Another 
time, it told him while he was reading his newspaper “Without Goebbels, the propaganda 
leader and me, you are nothing”. After Eva’s compliment for the pleasure she received 
from his tongue, it asked him for a bank account in Switzerland to secure itself.  
 During the war it was living in underground rooms. It ordered Hitler to make a 
stupidity. The invasion in Russia took place, for the barber of Stalin to get caught, and 
becomes its private barber. In baby eyes, this moustache was a death manuscript with 
hooked writing. Without his moustache, his personality would be almost impossible to 
attract the Germans. Hitler was bottom up by the evil, and his moustache was tiny like his 
soul. A similar moustache, Chaplin’s one, fought Hitler’s and won.  

Hitler’s personality was this moustache.   
 
  
   
The skull of “be…” Mussolini 
 
 Even if you don’t know the name, you can recognize this historic-neurotic skull of 
the baby of Italy in the 20th century.  
 It became big, because its genes knew that it will be irritated by the army and 
discipline. Kill two birds with one stone: skull, and at the same time, helmet. In order for 
his skull to become so big, it took cells from the brain, which turned dry after that. It 
happened like this, in order to give extra power to his black eyes, and not giving many 
days’ wages to his barber.  
 When the skull was becoming red, it looked like a round bus, and when it was 
calm, like a round desert. It looked like the skull of a foxy man. This skull gave birth to 
the political attitude of the black boot. Firstly, Mussolini became leader of the right wing 
groups, and then leader of the nation. His skull was besides his black military boots. His 
skull was a magnet for palms that will touch it with power. 
 This skull made him sexy, and the Italians liked him. It was very daring and 
visible, it had not much hair. Mussolini was putting people into jail, because as he once 
said, they had put him in jail too, before becoming the leader of Italy. 
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 This skull could advertise glasses or hats. A skull of a cartoon hero. Mussolini, 
was a collector of his caricatures, and maybe this was the most interesting thought that 
came out from this skull. 
 Mussolini’s personality was this skull. 
 
 
The hat of “bo…” Napoleon 
 
 The hat, it might have had the shape of his hair. It were a bit long, and curly from 
the outside. It looks like two eagle’s noses together, while they are looking at the earth. 
Ladies and gentleman, it is the heir hat of the French Revolution.  

On it, Napoleon wrote small letters to Josephine when he had no paper. His hat 
was an architectural design for the steel arches in the Eiffel Tower. It looks like a 
woman’s bite from a piece of toast. It looks like an unmade croissant. While you examine 
his hat, you learn how to make French croissants. It was also, the parking place for the 
pigeons, while waiting for the orders for the supplies, munitions, and Josephine’s love. 
On his hat, the map of Europe was printed, having it as a spare during his expeditions.  
 His hat is the shape of luck, every time it does an ice delivery. He had luck till the 
moment he took Russia, and he met the ice. The tighter his trousers were to attract 
women, the larger was his hat to push them back. If you look at it from the sky, God sees 
His eye! It is the hat that made its first vocation in Europe, expenses paid by the French 
state.  
 Napoleon had the power to join the irrational with the miraculous. He made his 
stupid hat a bridge for the rivers, other times an overnight tent for his men. It is the hat 
that broke the nose of Sphinx in Egypt.  

Napoleon’s personality was this hat. 
 
 
The “ad-be-vo” Evil  
 
  Imagine the moustache, the skull and the hat creating the archetype of the 
‘perfect dictator’. Like the dictator in Mesopotamia, who throw all the books in the river, 
and the river became black from the ink for several days. 
 Adbevo is a new word! It means: evil with ambition, it leads to death, killings, 
genocide, and evil that is much bigger than God. Adbevo is the word, with roots in Italy 
(the Roman legacy), France (the Napoleonic wars legacy), and Germany (the Nazi 
superior race legacy). Society must say: “bye-bye adbevo”.  
 
 
 
 

 
The power of stupidity 
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When you are very clever, you don’t allow yourself small idiotic things, so that 
you don’t have happy moments. When we sleep, our brain, does not put in its drawers 
knowledge, but our stupidities. The brain exists for stupidities. Stupidity is necessary for 
sex, intelligence, creation, and turning off the water tap!  

The story of stupidity is also the story of humanity, one stone over the other while 
trying to create a spark and start a fire. The power of stupidity makes also God the most 
famous stupid person, makes a driver as an example, who is a good driver, to do bad 
driving. You are in the car with this stupid driver and some friends, and across the road 
you see five women. You say to them: 

“Would you like to have some fun with us?”  
“Straight to bed?” a friend asks, say hello first, say this, say that! 
“Don’t be stupid, we don’t have time to say hello. If we say hello, buy roses, 

chocolates and the rest, the women will say: marry me!” 
 To be stupid is a tragedy, and, to be a genius is a tragedy also.  
Stupidity is power, it helps all the aspects of life, helps the economy. As an 

example, you don’t have any savings, but people start thinking about the amount of your 
savings.  

The stupidity is a bit beneath logic, but also a bit above madness.   
Please do your stupidities in the morning! It is also, of course, unconsciousness 

with wrong thought. When you eat a chocolate croissant and you feel your teeth dirty, 
you must eat afterwards a butter croissant in order to be cleaned.  

The stupidity has got power because people do not want responsibilities. The best 
way to avoid problems is to pretend to be stupid. Never forget, that Einstein in his youth 
was stupid, much afterwards went ahead (IQ=160). Perhaps he stayed stupid forever! 

“It is also, of course, unconsciousness with wrong thought. When you eat a 
chocolate croissant and you feel your teeth dirty, you must eat afterwards a butter 
croissant in order to be cleaned. To be stupid is a tragedy, and, to be a genius is a tragedy 
also.” The last two sentences were written before. It must be the power of stupidity.   

 To be a bit stupid is glory. To be a genius is stupid. To be both is a Greek 
(Aristotelian) tragedy. 
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VI   Self-Portrait from the life 
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A ten day diary of: 
death, evil, sadness, and pessimism 

before meeting a woman that I loved 
 

 
June 20, 2002 
 
 I decide to go to work late. I have to do some shopping. In the street, as soon as I 
try to cross it, I see in front of me three long black cars, one of them full of flowers. I 
realize that someone is dead in there. The black cars, stopped for me to cross the street. 
The driver did this for me, as I am alive. My face is sad and ugly. That body in there is 
lucky being dead. 
 I go to my work, a restaurant with black walls in central London. All the 
customers are old with one foot in the grave, a few waiters look so tired of life in their 
black uniforms, and a girl tries to predict their future by reading their coffee cups. 
 The service is getting bad; the restaurant is very hot in the middle of the summer. 
I offer wine to three very beautiful women from the menu outside. Their bodies wakes up 
all the male population of the restaurant… The waiters imagining the tables as beds… 
The Turkish barman Mustafa follows them into the club, he wants their dead souls 
smelling like a rotten apple and meat together. Their rotten souls smell of death. The 
barman has got evil innocence. 
 
June 21, 2002 
 
 One of my friends lost his words while telling lies to me. He made me pay for his 
drinks and food. No problem, I pay with dead money that cannot give birth to an 
investment. His eyes are black and small, afraid of seeing the world. This man has to 
disappear from the face of the earth. The evil that lives in him is the majority, the good is 
the minority, and it is better to be taken back from him. 
 
June 22, 2002 
 
 The voices of four women are found in the life of my depressed morning. A dead 
voice. An evil voice. A pessimistic voice. A sad voice. Four voices make me feel four 
times bankrupt. Four voices command the opening of four cavities in four different 
countries. Please, one grave is enough, death is always international.  
 It is better to feel tears than joys. It is better to see a dead body in front of you, 
than a newly born baby. It is better to kill children that scream than adults. It is better to 
die, and the bank to take your money from your account. It is better to die and someone 
else to get your girlfriend or your wife. 

Today, I learned that people are more faithful to money, than to love. 
 
June 23, 2002 
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 Someone committed suicide on the rail tracks. This is a breakfast suicide. The 
train stops and they try to clean his flesh and the blood. No point to wait for a train, there 
is no train anyway. 
 I exercise a bit the bones in my legs, making noises. The noises make my nose a 
bit upset, and my big nose is busy with the smell of a woman. Temptation is the smell of 
this woman. My ears are busy with the story of a woman who sleeps with her priest. My 
hate is in brotherhood with Hitler for a man who says to his wife “my life is a waste”. If 
life is a waste of life, his death will be a waste of death! At the end, surprisingly nobody 
seems to know anything. 

A woman: “I sent you three important letters, please read them in the lines I wrote 
them to you”. I never read important letters. 
 A note: people think they never change, but people change every minute. 
 A letter: the only important colour is pink, pink death, pink bank, pink penis. A 
pleasure book starts: “I didn’t see the pink colour between her legs”. I saw it in her glass 
of pink champagne. In her glass someone was diving, and the bubbles were like his last 
oxygen leaving his body. In the bubbles there was a soul as well. In the bubbles there was 
the voice of Hitler saying “I love you”. In the bubbles you could hear pessimistic noises 
from love making. In the bubbles, tonight, someone will die, someone must die. It is good 
for someone to die, and then, some people will get wages.  
 A book: the hours pass (begin) by London. I see the white St. George’s flag with 
the Red Cross on! I want to take the red colour of the Cross, putting it in my blood. My 
blood, this river of blood from Aristotle, is to be the flag. 
 
June 24, 2002 
 
 Rome was not created in one day. But Rome was destroyed in one day. I slept 
only four minutes, I wanted to punish myself. I worked for Rome all night, writing about 
the artist in me. 
 A man that I met, at the age of 35 takes mental treatment by telling lies to the 
psychiatrist! He says that he is weak, and he listens to wild voices. He is not honest to 
God, who made him fit and strong, and he gave him his eyes and tongue. He is fighting 
for a mental pension, also thinking nothing is wrong with his evilness. I am afraid of him 
very much. I won’t speak to him again. Sometimes he is very bad, sometimes very good. 
If a baby asks him for water, he will give them a glass of washing up liquid. When he is 
happy, he shows he is upset. When he is sad, he shows he is happy. 
 I brushed a whole street in Catford, a place famous for dog fights. No temptation. 
No sinful hands. No honour.  
 A legion of kisses go to prison for education. Prison is our ex-lovers. 
 
June 25, 2002 
 
 The first cars which came out from the production lines were black, and their 
drivers very bad, killing many people in the street. I see an image of the old black car on 
the t-shirt (breast) of the woman next to me in the train. I see a worker dressed in black 
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that takes white pills. I take his small bottle with pills, and I empty them on the marble of 
the bar. The worker is like an Albanian eagle, he puts back the pills one by one.  
 I ordered coffee with pineapple, and I enjoyed it in the night with a  full moon. 
Evil acts. The workers say bad things behind the backs of their friends. A friend punches 
his friend after a joke without any reason. Life is a theatre and people act badly. The 
directors close their eyes. The human brain is a house in the town, and death, evil, 
sadness and pessimism, are like the electrical power, the water supply, the telephone line, 
and the internet access. In London, only if you cut the heads, the arms, and the legs of the 
people, then, they will be good and innocent butterflies. 
 
June 26, 2002 
  
 Waiters-workers dressed in black, put clean water that is left in the bottles in the 
rubbish. 
 People are running all the time for sex and pleasure. People are running for 
money without philosophy. To be honest is death. To be clever is evil. To work hard is 
sadness. To be kind is pessimism. 
 Sooner or later, we will die. Now, all of you enjoy some water, and make it dirty 
inside your body. Make the water come out from your body with unimaginable evil black 
spirits. 
 People are bad animals. They have the animal’s power to mess around and not 
tidy up. The chemical has to be next to the oil. Mess and dirtiness is the method. Oh 
waiters-workers dressed in black, you are like the first black cars, which came out from 
the production lines. The underarms of the workers smell like a blocked drain, but, they 
feel as there is found the smell of freshly cut apple. 
 At night I went to see my e-mails, but by mistake I deleted them. How a mistake 
helps me to make the right decision. I never read them, so I felt much better that I 
destroyed the time of the ones who wrote them. I felt well that I killed all my friends. 
 
June 27, 2002 
 
 “In London there is no religion and no God. There are no believers” a cashier 
says. After, as soon as my day has ended, the taxi driver comes, he picks me up, taking 
me from the road near St. Pauls Cathedral. Going home to read a few pages of the book 
‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ (1960). I am in the car, while seeing the cathedral lighted, in the 
middle of the night I feel so small. I am in the car with the driver, we both feel so small. 
The cathedral is gigantic, many stones which seem to be in evil erections. If a stone falls 
from its top, it will kill a few tourists during the day or a few lovers during the night. 
 When I look to the right, I see a red car filled with black men, with shaved heads. 
There must be at least six in there. I look again at the top of the cathedral with my eyes. 
And I listen to a terrible noise. The red car crashed, and the heads of the men broke like 
flowers, when the flowers break from their green body. The necks still link the bodies 
with the heads, but there is no link between the skulls and the backbones. Our car stops, I 
see the blood running out from the car doors on the street. I try to assist the lifeless black 
flowers. 
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June 28, 2002 
 
 A woman visits me in my house. She brought her beautiful hands with her. She 
brought her culture, the way a woman from the East looks at a man. Her smile makes me 
to forget death. Her eternal love makes me forget evil. Her teaching skills make me stop 
being pessimistic. Her faith to God makes me forget the sadness that governs the life. 
 
June 29, 2002 
 
 I loved once in my life. She loved me, but when her parents said ‘no’ to us getting 
married, she also said no. It was the Muslim woman I met yesterday. Now, I feel that I 
want to make death nicer with my death. My death takes time, my end lasts. I am nothing 
in my mind. 
 In her eyes all the criminals went school. In her eyes, my death, my evil, my 
sadness, and my pessimism went to school also. Away from her, my mind cancelled 
humanity and deleted any future for me with another woman. 
 I am a man, and for this woman, the last days, and in the last years, I experienced 
a big death, big evil, big sadness, and big pessimism. Now, I hope I am a better man and 
Zahida is a better woman.  

Zahida in time, she was replaced in my heart, with another woman, (with the help 
of new and precious erotic moments), as you can see.  
 
 
 
 
 

Love Letters to Emy 
 
 

                                                                  London 18 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 
 My eyes are wet like swimming pools. I try so hard at work my eyes not to leak 
tears. 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, the curls in your hair resemble in my mind the curls of your 
body. The curls of your hair are the curtains of my soul. Oh my life… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, today, hot soup was spilled on my fingers in order to make 
them disabled so as not to call your mobile number… 
  Oh my baby, your curls in your hair become the crowds of Cyprus… 
 Oh my love, 
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  I want to be next to you when you wash your hair, I want to wash and cut 
your hair. I want to comb your sensitive blond hair.  
 Oh my love, 
  On your hair I see the wheat fields of the world… 
 Oh my love, 
 Your hair is a fire of beauty, a fire of passion… 
  I belong to your hair forever, as I belong to you.  
 
                                                                             The grandson of Aristotle   
 
  
                                                                                                            
 
                                                                               
 
                                                                            
                                                                      London 19 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 
 Your big eyes are like clouds with a round rainbow inside them… 
 Oh my love, 
  I think always of your eyes, and oh God how much I miss looking into 
your eyes, to look at the beauty of your light… 
 I feel lonely without you.  I look always at the street with the hope of seeing you 
passing… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, all day long I drink coffee to keep me awake.  I miss you, my 
sweet girl, so much, that I see a vision with you in it… 
 Away from you I look black and white, when you look at me I will gain my 
colour... 

My mind is full of you, is full like a glass of water… 
Oh Emy my mind is you… 
Oh Emy my love for you is my nationality… 
Oh my love, 

Oh my life, your eyes are the eagles that have taken my heart… 
 The night is not black, the night is cold and black, only the thought for you keep 
me warm and safe… 
 Emy, my Jack Daniels drink from Tennessee makes my heart full of joy because 
there is a woman like you … 

Oh my love, 
  I belong to your eyes forever, as I belong to you.  
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                                                                              The grandson of Aristotle 
 
 
 
                                                                               
 
                                                                            
                                                                         London 20 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 
 I miss your lips so much.  I miss the taste of the lipstick. The lips that kiss me one 
million times… 
 Oh Emy, I was on holiday on your lips, lips well created… 
 Oh my love, 
  Your lips took all my sins away. Your lips are my sin, my secret sin from 
your parents. I cannot forget your kisses… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, on your lips I met your soul, the detail of your soul… 
 I feel that all parts of my body stop working in harmony, different parts of my 
body are sad, other are silly. I have some wine and some cigarettes, then, I feel that I 
want to deliver my lips to your door. I need to give my lips to your lips… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, in my heart your lips are the valves.  I am a bit crazy for you, 
my sweet girl, a bit crazy for your lip upstairs, your lip downstairs… 
 Miss Emy you are Kiss Emy. My kiss Emy… 

Oh my love, 
  I belong to your lips forever, as I belong to you.  
 
                                                                                The grandson of Aristotle 
 
 
                                                                               
 
    
                                                                       London 21 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
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 This morning, I did not hear your voice. Your voice is sexy and the tones go back 
to the Middle Ages.   Voice of the Young Ages that it is Emy…  
  Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, your voice is the office of my love.  Your voice is the 
copyright of my voice… 
 Oh Emy, how much I miss your husky voice, it is like coming out from the radio 
inside a car that does 100 mph. Oh your voice is like a prayer, as naked as it is honest… 
 Oh my love, 

Oh my life, your voice is a matter for eternity, is the master’s voice for 
eternity. Oh Emy, when you said “I love you”, it was the voice that made me 
believe it. Please use your voice more on me, when I am away from you I don’t 
use my voice… 

 Oh Emy, my feelings are deep and make my eyes deeply wet. I bought a black 
pair of Gucci glasses to wear, in order for nobody to see any tears. The tears have to 
remain secret, mafia tears but not fears…      
 Oh, I try to work out what you are thinking, but is difficult to know. I want to 
meet you, to see you and hear your voice. I want to make your body full of raspberry 
kisses…  
 Oh, I eat a bit of chocolate, and I know when you are upset your voice melts like 
chocolate…  
 Oh Emy, in the moments of love your voice was melting also slowly but with 
agony… 
 My love for you, prepared with the finest ingredients…  
 Oh my love, 
  I belong to your voice forever, as I belong to you.  
 
                                                                              The grandson of Aristotle 
 
 
 
                                                                               
 
                                                                                             
                                                                         London 22 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 
 Oh my life, your absence is felt for days in my stomach, but today your absence 
was felt in my lungs. My breath was weak for the whole morning. 
 When I was with you, your bb (=breast beauty) that support your nipples was with 
me. Oh, how pretty is your breast, oh how nice are the curves of your beauty. 
 Oh my love, 
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  Oh my life, my shy kisses there changed the shapes and the sizes, changed 
the values. Your breast exported eternity in the docklands of my heart and my blood 
became love… 
 Oh my love, your breast is my espresso… 
 The thought of being close to your bb is a kind of blessing… 
 I look at the mobile, waiting for any call or message. Like waiting for a  message 
from God, message from you... 
 Today, all day was me without You… 
 I am not here without You, you are in my mind, and your bb is my mind. I hope to 
see You soon, to be again, me and You… 
 Oh Emy, is You and You, the right breast and the left breast, bou and bou… 
 Oh my sweaty girl, these days, let’s be happy… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, they say life is short, but life is very long when there is love. 
Oh without you, nothing is pretty or private. Oh my love, my love thriller… 

Oh my love, 
  I belong to your breast beauty forever, as I belong to you.  
 
                                                                                The grandson of Aristotle 
 
 
                                                                                                            
                                                                               
 
                                                         
                                                                         London 23 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 
 Oh my life, one more day of missing you… 
 Oh Emy, that your body shows wisdom but not age, and the muscles still excite 
my body. And now, the absence of you is the era I most dislike in London. Our secret era. 

Oh those kisses, with much tenderness made your body a rare dreamland. Emy, 
the memories are a memory I don’t recommend to anybody. This memory is yours and 
mine… 

Oh your body, 
Oh your legs are so rich in tastes and forms like a menu… 

Oh, I wish I was there and there again, when I kissed your liberty with feelings… 
  Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, I think that love is not only boiling water with bubbles, but 
also sparkling water with bubbles. Sparkling like the tinkles of your belly. The tinkles are 
erotic and exotic. Oh now, all my philosophy and life style tinkles…  
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 Oh my baby, your body is sunshine with flesh and bones. Oh your legs, I look at 
them like a young boy. Oh, in this sunshine I made love, in this sunshine I gave my 
charisma, my endless life… 
 Oh a cube of sugar… 
 Oh two sunflowers are bending and kiss each other… 
 Oh Emy, on the horizon of your arms I emptied my alphabet… 
 Oh my girl, my tongue is my ego and my ego kissed your legs.  Your legs licked 
my ego. Your backbone area licked my fingers… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, your body is one pink rose and one hundred white roses. I 
kissed all the roses, all the roses blossom under the light of a candle… 
 I will fight for you, my guns are simple, knife and fork. I am a writer, the pen is 
my gun. I am a man, shoes are my weapons. I am a Night in London as a Castle, my 
sword is my tie. I am the son of strength, and strength is my ancestor, ancestor, and 
Ottoman ancestor like your ancestor… 
 Oh the beauty of you, beauty from the hands of God, and my hands, the beauty 
that we are one body always… 
 Oh my life, you bought the bed sheets for me…  

Oh my love, 
 I belong to your body and nice legs forever, as I belong to you.  
 
                                                                                The grandson of Aristotle 
 
 
 
                                                                               

 
 

                                                                        London 24 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 
 One more minute in our secret city. 

City of fabrics, clothes with eccentric cuts, prints. City of skirts, trousers, t-shirts, 
bras and pants. Oh, also, city of shoes with hills that Emy, you rule like a drunken model 
inside a fashion show room. Oh I miss the air of your walk… 
 Oh I miss the air and the aroma of you, a mix with jasmine and cold ice that starts 
melting. An aroma that is given from your skin to the clothes… 
 Oh cotton kisses for you… 
 Oh silk bites from you… 
 Oh cotton smiles for you… 
 Oh cashmere minutes of solidity from you… 
 Oh my heart without you needs an ambulance… 
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 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, the Royal Opera is the place to speak to our destiny. I was 
waiting for you with chocolates and black glasses on. We see as my surprise the 
masterpiece ballet Manon! What a ballet! What a love! What a place to celebrate the birth 
of our love also… 
 Oh Emy, your presence is as fabulous as fabulous are the costumes of the dancers. 
The red velvet is endless like the life in you. All the Opera is tailored as a red velvet 
dress. The red velvet is the red carpet reception to you… 
 Oh next to us is sitting a Jewish woman, a nice woman… 
 Oh I miss the temperature of your lips. I see your devotion to me again, a 
devotion with style and friendship. Oh, as the Jewish woman says you have to be above 
all best friends… 
 Oh love, 
  Oh life, I am with you and I still think about you. I think of the days we 
are apart. The days we are together, we can do the washing together… 
 Oh Emy, all my devotion to your clothes and shoes with hills. The hills resemble 
pens of ego. Your clothes are made from the curtains of paradise… 
 Oh, you are the cute Emy of Covent Garden…  

I belong to your clothes and shoes for ever, as I belong to you.  
 
                                                                 The grandson of Aristotle 

 
 
 
                                                                               
 
                                                                                                 
                                                                         London 25 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 
 Oh Emy, Ema, Emo, oh my life… 
Today, you called me and you said: go and collect something for you in the road further 
up in the street. Oh, it was a nice perfume. It was wrapped in a nice box with a red 
ribbon. 

 Oh my love, I know that you love boxes, you love boxes like lobsters. You like 
boxes like small treasures… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, you are the woman with style. Oh you have such a taste for 
small things and boxes and pieces of art… 
 Oh Emy, our blood is the fire, the flame is our eyes, eyes looking at each other 
always like the first time… 
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 Oh Emy, all the boxes you have kept in your life are foul with our secrets. Oh I 
want to open all these small boxes… 
 Oh my love, 
  Oh my life, please keep my presents in your collection.  I am a happy box, 
a box boy, a warehouse man. I am as important to you, as a woman is to her father, as a 
woman is to her bag. When you open your bag, it is full of small things, small diaries, 
lipsticks, pens, keys, coins, number charts with your monthly expenses, two wallets. Oh 
your bag is full of luck, full of silly things so necessary to a woman like you… 
 Oh I miss your style, oh I miss that you say everything to your friends and their 
fears kill you… 
  I miss you like sugar in my coffee… 

I belong to your small boxes and pieces of art forever, as I belong to you.  
 
                                                        The grandson of Aristotle 

 
 
                                                                                                            
 
 
 
 
                                                                        London 26 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

  Mon amour, 
 

Oh Emy, 
Oh my love, 
            Oh my life, my heart is you... 
Oh I adore in you the love for a nice small car. Oh you gave me many rides in 

your car. Oh girl that you are the parent’s boy... 
Oh miss Emy inside your house, you run from bathroom to bathroom to clean 

wearing hills. Oh miss Emy, in the kitchen you try to cook something exceptionally well, 
like frying an egg. The only thing you can cook so well. Oh you clean the windows also, 
like you take off the make up from your eyes... 

  Oh my love, oh my life, your small house is full of elegant things, your 
small house is a small warehouse of the local museum... 

Oh your bag. Oh, I like your bag... 
Oh Emy, I learnt to belong to you, I belong to you... 
Oh my life, the night is full of stars, and you are a star without night... 
Oh we drink a lot of champagne! How jolly it is to be in your arms, to be in your 

lips... 
I belong to your small car and small house for ever, as I belong to you.  
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                                                            The grandson of Aristotle 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                                       London 27 November 2005 
 
 
                              
 

Mon amour 
 

Oh my baby, 
When you take the pen to write, the letters assemble designs for long 

dresses and bras. Oh, the style of your letters is full of pink panties and hills and hells... 
Oh my love, 

Oh my life, you studied fashion. The fashion world is full of sunshine, but 
you never see the sun. You are a sun; you are a great woman with style... 

Oh my sweetheart, you always wanted a life in fashion, oh my love, you are 
always wear fashion... 

Oh my sweet bee, you are a queen in the honeycomb of the fashion world... 
Oh fashion does not last. Oh love lasts... 
I belong to your fashion and style forever, as I belong to you.  

 
                                                         The grandson of Aristotle 

 
 
 
 
                                                                       London 28 November 2005 
 
 
 
 

Mon amour, 
 

Oh my love, 
Oh my life, I came to see you during the night and next to the door of your flat we 

lived magical moments... 
Oh cute night face, half asleep. Oh eternity with Emy... 
Love is to be loved... 

I think and think of you. 
And the master Descartes said: Emy cogito, ergo sum... 
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My Emy, our love will amuse humanity. Oh our love will make the parents upset, 
because always the parents do not believe in love... 

Today my gifts for you were: jasmine, vanilla, fig... 
I belong to this day forever, as I belong to you.  
 

  The grandson of Aristotle  
 
 

 
 

Tuesday 17 January 2006 
London 

 
D & E menu 

 
 

Spanish sweet red peppers boiled lightly  
and filled with salmon, wrapped with smoked salmon and 

served with a lemon sauce 
 

 
 

*** 
 

 
Pumpkin seeds Risotto, 

with black olive oil from Cyprus and a selection of mussels, king prawns and 
squid 

 
 
 
 

*** 
 
 

Date and walnut cake 
served with chocolate and malt whisky butter sauce 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Guest miss Emy 
Chef, The grandson of Aristotle 
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Emy in time, she was replaced in my heart, with another woman, (with the help of 
new and precious erotic moments), as you can see.  
 

 
 

 
 

On Live and (then) Write:  
The Apple 

 
                                                                     For Anna Rozanska 

 
The Apple, is the nickname of a woman. In life it is fatal when you love the 

wrong woman, but stirring and a learning curve. 
 
 

Many writers behave like saints. We don’t need them. [] Writers like criminals are 
imperfect, unpredictable and brainless sometimes. [] A writer is the horse thief of logic 
(bicycle thief of madness?). [] A writer lives in the ghetto of ambition. [] A spider’s web 
is the ambition of the perfect novel (book?). [] Writers are okay creatures. Like fun. [] In 
writing and love, the poison is delicious. [] Writers are delicious in bed. They take the 
matress to the novel. [] The pen is the chimney of emotions. [] With every book 
published, one tree less in Oregon. [] One soul less inside. New soul waiting at the door 
with a gun. One soul has been sounding a warning. What the hell was that? It was a 
polish cat. [] You must say: ‘move on’. Move on for the next asteroid. [] Mystery plot, 
mystery perfume. [] I love the emotionless smell of old books. [] It makes the writer a 
casualty of war.  A casualty of rules, no-rules. [] Rules: sex, cigars, chocolates and orange 
juice. [] No-rules: crime, warfare, gunfight and slaughter. [] My life is mixed, with rules 
and no-rules. [] Call it lessons in life. Three lessons then. (i) Nothing lasts forever – 
Aristotle wrote about the earth and the sea, saying what is earth today, it will be sea by 
tomorrow, (ii) half of your money must be kept in cash, (iii) you need a good dictionary. 
[] Call it lessons in suicide, lessons by the seaside. [] A writer, (lives and then writes) a 
life full of passion and desire to be the best. Passion is a living experience. [] He ends up, 
a lion with wounds, with a number of ribs broken. The broken ribs are his art. [] This is 
the life on live and (then) write: The Apple. It’s time to call the Apple. It’s time to forget 
the Apple, by eating an apple. It’s time to read the last email from my friend Leon and 
reply.  
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Dear grandson of Aristotle, 

‘I had a good week in London. I was thrilled there. You are right: it is a good 
basis. And I will make it here. And I might even stay here for good. I will try to mortgage 
a place here’.    

‘Just what happened with you? I am worried that drinking and gambling are 
ruining you. I saw you gamble away close to 1,000 GBP in Mayfair. And I sat next to 
you when you looked deep into the lower half of a whiskey or gin bottle in Byzantium 
cafe. Alas, what are you doing to yourself? Are alcohol and gambling changing you? So, 
really, will you lose me because of your drinking and gambling habits? We need to 
address this. So what is happening? I wish you well and need you strong and you can 
participate in my creative success. And there is no room for drinking and gambling’. 

‘Sorry if my words do feel pushy. So let me be more clear about this: Likewise, it 
is unacceptable that you are side-stepping the issue. One of your few friends. So decide!’ 
 
                                                                                                 Leon 

 

 
 

Dear Leon, 
 
‘I am a king without a kingdom. My kingdom is the language of the world, was, 

is, was, - will be, is, will be - was, will be, was - is, is, was. The language through which I 
feel [a. I felt] and I think [b. I thought]. I stop now, a and b, stopped me. OK. OK, nothing 
but the language. Nothing but the ancient Greek language. Nothing but the German 
language. The language is the road, modern English and modern German’.  
 

‘What the people see-understand, expresses one weakness of being able to see-
understand. A weakness of the language (the common language), the common people, the 
common mind, the empty mind’. 
 

‘The language of love. The language of empty love. If you [I] wish to empty the 
Love from your [my] brain, you [I] need to empty the language. It is not possible. It will 
be good for a [the] woman but not for the domain of feelings + thoughts. My love for you 
is in feelings + thoughts which were blossomed-developed-examined by using the 
language, and more language. You think in language. You [sadly] feel in language’. 
 

‘The size of language is a green pea. [For the optimists, the size of language is the 
size of Monaco.] The size of love language is the blue Moon. The same night, the size of 
language is the green Moon. A green pea, is responsible to help us understand the blue 
Moon. Ludwig Wittgenstein where are you?’ 
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‘The horse of George Stubbs, at the London National Gallery is a word. The horse 
of George Stubbs is not a language. The principles that go for the language, also, go the 
logic and the mathematics.’ 
 

‘Day. Day. Word. Word. The world is full of languages. A day in history is full of 
languages. With only one logic?’ 
 

‘Life and death. A Language is the grave of another Language. Language is the 
grave of many loves, including mine.’ 
 

‘You think-feel in language. You destroy your life or the life of others in 
language.’ 
 

‘The existent, the non-existent. Love itself has made the language the castle in 
which we work as servants wearing black robes. We used the language to love someone 
and this helped us to accept the language in peace and war.’ 
 

‘UBS & RBS. These are the names of two banks in the capitalist system of 
London. These are two financial words. But how on earth are we Here? As you glimpse, 
from these two words with letters, ‘first are the letters that were invented, around 2000 
B.C. to indicate tiny sounds of speech’ David Sacks writes in his book The Alphabet 
(2003). What Aristotle and Wittgenstein could have said if they had this book in front of 
their eyes? What I [don’t] say? In the same book, you read also about OK, that was once 
a presidential slogan, in the 1840 USA. OK then!’  
 

‘The words of a situation in depression are more useful, than no words from a 
happy man with an empty brain.’ 
 

‘A packet of crisps, exists only in language….’ 
 

‘Everything that happens is the shadow of language. When nothing happens, the 
shadow is self-illuminated.’ 
 

‘The brain understanding is a drop. The language is the sea. [This person must be 
in love, and when the loves hurts he is reversing the above to: (i) The brain understanding 
is a sea. The language is the drop. (ii) The brain understanding is a drop. The language is 
the drop. (iii) -the absolute pessimist- The brain understanding is a half-drop. The 
language is the drop consisted of  a. ¼ language, b. ¼ logic, c. ¼ mathematics, and d. ¼ - 
½ madness ½ love.] 
 

‘In the Holy Books, there is a mass of tiny letters (which came first in the 
language), ink and sperm.’ 
 

‘The world is a limited whole (not pink hole). My love is limited, and in my love 
for the Apple the language is mirrored. The days in childhood, the days in love, the days 
in prison are like irons in the fire that can get my fingers burnt.’ 
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‘The cakes that my Apple eats exist in language, a cake occurs in the CONTENT 

OF A PROPOSITION.’ 
 

The ‘Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus’ (1921) was put forward for a Ph.D., and 
Wittgenstein said to the two examiners, who happened to be famous philosophers of the 
era: ‘Don’t worry, I know you’ll never understand it”. This is what I decide saying to 
Leon: He’ll never understand me.  
 

                                                         The grandson of Aristotle 
           

 
Ps. As a poet wrote once “He who touches the ashes of the past, will burn himself 

with still glowing coals.” The past will always burn, even after my life-time. Not because 
of me, not because of that woman nicknamed and called Apple, but because of my great 
grandfather. 
 
                                                                      

The Apple in time, she was never replaced in my heart, with another woman, 
(with the help of new and precious erotic moments), as you can see. I never called again 
the ashes of the present, while in time, they became ashes of the past… The nostalgic 
memory about Zahida, the Muslim woman, returned in my mind (and in my dreams) 
from time to time.   
 
 

 
 

 
Self-Portrait: 

The grandson of Aristotle 
 

In the beginning of my life there was the word eccentric and after the word 
passion. Passion. Passion. Passion for human or natural creations. Passion for people. 
Passion for a woman. Passion for desserts, I never found one I didn’t like. Passion for 
books and writing small texts.  

 My parents are Marianthus and Haralambus of Stagira in Greece. I thank them 
every time I drink water. I rise my head up to the sky like the hens do. When I said to my 
mother “I love Zahida”, the same day she put our picture in her wallet. When I said to my 
father “I want to go London”, he said “yes go, see the world, and see how much they 
appreciate the books and the legacy of Aristotle!” When I was a young boy, he was to me 
like a Jewish mother, saying always: “Do this, do that, do this better, come to meet this 
man from that town, come to meet that man from Istanbul, leave that, don’t lose time, 
read more”, and so on. The father’s advice was the mother’s milk for my life. The 
father’s blood line made him tell me “You need to be as good as Aristotle, the ancient 
Greeks are our fathers, never forget that. You are the grandson of Aristotle”, so that’s 
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how it went, me being the grandson of Him. I also have two precious sisters, Agathe and 
Agnes who did in their life what nature programmed them to do, get married and have 
children.   

Aristotle, the great philosopher had a son with Herpyllis of Stageira, and the son 
was named as Nicomachus. And that son gave birth to another son, and so on, and so on, 
the line goes back many-many years. When I was a young boy I believed I am the 
grandson of Aristotle. In the village of Stagira, the old people were sure (and still are) for 
my family’s ties going back directly to the philosopher Aristotle. In the school once, 
when the philosophy teacher asked who is Aristotle, I said “he is my grandfather”, and 
every pupil fell from their chairs onto the floor, laughing. Since that day, against all the 
odds, I believe I am his grandson, and let the world laugh. Then, I was nicknamed by all 
the school boys “grandson of Aristotle”.   

I started working as assistant plumber, in the small village of my origin, Stagira, 
during the summer. I was a small boy. I remember that I couldn’t learn easily how to ride 
a bike, it took me years. However, after learning it, during the summer, I used to visit the 
remains from the ancient town of Stageira, returning late in the afternoon to the modern 
day village of Stagira down the road on the southwest. The pronunciation in both is the 
same, but in the name of the ancient town you add one “e” , Stageira. In Athens, I started 
reading widely, and writing, having always in mind to write a few things.  

I came to London, at a young age, and with the same ambition as Aristotle had 
while he travelled in ancient Greece. Knowledge is the only ambition.  My business card 
says: ‘born Stagira, works London, writer and restaurant manager’. Having a deep desire 
to understand better the world around me, God, the human nature, and to trace back the 
legacy of my ancestry in Europe.  I lived for years at house number 13 (lucky number).  
From inside this house I observed how Oliver Twist (1838) has been slowly replaced by 
Harry Potter (1997) in the hearts of the English. I prefer the former to the latter. From 
inside this house, I observed the Google humans of London with the i-pod, the i-phone 
and the i-pad. (Did I observe the i-humans?) 

In London, all the time I was at the university to study politics, you can guess who 
was my favourite philosopher, I was also nicknamed as one. I was thinking of my work in 
writing, and one day, a “Life works plan” came out. I had to organize my life so well, 
possibly that is the influence of being the grandson of Aristotle. Now, I am “a prawn 
seller”, (that’s how I nickname myself) inside a big restaurant in Covent Garden. Mostly I 
sell in the restaurant big prawns and calamari. Forty people, members of staff, help me as 
a manager for this. A little money is the mother’s milk for a happy and “successful” life. 
(A writer needs always to have a second job, either as a second job a rich father, or as a 
second job a rich wife.)    

In life, I tried many times, to meet many people. I met criminals and poets, 
farmers and bankers, electricians and builders, managers and presidents, philosophers and 
writers, waiters and others, for five minutes, five days or five years. I met Cornelius 
Castoriadis psychoanalyst, who read widely and admired Aristotle, Elias Petropoulos 
folklorist and writer, Clara Gibson Maxwell dancer and choreographer, Michael Dugdale 
traveler and friend, and Zahida, a Muslim woman with whom I had fallen in love from 
first sight in London. I liked her wet eyes and her female instinct. Zahida is a happy part 
of my life. When I said to Zahida all this story about Aristotle, she said “Oh I like it, how 
sweet!”  
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“Working as a restaurant manager in Covent Garden, the grandson of Aristotle, he 
had some marvelous customers over the years, he wrote pieces of prose for some of them. 
The likes of: Chris Patten last Governor of Hong Kong, Simon Hughes British politician 
with his mother, Marlo Morgan writer, Alan Bates actor who starred in the movie Zorba 
the Greek (1964), Naomi Campbell model, David Suchet actor who starred in the 
television series Poirot (1989), Niko Ladenis chef, Monica Lewinsky dined together with 
James Cameron the director of the movie Titanic (1997), Fred Halliday professor at LSE 
and character larger than life, Giovanna Orru a beautiful young woman, Ufuk Uyanik 
cartoonist, Michael Palin traveller, Christa Nicola Australian actress, Alan Bennett play 
writer and many others.”  

I smiled many times, in my face, there is I believe, always a smile, and in my 
mind always an idea. How great can be an incoming idea while you work inside a 
restaurant, I don’t know. I said good morning to many people on the construction sites. 
The first thinkers and artists in my life were those builders with a pencil behind their ears. 
I bent many forks in my life as a man. I painted red hearts in the streets of the university 
campus. I admired with devotion the fireworks in the sky. I went to Paris for four days, 
without any arrangement to have a room, with only one aim, to enjoy a croissant at the 
top of the Eiffel Tower. I saw many cultures, Muslim culture. I saw a couple of tears in 
my eyes and one day I said “I am a tragic character, people can learn many things from 
me, but I can’t learn anything from myself”. I felt the nice phrase I read in the room of a 
Turkish barman “The destiny is your character!” Logic, harmony, creation is the 
happiness I give. I speak firstly in order to listen to myself', and after to be listened to 
from the others.   

Taste is knowledge. While tasting Greek yoghurt, dried figs and honey, I always 
knew that Aristotle had loved their taste also. I enjoyed food when I was working as an 
assistant plumber. The usual food break was: fresh bread, tomatoes, olives, feta cheese 
and salami. In London, I really enjoyed all the meetings with the restaurateur Hussein 
Ozer, in which he was offering for me to taste new dishes with fish, meat, vegetables, 
rice, which became new dishes in his restaurants. I really enjoyed also the meals in 
prestigious restaurants in different countries. Taste is a happy knowledge.  

Something that impresses me in the human being is the ability for dignity, ability 
to hurt people, and the ability to make nice bridges. As a man, I try to be kind and just. 
To work hard, to keep my word, and never to say a bad word for anyone. I always see 
with respect a woman, a feeling, a religious ceremony, a ready table with food, a glass of 
orange juice, a handmade piece of cloth, a child, someone who says “I believe in God”, a 
friend, a bridge. I observed all these things. I observe them. I’m a happy grandson.  

Aristotle argued “A fully human life is the activity of the mind”. I am an eccentric 
mind. I am not stupid, but far away from all the other writers. I always wanted to create a 
world of imagination with small texts like pictures and paintings. I want to create and to 
share it with you in a society of freedom and imagination. The quality of a man is found 
in the level he shares the life he lives, and all the things he learns with his fellow people. 
And all this started, from the moment they said to a young boy, who he is. We all know 
now.  

Inside this book there is knowledge. Possibly also, how Aristotle could think and 
imagine today if facing all these issues in society. That’s why there are a few Galleries, as 
well as, Portraits. Also, a few great thinkers of the modern era appear in the pages. Is this 
book Mediterranean madness with English principle? Can the entire book, be the self-
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portrait of the grandson of Aristotle or his autobiography? I don’t know, but the key point 
was my brain, and my brain, it is I, and I, it is the society, and I, it is my Aristotelian past.  

Every artist has got an obsession with his portrait. Every writer has got an 
obsession with his past. I don’t have one, do I?   

 
 

                                                                        
                                  Dimitris Eleas,  
                                                     Eccentric Portraits (The grandson of Aristotle 

                                                 and his life as a writer in London), London 2007-2011 
 
                                                     (Additional editing took place in Brighton 2010,   
                                                     in Athens 2011 and in Warsaw 2011). 
 
                                             This is a free eBook!.. 
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What they are saying about Dimitris Eleas 
 
 
Tony Blair [10 Downing Street]: “… was most interested to read about your exhibition 
‘Texts with Icons’.” 

Noam Chomsky [MIT, Boston], the famous American linguist about the ‘Eccentric 
Portraits’: “…a fascinating project.” 

Giorgos Pelargidis [London]:  “…Eleas is like Brazil in football.” 

Anthony Giddens [LSE Director, London], about the book ‘Eccentric Portraits’: “…I 
am sure I will enjoy reading it as I did the other material you gave me before.” 

Cornelius Castoriadis [EHESS, Paris], said to him “...you are a writer Mr. Eleas!”  
 
Michael Duncan [Translator, London]: “…you are fucking brilliant and you know it.” 
 

Kostas Axelos [Thinker, Paris], about the book “Eccentric Notes”:  “…and they have 
not left me at all indifferent. Continue the path you are on poetically, with positive aims 
for the future.” 

From the office of Dalai Lama: “…His Holiness is on an extended visit to Europe 
…After His Holiness’ arrival we will apprise Him about your letter and the work… We 
really appreciate for your interest in the political issue of Tibet…” 

Giorgos Evagelopoulos [London]: “…he is as sharp as a diamond. His brain is 
diamond-like as well.” 
 
 

 

 


